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Own Your Own Electrical
REPAIR SHOP
Boss Electrical

Construction Jobs
Be Superintendent of an

Be an Electrical CONTRACTOR

Electrical POWER PLANT

"Will you guarantee that 1 will

earn more money after 1
finish Dunlap -training?"
You have a right to ask these questicros. When you put your money
and time into home -training you are
entitled to know what it will do for
you. Your whole future success depends
on the kind of training you choose now
I WILL ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS
-straight from the shoulder, in plair
English. For the first time a million dollar correspondence school guarantees its
training under bond. Coupon below
brings this sensational guarantee.

Chief

fngineer

22 Noted

ti`s Dunlap

---

Business of a
Million Opportunities

While you're at it, while you're spending your time and
money to be a success, Train for the big-pay Boss jobs
'in
the world's fastest growing industry. The world's work
School
is now being done by Electric power. Autos, ships, buildings, aeroplanes, all electric equipped. Electric lights,
AT HOME
everywhere. Think of Radio, Telephones, Telegraph,
Electric railways. This business DOUBLED in the last 9 years, and they say it
will double again in the next 6 years!

Coto Electrical

d

-

whoaoutfit
wiring Outfit

fl

_

Electrical
Engineers

Crl"4--the

La not a one-man, one
sire school. 22 famous Engineers and Executives of the

This

following corporations and nnicersities helped me make Dunlap -training the most complete
and up-to-date:
1. General Electric Co.
2. Commonwealth Edison Co.
3. Crocker -Wheeler Co.

4. Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co.
6. American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
6. Westinghouse Electric A
Mfg. Co.
7. Western Electric Co.
8. Underwriters Laboratories. Inc.
9. Columbia University
10. Dartmouth College
11. Massachusetts' Institute of
Technology
12. Lehigh University
13. University of Vermont
14. Armour Inst. of Tech-

$60 to $200 a Week for Electrical Experts

Enormous demand for all-around Electrical Experts as Power Plant Superintendents, Chief Electricians, Foremen of Construction, Electrical Draftsmen,
Radio Engineers, etc. And with my training you can go into business for yourself with little capital and make $3,000 to $12,000 a year.

4ElectricalOutfits Write
You don't have
Given

motor
and
Volt Ammeter

to leave your

home or quit your job, you
don't need post -graduate Laboratory courses when you are
Dunlap -trained. I send you
these 4 costly, complete Electrical Outfits, all the Laboratory and Shop apparatus you
need to >ainderstand Electrical
laws, theories and principles
easily and quickly.
Not one penny extra
for this equipment.

6

le AT ONCE!

The first half of my training is
APPLIED ELECTRICITY, a

complete course. In the second
half I give you Electrical Engineering subjects, doubling the
quantity of instruction usually included in home-study training. I
want to tell you all about this
and how I have at the same time
made this training BETTER in
every way. Get my book, it's
free. Get my guarantee and special offers RIGHT NOW. Coupon brings everything quick!

Chief Engineer DUNLAP, Electrical DZvisfon
Radio

4 RetelvInu Set

Earn WhileYou Learn
As early as your eleventh lesson,

,

Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago

I

give

you special training in wiring, Radio,
Electrical repairing, motors, etc.,
so you can go out and start
turning your instruction into
cash. It's no trick to earn
a
enough in a single eve-

ning to pay one

month's tuition cost.
So you needn't

lack of ready

let

1

'

I L

COUPON
I
QU C

It

1

any.
Chief Engineer Dunlap.
thingelsekeep
'AMERICAN
SCHOOL.
you from
Dept.E-568.Dreael Aye. a
this won68th St., Chicago.
d e r fu l
homeRush free book, special offers
traina
and your new guarantee. I want
Still.
complete information on how to become an Electrical Expert at home in
money or

,

spare tame.
Namo

AMERICAN SCHOOL

Dept. E- 569

nology

15. University of Kansas
AND MANY OTHERS

St. No.

City

State
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t to Male Big Monej?.

35OO titlOOTt 0aYear

is Eau toEarn in
ELECTR.ICITY!!
Hundreds of my students are earning this big money

De a

ea

trica

CookeTrai:EleC
o

E%pert
READ the Proof
from My Studeants
$30 to S56 a Day in
Business for Himself
1. R. Morgan, 36
PrescoctSt..Columbus, O., formerly
a $4.5( a day mechanic. now averages over $40 a day
doing electrical
work on his own
hook.

Earns $800

i

23 Days

Earl R. Montrose,
Mono Lake, Calif..
gets electrical cor tract, completes it
in 23 days and co lects $800 profit.

.

$7,000 a Year From

/

.

Herbe-t Dickerson
used to earn $30 a
week. Now superintendant of Electrical equipment at
North Wales Farm,
Warrenton, Va., at
$7,000 a year.

Makes $750 in Spare
Time
Before completing

course. John J. Burke,
3332 East Baltimore
St.. Baltimore, Md.
made $750 doing cdii
electrical jobs in
spare time. Now runs
his own big busing SS.

Engineering

open to' Cooke"tralned
men. My employment
bureau sees to that. I

am actually spending
over $25,000 a year just
to get jobs for my students.

I Can

TranºnYou

'

Free Outfit

lb Big

Guarantees

-

I give you 16 definite guarantees
when you enroll for my Course, including a signed bond to return
everypennyyou pay me
if you are not satisfied.
5500 Cash to
These guarantees covGo Into
er FREE Consultation
and Employment ServBusiness for
ice, FREE tools. FREE
Yourself
use of laboratory,
gire
Every month I
FREE Engineering
tiro of my studrnt.
Magazine and other
5500 cash, to go Into
things previously unbusiness for thraisett e-.
No strings attached-an
heard of in home study
out and outright gift.
training. I spare no exGet details of this repense to make you a
markable
offer-t h e
big and quick success.
most amazing offer etrr

Better

Being a college trained
engineer with 25 years
made In the home -study
of practical experience,
field from my big free
and now Chief Engibook.
neer of the great Chicago Engineering Works.
a Million Dollar Institution, I know
exactly what kind of training you
need to succeed in this big profession. That's what I give you-practical training by a practical man-the
kind of training big electrical comYou want proof! You want facts!
panies are looking for and are willThese I give youin my big booking to pay for the kind of training
The Vital Facts
you will need to be successful in
About Electricity"business for yourself.
proof that opportunities more wonder-

-

Investigate
Get Proof Big
Electrical Book
FREE!

-

Start Earning Money at Once
You can turn mytraining into money
quickly-begin with your sevent h lesson. 1 give you FREE a whole outfit
of tools and electrical apparatus and
show you how to get and how to do
spare time jobs. You make several
times the monthly payments for my
Course, and get real, valuable, prac-

LL
Works.

Part pfB<

In Radio Work, Power Plants. Contracting. Automotive Electricity
everywhere. The biggest jobs are

pays its own way.

L. L. Cooke has no ronneetion with
Yod can get L. L.
Cooke Training ably from the

Chicago

My

tical experience. "Cooke" training

any other school.

ems

Big Jobs
Open to You

-

_ 1

Electricity on the Farm
'

holding down big electrical jobs and in business for themselves.
Yoil can do it, too. My 16 big guarantees of satisfaction guarantee
your success. Never before was there such a demand for electricity and so many trained men to handle it as there is now. $75 a
week is just an ordinary salary. $100 a week and even $200 is
easy when you are properly trained-trained as I will train you
right in your own home. Step out of your small-pay, no -future
job. Be a"Cooke" Trained Electrical Expert, for "Cooke" Trained
men get the big jobs in Electricity.

ful than you ever
dreamed of await you
proof that "Cooke"
Trained Men do get
the big jobs in Electricity and that I can
do more for you than

anyone else. Send for
my new book now.
Be a "Cooke" Trained
Electrical Expert
Earn $70 to $200 a
week. Mail the coupon NOW!

Mail

L. L. COOKE. Chief
Engineer. Chicago
Engineering Works,
Dept. 215.
3150 Lawrence Avenue,
Chicago. U. S. A.
Send me your brook. "The Vital

this

Coupon

in
- for
FRE

BOOK

About

Eteetreity,"i
V

StudyCoutecCy"urou

indil,.sr Tt
pttgstu=.mhuWruoe
foe

your Course.

Name..

COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works
Dept. 215, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago

YhéCOOI{E Traiicted;Maw, is

f..

lFacto

puicuiare of yourHome
en guar-

antees.

Addreee.........

.....,.r..

the 'Bij' Pay" Man!

plan
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IMPORTANT ARTICLES IN
JUNE ISSUE
HYDRO - ELECTRIC BATTERY
CHARGING SET. A very interesting
description of a home-made water motor
which drives an electric generator so as
to give electric current as needed on the
small scale.

--

ELECTRIC CHIME RINGER FOR

450

By Victor MacClurc
Transmission of Pictures,

1

CLOCKS. This is a very elaborate
article describing the making of an electric chime ringing apparatus to be operated by a clock ringing on the quarters
and the hour.

VOLT MINIATURE MOTOR.
highly original miniature motor which
can be used on a 220 -volt circuit.
220

A

I

--

SIMPLE CHEMICAL BALANCE.
This is a real instrument for laboratory
use, enabling the student to begin work
on quantitative analysis, the ambition of
every young chemist.

INCREASING INDUCT-

ANCE EFFICIENCY. A thorough descripticn and a theoretical treatise on the
various types of inductances most commonly used.
A "B" BATTERY ELIMINATOR
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT.

The eliminator is connected directly to
the set. and, when built in a good looking cabinet, becomes as much a piece of
furniture as the set itself.

H. GERNSBACK, President

S. GERNSBACI<, Treastrer
R. W. DeMOTT, Secretary
General Advertising Department. 53 Park Place. New York City
Western Advertising Representatives, Finuean & McGiura. 720 Cass Street. Chieago. Ill.
Kansas City Advertising Representative, George F. Dillon, Republic Building, Kansas
City, Mo.
Pacific Coast Advertising Representatives. A. 1. Norris Hill Co., Hearst Building, San Francisco.
Cal.

!!iliIIiI

THE EXPERIMENTER is published monthly on the 20th of
month, by
THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC. (THE GER\TOITeach
PUBLISHING
COMPANY. INC.), owner, at 53 Park Place, New York City. THE EXPERIMENTER

tions, 50e must be added for additional postal charges.
when remitting, do so by
check, money -order or registered letter If cash is included.
Subscriptions for less than
one year will not be accepted.
Send your name, address and remittance to OF,ItftIOTT
October 14. 1921, under act of March 3. 1R79.
PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., 51 Park Place, New York City. \ rotten the name
Title registered at the Patent Office, Copyright 1921, by THE GERMOTT PUBof the magazine you are ordering as we also publish RADIO NEWS, SCIENCE A
LISHING COMPANY, INC., New York. The contents of this magazine are copyrighted
INVENTION, and MOTOR C hMl'EII & TOURIST. Subscriptions may also be made
and must not be reproduced without giving full credit to the pnbllcation.
in combination with these three magazines. Send postal for special combination subscripAll eonuuunlratlons and rrmtributlons to this magazine should be addressed to:
tion otters.
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER, 53 Park Place, New York City. Unaccepted contribuCHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Notify us as far in advance as possible. It requires
tions cannot be returned unless full postage has been Included. All accented eontribuseveral weeks to make an address change on our records.
Always write clearly, giving
itons are bald for on publication. A special rate is paid for novel experiments; good
your old address as well as your new.
Photographs accompanying them are highly desirable.
ON EXPIRATION of your subscription we enclose a renewal blank In our last
THE EXPERIMENTER is for sale at all news stands In the United States. Canada
number to you and notify you by letter. Unless we receive your order for a renewal,
and also at the principal news stands In all foreign countries.
with your remittance, we stop our delivery to you on expiration.
ROW TO SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EXPERIMENTER. The
rnte for
THE i-;XPERISIENTER 1s $2.50 per year, 12 Issues. We prepay subscription
COMMUNICATIONS to us regarding your subscription should always bear yotte full
to all parts
postage
of the United States. Mealrn and Island pnssesslons. For foreign or Canadian subseripname, address and when possible the number which appears on your wrapper every month.
Published by EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.
(Germett Publishing Co., lee., owner)
53 Park Place. N. Y. City
Publishers of "Science and Invention." "Radio News" and "Motor Camper & Tourist"
is entered as amend -class matter,
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`In Twelve

,WWeeks

Not by Cor espondence
All PRA r1C:

,.

In Great
Shops:
Coyne trained Electrical Experts are in demand everywhere-because they are men
who ire prart:cally trained and thoroughly trained for the Big Jobs in Electricity.
Send that :oupon to me now and see
how I fi. you for one of the thousands of BIG PAY OPPORTUNITIES in 12 short weeks! No
obligation at all! Act quick!

Earn $60 to $200 a Week!
Book-

.. \

Clip that Coupon Riglt Now! Get my Big New
IT'S FREE! It poirts the way to Success for you.

Crammed
full of hard, dependab e, proven Farts. Shows the way to Big Pay in the
Largest, Most Interesting Money -Making Field-ELECTRICITY! Find out
how a world of Oppo-t inities can be opened up for you as a Coyne -Trained
Electrical Expert. See what my PRACTICAL TRAINING has done for others.
Read what they say about Coyne.

I'll 'Make You An Electrical Expert

NOW!

IN 12 WEEKS'

Yes, sir, I train you for the BIG JOBS
in ELECTRICITY! Coyne IS NOT
A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL! I

You Learn in Chicago

EQUIPMENT-the kind you use out on
the job.
That's why my students
MAKE GOOD. That's why you Mas-

city right in the Electrical Center of
the World. You see everything electrical here. Along with my Shop
Training you visit the big organizations and power plants-learn their
methods first hand.

train you-thorough/y-on thousands of
dollars' worth of Elects ical Apparatut_
You do ACTUAL WORK on REAL

ter Electricity in 12 WEEKS at Coyne!

the Electrical Center
students
of the World Coyne
master Electri-

Coyne Trains You
While You Learn
For Life It males no difference Earn
I back my students up. My Employment

how little Education or
Electrical Experience you have had,
I'll make you an Electrical Expert
through Coyne's LEARN -BY -DOING
METHODS! I have cone it for thousands. I will do it for YOU! At
Coyne you get a Life Scholarship. You
can stay longer than the required time
if necessary. You can return any time
later to take up new work I am continually adding to keep my course upto-date at all times.

H. C. LEWIS

President

Dept. 157-5

Dept. will assist you
job to make a good
while training. And
BIG PAY JOB on

Radio

& Auto
Course

FREE
Special
Offer
right now! I am

including Absolutely Free
my Big New
R A D I O

COURSE

TRICITI.

26 Years of Success
Remember Coyne is a School with an established REPUTATION. Endorsed by Elec-

trical Industry. Over a QUARTER OF A
CENTURY of Success that was earned by
the BIG SUCCESSES of Coyne Students.
You owe it to yourself to find out what I
can do for you. Clip the Coupon Now!
H. C. LEWIS, President.

1300-1310 W. Harrison Street

Send for it now.
It's a book worth
having. Handsomely bound.
Beautifully Illustrated.
Size 12x15
inches. Shows dozens of actual photographs of Coyne students working in
my BIG SHOPS. Gives others'
experiences. Shows what you
can do. Cost me a dollar, but it's yours
free if you mail
coupon. Do
it nowt

and AUTO,
TRUCK , n d
TRAI'TOlt
E L K C -

in getting a part time
part of your expenses
it will help you get a
graduating.

COYNE
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

GET MY BIG,
NEW BOOK
FREE!

brings
full

details.

MAIL THIS COUPON
H. C. LEWIS, President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
1300-10 W. Harrison St., Dept., 151-5, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Dear "II. C.":-Please send me, absolutely
FREE, your big New Book and full particulars of your Special Offer of Two Extra
Courses FREE.

FOUNDED
1899

CHICAGO, ILL.

%/.

Coupon

Name
- Address
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THE EXPERIMENTER READERS' BUREAU

Time and Postage Saver
IN

every issue of THE EXPERIMENTER you undoubtedly see

If the advertiser requires any money
or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing
charges on his catalogue or descriptive
literature, please be sure to enclose the
correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for information on
their products.
This service will appear regularly
every month on this same page in

numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further
information.
To sit down and write an individual
letter to each of these respective concerns, regarding the article on which
you desire information, would be quite
a task.
As a special service to our readers, we
will write the letters for you, thus sav-

THE EXPERIMENTER.
If there is any Manufacturer not ad-

ing your time and money.
Just write the names of the products
about which you want information,
and to avoid error, the addresses of the
manufacturers, on the coupon below
and mail it to us.

vertising in this month's issue of

THE EXPERIMENTER from

whom you would like to receive literature, write his name, address and
the product in the special section of
the coupon below.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please advise the firms listed below that
product as advertised in the

I

would like to receive detailed information on their

issue of

THE EXPERIMENTER.

If

NAME

ADDRESS
(Street-City-Slate)

Catalogue

List here specific article on of complete
which you wish literature. line is wanted
check in this

column.

If you desire any special information from a manufacturer whose advertisement does not appear
in this month's issue, use this space.

Your own name here
Address
If

you are a dealer.
cheek here.

City

State
5-23
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Read!
Think!
Act!

Would You Like to Make
$10.00 An Hour ?
Sounds like big pay, doesn't it?
But thousands of men, when they have climbed the ladder and figured back, have
found that the time they spent in spare -hour reading and studying paid them bigger
than any wages they ever earned.
Let's figure it. There arc at least three evening hours a day that can be used
in putting practical know:edge into your head. Suppose you used just a fair portion
of these, putting in, say, 00 hours a year for two years-1000 hours
in all.
The well-informed nnn in any business can expect to earn $2000
a year more than the un nformed one. In five years this difference
amounts to $10,000, or $1(1 for every hour of your spare -time employment.
We are putting it conservatively. Many
men have found their use of spare time
paid them as high as $25 to $50 an hour.
Spare -time investment is the biggest thing
you can undertake.

1
r.

Th0V/

=CROFT-

%LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY
/ill \\.\\`

A

combined reference library and home-study course
7

The Croft Library of Practical Electricity
Paves the Way for Bigger Pay for You

1 Every page of this 3000 -page Library
is taken from every -day electrical practice. Croft deals only with the kind of
problems you meet in your daily work.
author's knowledge of electricity
2 The
has been obtained through actual shirtsleeves practice. Beginning as an apprentice lineman, he went through the
various stages of rvirentan, draftsman,
etc., until he attained the position of
electrical engineer with one of the big
electrical
manufacturing
companies.
Now he heads his own consulting company.
years of thought, time and effort
3 Seven
In
were put into these great books.
them you will find all the essentials of
modern electrical practice. Their thoroughness makes then, the standard electrical reference books of today.
books contain nothing but live,
4 The
practical material. They are kept up to
the minute by periodical revisions by
the author. Every electrical worker
will appreciate the value of this.
in the volumes is clearly
5 Everything
written-clearly illustrated. Every man
able to read and write can understand
Yet they are neither
and use them.
elementary nor amateurish.
The
flexible keratol binding of the Croft
6 books makes them ideal for either
workshop or home library. They are
easy to handle-and they will last.
usual7 The worth of any set of books is 40,000
ly indicated by its sale. Over
electrical workers-beginners and experts-are now using the Croft books.
There's a sound reason for this popu-

Thos. A. Edison, the great electrical inventor, writing to Terrell Croft, said:
"Your method of explaining by analogy with things everyone knows, and the simple
illustrations, make your work one of the best that I have yet seen."
In the Croft books :.ou will find complete, detailed and up-to-the-minute information on
electricity. from the simplest principles to complete and economical operation of a central
station. You will be toll the things you need to know about motors, generators, armatures,
commutators. transformers, circuits, currents, switchboards, distribution systems-electrical
machinery of every type, installation, operation and repair-wiring for light and power-how
to do it mechanically perfect in accordance with the National Electrical Code-wiring of
finished buildings-underwriters' and municipal requirements-how to do the complete job,
from estimating it to completion-illumination in its every phase-the latest and most improved
methods of lighting-lan-ps and lighting effects. etc.
Send for your set of these pay -increasing books today and judge their value for yourself.
Don't wait. You can make every evening hour worth $10 or more to you.

Free Examination-No Money Down-Easy Payments

others. Fill in and
We want you to test our statements-we want you to compare the Croft hooks with
ten days' Free Examimail the coupon attached ani we will send you the entire set of eight volumes forpay
nothing
unless you
nation. We take all the rise-pay all charges. You assume no obligation-you
decide to keep the
books. Then $1.50
in ten days and
the balance at the
until later on, we will give you
rate of $2 a month.
If you subscribe for the Croft Library now instead of waiting
Send the coupon
copy of Taylor's Transformer Practice as a premium for your promptness. This Is a helpful
NO\V and see the
book on the installation. columetion and operation of transformers and static induction apparawith this pay books for yourtus. It is a book no man wo.ld collect to get free. Yet It comes to you free
same convenient terms.
the
low
awe
price-on
tho
books-at
of
self.
set
raising

FREE WITH THE LIBRARY

first payment of 51.50 Is recelved tee will send
You your free ropy of
R'hen your

BUT YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE NOW

f-
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SEND Tills
COUPON

Reasons for Owning
the Croft Library

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.
Seventh Avenue, New York City

370

Free Examination Coupon
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

370 Seventh Ave., New York City
Gentlemen-Pleas.- send me the CROFT LIBRARY OF
PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY (shipping charges prepaid)
for 10 days' free examination. If satisfactory, I will send
$1.50 in ten days and $2 per month until $19.50 has been
If not wanted, I will write you for return shipping
paid.
instructions. (Write plainly and fill in all lines.) Upon receipt of my first p:.yntetit of $1.50 I am to receive a copy
of Taylor's Transfo-mer Practice absolutely free of charge.

Name
Home
Y

air

,

StgW

V

Mc9RAa

weave,

'44114,'

'

`,:
.

r

Address

City and

State..

Firm or Employer
Occupation

Exp. 5-1-25
s.
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BURIED

TREASURE
can still be found in

"/,

CHEMISTRY

l2,

Good Chemists Command High Salaries
and you can make yourself
independent for life by unearthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.

rt

IL-

Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone front
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. II. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have come
through their chemical achievements.

T. O'CONOR SLOANr.t

.A.B.. A.M.. LL.D.. Ph.D.
Instructor. Lecturer and
Author. Formerly TI'reasurer Amencan Chemical Society and a practical
chemist with many well known
rachievements to his credit. Not
pay hu Dr. Sloane taught chemis}`r7 for years but he was for many
ears engaged . is commercial
chemistry work.
Noted
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Now Is the Time to

Study Chemistry
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Experimental Equipment
Furnished to Every Student
We give to every student without additional charge this
chemical equipment, including forty-nine pieces of laboratory apparatus and supplies, and forty different chemicals
and reagents.
These comprise the apparatus and chemicals
used for the experimental work of the course.
The fitted
heavy wooden box serves not only as a ease for the outfit
but also as a useful laboratory accessory for performing
countless experiments.

job.-H. VAN BENTIIUYSEN.

Co far I've been more than pleased with
your course end ant still doing nicely. I hope
to be your honor graduate this year.-J. M.

NORKUS, J11.
I find your course excellent and your instruction, trutldully, the clearest and best assem-
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have ever taken, and yours la the

I've studied.-JAMES J. KELLY.
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CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK, Inc.
Home Extension Division

fifth

From the time I was having Chemistry It
has never been thus explained to me as it Is
now.
I am recommending you hicLtly to my
friends, and urging them to becnme members
of

such

JAMIN.

an

organization.-CIL'RLES BEN-

I

shall always recommend your school to my
friends and let them know boss almple your les-

are-C. J. AMDAH:1.
I am more than pleased. You dig right In
Use start.
1 am going to
somewhere
alts this course. I am so glad get
that I found
you.-.t. A. CAMERON.
I use your lessons constantly as I end It
more thorough than most text books I can
secure.-WIL IL TIBBS.
Thanking you for your lessons, which I find
not only clear and concise, but wonderfully
interesting. 1 am-ROBT. H. TRAYLOIR,
I received employment in the Consolidated
Cass Co.
I appreciate very much the cuasi
sons
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To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Formerly it seas
necessary to attend a university for several years to acquire that training, but thanks to our
highly perfected and thorough system of instruction, you can now stay at home, keep sour
CHEMICAL
position, and let us educate you in Chemistry during your spare time. Even with only common
schooling you can take our course t.nd equip yourself for immediate practical work in a chemical
INSTITUTE
laboratory. Dr. Sloane rises every one of his students the same careful, personal supervision that made him celebrated throughout his long career as a college professor. Your
NEW YORK
Instruction from the very beginning is made interesting and
and we supply you
Home Extension
with apparatus and chemicals for performing the fascinating practical,
analyses and experimental'
Division 5
that
at playa such a large part in our method of teaching, and you
awarded the
66-X-West
Broadway
Institute's oficial diploma after you have satisfactorily completed the are
course.
New York City

Easy Monthly Payments
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Please send me at once.
You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start. You
without any obligation on nil
can
pay for it in small monthly amounts-so small that you won't feel them.
Dart, your free ]took "OpportuntThe cost of cur course is very lose, and Includes everything, even the
ties for Chemists." and full par chemistry outfit-there are no extras to buy with our course. Our plan
ticulars about the Experimental Equine( monthly Payments places a chemical education within the reach of
went given to every student. Also please
everyone. Write us and let us explain our Plan In full-give us the
tell me about your plan of payment end
opportunity of showing you how you can qualify for a highly trained
your special 30 day offer,
technical position without even giving up your present employment.

Special

30 Day Offer
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furnishing the student with his Experimental
N aME
Equipment, ere are making an additional special offer for
a short while only.
You owe It to yourself to find out
about It. Write today for full Information and free
book "Opportunities for Chemists." Send the coupon
right now while it Is fresh in your mind. Or just
'ADDRESS
rite your name and address on a postal and mall
It to us. But whatever you do, art today before
this offer is withdrawn.
DON'T WAIT-MAIL COUPON NOWT
4101CITY
Exp.. MAY. 'x:..
Besides

66X-WEST BROADWAY

I have not written since I received the big
set.
I can still say that it far exceeded me
anticipations, Since I have been studying with
your school I have been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all the coal and
ash by proximate analysis.
The lessons are
helping me wonderfully, and the interesting
way in which they are written makes me wait
patiently for each lesson.-MORLAIS COUZENS.
I wish to express my appreciation of your
prompt reply to my letter and to the recommendation to the Central Electric Co.
I intend to start Use student engineering course at
the works, This Ls somewhat along electrical
lines, hut the fart that I had a recommendation from a reliable school no doubt had considerable Inttuenee in helping me to secure Use

You Can Learn at Home

1

.

Course:

service of the school when a recommendation
Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing
was asked for.-JOS. DECKER.
wealth in Chemistry, but the profession affords congenial
employment at god aalnrics to hundreds of thousands who
merely follow out its present applications. These applications are innumerable, touching intimately every business and assert product In the world. The work
of the
chemist can hardly he called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of
pleasure. The days
in a chemleal laboratory are tilled with thrilling and delightful experimentation. with
the alluring
prospect of e discovery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.
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What Some of Our
Students Say of This

STATE

TPEIPIEHI0711
Electricity

Man

Radio - Chemistry

H. GERN5BAC K, Editor wa Publisher

1925

T. O' CONOiZ, SLOANE, Ph.D.,AssociateEditor

Chance in Experimenting
13i
iln

Hugo Cjernsback

ounce of experimenting is worth a pound of theorizing"

VERY experimenter is cognizant of the
fact that as he goes along in his work

nothing but a silhouette, appeared upon the plate.
Daguerre, much astonished by the results, submany unforeseen and totally unexpected sequently coated a silver plate with iodine and
results crop up continually. It should obtained a faint image. He put the coated plate
he the foremost duty of every good experimenter into a closet containing a lot of various chemicals,
to make copious rotes any time such occurrences simply to keep it there for a while out of harm.
happen. While it is not alvtiays possible to draw The next day, when he took oút the plate, the
conclusions from such occurrences, maybe six image had developed. The cabinet contained
months or a year later, when reviewing the notes, many chemicals and it was impossible for
the experimenter will have suggested to him Daguerre to know which of the chemicals had
something which in time may prove most valu- given the beneficial action, so he worked out a
able. Chance happenings of this sort are some- system of elimination to determine which chemitimes most important, and as a rule it takes a high cal was responsible. This action of his proved
degree of intelligence to interpret the occurrence that he was a careful and most intelligent experiand put it successfully .to work.
menter.
Following are related a number of good exHe put plate after plate back into the closet
amples of the above
and got the developed image night after night,
Hughes, in 18S5, vas working on a printing although each time he took out one of the chemitelegraph instrutrent. His object was to obtain cals. When the closet was completely empty to
synchronization. He afterwards said that he got his mind, he put an exposed plate back just the
the hint from two darning needles which he pre- same, and, notwithstanding the presumable absumably caused to vibrate with equal frequency. sence of chemicals, the image developed. After
The invention of the telephone was due largely much investigation, Daguerre found that a little
to chance. Alexander Graham Bell was work- mercury had been spilled in the closet, of which
ing with his musical telephone, composed of reeds mercury he had had no cognizance. It was,
of steel vibrating to particular notes, which were therefore, the mercury vapor which had done the
brought into vibration by their respective electro- developing. This was the basis of the Daguerromagnets. While Hubbard, Bell's assistant, was type, invented simply because of the persistence
operating the key, the contacts welded from the of an ardent experimenter.
heat and cohered. This naturally closed the circuit
Not all experimenters are very clever nor wideso that the reed stuck to the magnet. Hubbard, awake. A case of this may be proven by Oersted,
in trying to detach it with his finger, innocently in 1819, who actually worked 13 years before he
started the reed into vibration, and the vibration made his magnetic needle respond to the current
naturally was repeated at Bell's end of the line. passing near it.
Bell became wildly excited, detecting in this a
Elihu Thompson, on the other hand, as reclue to the speak ng telephone, to which he was ported by the Franklin Institute, was a careful
then giving only part of his attention, because his experimenter of much imagination. He noticed
financial backers, Sanders and Hubbard, insisted that the wires of a Rhumkorff coil through which
upon his working on the musical one. The ex- a heavy discharge had passed were welded toperiment was the reproduction of sound in a gether. This gave him the clue to electric welding.
The same experiment probably was made thouclosed circuit, an essential feature of telephony.
Daguerre, a noted experimenter and inventor sands of times by other experimenters before him,
of the Daguerrotype, while treating a metal plate but Thompson had the imagination to see that
with iodine, happened to lay a silver spoon on it. this little welding operation could be used comThe image of the spoon, which probably was mercially and in a large way.
:
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Rambling Reflections on ctrerrestrial Fields
Phitomath
IR," writes one of our correspondents who modestly asked us to
withhold his name, "In connection
with your recent speculations on
ether, I am inclined to agree with the Editor
in that I don't find it necessary to use the
ether hypothesis in explaining various electromagnetic phenomena. In my opinion,
radiated energy moves through a vacuum in
the form of small quantities, or quanta, of
energy which move like discrete particles of
matter. however, I find difficulty on this
basis in explaining the existence of electromagnetic fields, as for instance the magnetic
field of the earth or indeed its electric field.
I would appreciate your discussing these
fields in some future number of THE Ex-

"S

1000 positive and negative ions in every
cubic centimeter of the air. This, however,
is not at all a large number when we remember that there are altogether 30,000,000,000.000,000,000 molecules per cubic centimeter
of the atmosphere. Professor Svann evaluates the conductivity of the atmosphere in a
striking fashion; a cylinder of air, one inch

PERIMENTER."

We confess that without the ether hypothesis we cannot account for the existence of
stationary electromagnetic fields and as regards the fields of the earth, we cannot even
explain their origin. This question of the
earth's electric and magnetic field has long
been one of the unsolved problems of terrestrial physics, and as yet no satisfactory
explanation has been rendered. Among the
tnaiiy physicists who have concerned themselves with the solution of this problem, Professor Swann of the Royal Society is prominent, and has recently advanced numerous
explanations.
If by the circle in Fig. 1 we represent the
earth, the thickness of the line may be taken
to represent the earth's atmosphere and electric field. This electric field is due to
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we let the circle in

this figure represent
the earth, the thickness of the line would be
proportionate to the size of the earth's atmosphere and electric field.
What mysterious
forces in this large mass of matter give
to that electric and magnetic field that we rise
detect at the surface?

rotation is in effect a flow of current and
will set up a magnetic field similar to the
field of a large coil wound around the earth
(Fig. 2).
But there are difficulties ín the way of
this explanation, for this rotation theory
does not explain the variations of the magnetic poles of the earth, and besides, such
rotation would set up a field only 0.000,000,01
of the earth's field. This explanation is
therefore inadequate.
Another explanation may he advanced on
the basis of gyroscopic force exerted on the
atoms in the earth. Referring to Fig. 3, if
the axis AB around which the wheel W
rotates is itself made to rotate around the
axis CD, there will he a tendency on the
part of axis AB to coincide with CD. Now
imagine myriads of atoms with their rotating electrons disposed in a haphazard fashion and all revolving about the earth's geographic axis. Obviously, the gyroscopic force
will constrain the atoms to take up positions
where their axes will be parallel to the
earth's axis. In consequence. the magnetic
fields of the atoms will be parallel to one
another, and will reinforce each other. Is it
not possible that the earth's magnetic field
may in this way be due to the magnetic field
of the individual atoms held in position by
the gyroscopic force?
This explanation
seems very plausible and, in fact, lends
itself to experimental verification, for an
iron bar can be magnetized by rapid rotation
as in Fig. 4. However, computations show
that such gyroscopic magnetization would
produce a magnetic field only 0.000,000,02 of
the earth's. magnetic field. so that this hy-

/

Above:

The surface of the earth bearing

a charge, its rotation is In
carrying a. current.
set up magnetic fields similar
Right: If the axis AB carrying theBoth
rotating
is revolved about
scopic force will constrain AB to take a position wheel
parallel to CI). Such
are at work upon the atoms of he earth as the latter
revolve» about its

a large coil of wire

charges on the earth. Now these charges
are continuously leaving the earth, the
charges being given up to the atmosphere.
This interchange of charge is so rapid that
in ten minutes 90 per cent. of the earth's
charge would disappear if it were not replenished. The flow of charge constitutes
an electric current which over the surface
of the earth totals 1000 amperes, or in other
words enough to light about 2200 50 -watt
incandescent lamps.
To one unacquainted with the conductivity of the earth's atmosphere, it seems
strange that so large a current should pass
through the air. The explanation is, that
due to various ionizing influences there are

effect equivalent to
to the earth's field.
the axis CD, gyroconstraining forces.
axis.

long, has the same resistance as a copper
cable of equal cross-section reaching from
here to the star Arcturus, 20 times over, that
is, 1,000,000,000,000,000 miles long.
With these facts in mind, it is difficult to
account for the permanent charge on the
earth's surface. Perhaps some of our readers can advance an explanation.
The earth's magnetic field is no less mysterious.
The earth's interior being extremely hot,
a magnetizing force must continuously be
present to maintain its polarity. The question is. whence comes this magnetic force?
Is it due to the rotation of a charged body?
For the earth being a charged sphere, its

pothesis must also be discarded as inadequate.
Another, but very bold and striking, theory can be based on the inertia of electrical
currents. It is well known that a current
once started in a circuit will continue to flow
for a little Ilhile after the electromotive
force is removed; the reason the current
decays is that the circuit offers resistance to
its flow, and to overcome this resistance a
force (emf) is necessary. The lower the
resistance of the circuit the longer will the
current continue to flow after the electromotive force is removed. In a large copper
loop, for instance, of extremely low resistance a current will continue to flow for a
long while just as water in a circular pipe
will continue to flow if initially a rotary

The Experimenter for II lay, 1925
motion is imparted to it. The time required
for the complete decay of current may be
in some circuits very long.
Suppose that in some remote time in the
history of the earth an electric current was
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earth for millions of years with only its own

inertia for impelling power.
Such current may be quite small. It is
computed that a current of .00000001 ampere
per square centimeter on the surface at the
equator, the current density being proportional to the distance from the axis of the
earth, is sufficient to set up a magnetic field
comparable to that of the earth.
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FIG.
A bar of iron rapidly rotated as shown
an electric current will continue flowing more
than 10,000,001 years sifter the electromotive
force which gave rise to it is removed.

started in the interior. This electric current would set up a magnetic field parallel
to the earth's axis. A prominent physicist,
H. Lamb, has computed that such a current
in a sphere of the size of the earth and
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A bar of magnet rapidly rotated as shown
in the figure becomes magnetized by virtue
of the gyroscopic forces exerted on the atoms.

A spool of copper wire, one mile in diameter,
having one hundred million million turns, has
a resistance equal to that of a cylinder of air
one inch long and of the same cross-section as
the wire.

having the conductivity of copper would
require 10,000,000 years for the current to
be reduced to one-third its original value
after the electromotive force which started
the current has ceased to exist. Imagine
this electric current swinging around the

These are daring hypotheses and we are
strongly attracted by them. But we still wait
for the experimenter who will demonstrate
the truths for which we vaguely grope with
these abstract theories. The experimenter
must be our final authority.

magnetic To Square
AN ingenious T-square s shown in the
illustration given here. When a Tsquare is to be used in a vertical position
on an inclined drawing-board, it will slip
off unless it is placed with the stock on the
upper edge of the board.
The objection to such an arrangement is
that every time the square as to be shifted,
the hand has to reach to the top of the
board, which in itself is more or less inconvenient, and the sleeve brishing over the
drawing, tends to dirty it.
These troubles in the instrument shown
are obviated by the application of the permanent magnet. The board has a steel edge
as its base, in itself a very excellent arrange
meat as giving a better true -edge to work
from. The stock of the
square is pro
vided with a permanent mag let. so that whet
1

Al

The drawing -board shown above has a strip
of iron along its lower edge; the stock or head
of the T-square is provided with a permanent
magnet on Its inner edge. and the attraction
between the iron and the magnet holds the
T-square firmly in place ven though the
board may be nearly vertical.

the T-square is placed as shown, it is held
firmly in position by magnetic attraction.
Thus, when lines are to be drawn near the
foot of the board, the upper part is not swept
over by the artist's hand and arm, greatly

to the benefit of the drawing, which inevitably suffers when such is done.

Preserving Cut Flowers
subject to be presented to the
readers of Science and Invention for
June. Prizes will be offered for the
best method whereby cut flowers can
be preserved the longest time. Start
experimenting now and send your
ideas and discoveries to the Editor of
is a

Science and Invention.

Articles to Appear in Science
and Invention for May

Applied Chemistry-Prizes for the
Best Methods By Which To Preserve Cut Flowers
How Much Light Will a Dollar Buy?
By Russell G. Harris, Ph.D.
How to Protect Yourself from Light.
nink Discharges
By H. W. Secor
Everyday Chemistry
By Raymond B. Wailes
Radio for the Novice, Elementary Cir.
cuits and Simple Descriptions
By M. Joffe
Shellac and Shellac Varnishes
By Dr. Ernest Bade
"Constructor" and "How To Make It"
Departments
Hausdorff Super -Radio System
By Dr. Alfred Grademvitz

For rapid working on long lines, nothing
can surpass an accurate T-square. and anything which conduces to its improvement will
be welcomed by mechanical and architectural
draftsmen. What we show is rather an interesting bit of perfecting, and calls upon

Emergency Brake Protection
VERY often when driving an automobile
the emergency brake is set when the car
is stopped and forgotten when the car is
started again, thus wearing out the brake
lining and putting a strain on the motor. It
is the purpose of this article to give a simple device to notify the driver that the brake
is set when he starts to move the car.

Two switches of special construction are
needed, these being shown in the illustration. If the builder does not wish to go to
the trouble of making these switches, they
may be bought from almost any garage, as
they are similar to the type used with the
well-known "Stop" light. But it is a simple matter to make the switches, the parts
being few.
A wood or fibre base is used, with a piece
of sheet brass, tin or iron being cut and
bent so as to form the body part-which is
really for the purpose of forming a "slide"
for the contact part. The sliding part may
be of any suitable material, being of such
size as to slide snugly through the body part.
Attached to the base is a binding post, the
part inside the body being quite flat. A piece
of spring brass is so placed that when the
sliding piece passes over it, it causes it to
make contact with the binding post. Two
springs are used with each of the switches
as shown, these being for the purpose of
pulling the sliding piece back into position
each time and of keeping the heavy pull
CLUTCH PEDAL

'LIGHT

SWITCH

EMERr',cNCY

ON DASH-

BOARD

TO BA7TERy

BRAKE

This is an arrangement for automatically

releasing the brakes when an automobile is
started. It is not at all infrequent for a careless motorist to drive a car for a considerable
distance with the emergency brake set. here
pressing the clutch down release the brake and
leaves the car ready to start.

off the switch. Connections are made as
shown, a lamp being located on the dashboard to warn the driver. If the emergency
brake i; "set." the lamp will light when the
driver uses the clutch to change the gears.
-Contributed by Everfnont Fisel.
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Flood Lighting at Wembley
se.

14

V.t

Sometimes another system is adopted and
is thrown upon a sign from projectors
almost of the magic lantern type. If the
sign is of any size, three or four projectors
will suffice to cover its area.
The illumination of Niagara Falls by projection is also an example of flood lighting,
where a flood of water and a flood of light

light

1.w

provide material for a sort of pun.
At Wembley the flood lighting is again
ay projection.
While undoubtedly very
beau:iful, the impression conveyed by the
reproduction is that it was not quite on a
scale with such work as carried out in this
country.
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The photograph below shores a
of
the powerful projectors used in the flood
lighting at the Wembley Exposition.
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The British Empire Exposition at Wembley, near London, England. made extensise use of flood' lighting.. Flood lighting
achieves ils effects by a powerful but diffused Illumination; by placing projectors
at considerable distances from the objects
illuminated, an almost uniform lighting
effect is readily obtained.

THE great British exposition at Wembley

ti

1

has clósed, and the comments upon it
have not always been favorable. The exhibition seems to have occasioned a consider-

able amount of displeasure.
Above we illustrate some examples of
flood lighting there. In the United States
we áre becoming more and more familiar
with this system. Flood lighting is being
applied very extensively; even in the
suburbs numerous signs are to be seen of
private businesses, and advertisements of
cigarettes and the like, which after sundown are lighted by a series of lamps along
their top, hidden from view, and whose rays
literally flood the signs with light.
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Experiment With Static
13g

GUIDE E. VOLKERS

man standing on a
board supported by In-

sulating tumblers and
beaten with a piece of
fur acquires an electric
charge which may accumulate to a sufficient
degree to enable a gas
burner to be lit by a
spark drawn front the
man's linger.

THE principal apparatus to be used

will give results, but the fur

is better.
tae finger is now pointed to the tip of
an unlighted burner out of which the gas
is flowing, a spark will jump to the metal
igniting the gas. The body must be recharged by another flogging in order to produce another such spark. Should the finger
or any part of the skin of the "charged"
person be touched by another. both will feel
a tingling, as a spark leaps from one to the
other. Best results are obtained in this experiment on days when the air is very dry.
Many of our readers are familiar with a
simpler version of this experiment, when.
walking with a shuffling motion over the
carpet, the person becomes so charged that
a spark can be produced by his touching a
pipe or .gas -burner.

If

-

ri

I
h,itef

is

very simple, and is constructed as shown
in the diagram. Some person stands upon
this insulated stool and submits to a severe
whipping or flogging (which is entirely painless) with a cat skin. (Nor is it the writer's
purpose to carry on a campaign against the
feline world.) A heavy piece of flannel

-

,:
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Fish Alractor
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Our illustration shows ti reliable method of attracting fish by means of an electric light. A lump suspended near the
hook attracts the
fish by Its brilliance. On a motor boat current can be drawn from the generator Instead of from
a storage battery.

'VIES

fish attractor, if made correctly,
an easy thing to do, will prove very successful as it draws the fish by curiosity and
the natural attraction that light has in a
dark place. It is not only based on sound
theory, but has been found practical in two
cases.
The first of these cases presents its use
during several thousand +ears-i. e.. by
Mother Nature. At the bott3m of the ocean,
where things are very dart, some fish are
naturally equipped with glowing tentacles
and some of the fish so equipped use this

light to attract fish, which they feed on.
The second case is more recent and is that
of my father who used this, also with great
success.
Merely take a long drop cord with an
electric light at its end and attach a wire
guard, such as is used ill garages, etc.
Around the metal base of the light, wind
waterproof gummed tape so as to prevent

short circuits.

The ordinary electrician's
rubber covering already.
The wire guard is to prevent scum from
accumulating, and has been found necessary.
house wire has

In using this, wait until it has become
dark, then lower the lighted lamp into the
water from the shore or from a rowboat.
In this case storage batteries are usually
used, the lights being small, but on an electrically lighted motorboat the generator may
be directly connected. On a motorboat, if
desirous of netting the fish, trail the light.
and, gong in circles, come up upon the rear
of the fish.
If the user does not wish to catch fish,
the contrivance is good for watching them.
Contributed by EDGAR WEI_CF.

Earle] Incandescent Lamp
THE illustration shows one of the earliest
attempts at the incandescent lamp. It

was the invention of Grove, celebrated for
his battery.
He had succeeded ill getti tg a strong current which was not'interfere] with by polarization, and undertook to apply it to lighting
by incandescence. The lam? which he used
is shown here and as is evident is of the simplest possible description.
A spiral of platinum wi-e was mounted
at the end of two insulating wires and was
covered with a glass vessel as shown; this
was inverted, bell-glas's fashion, into one of
larger diameter, and water was poured in to
seal off the interior. The idea was to prevent cooling of the platinum wire by cut -

The diagram shows one of the first incandescent lamps. A platinum wire within an
inverted tumbler was heated to incandescence
by an electric current. The wire was inclosed
in the tumbler to prevent circulation of the
at

¡where

around it.

tfiig off all circulation of the atmosphere.
although the air within the vessel would be
in constant motion and would cool the wire
to some extent.
Grove described the experiment as giving
an intense light.
Referring to the cut it will be seen that
the heat of the wire has expanded the air,
and depressed the level of the water in the
inverted glass.
The work of Grove was in development of
the chemically depolarized battery. He used
nitric acid to oxidize the hydrogen going to
the platinum plate of his couple. The result
was that nitric oxide was evolved and the
battery had to be used in a ventilated room
and at the best was an unpleasant neighbor.
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EXPERIMENTAL RADIO
CONDUCTED

1311
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How To make a Paper Disc Loud Speaker
13q

James Farnworih, Liverpool England

THIS loud speaker is the invention of
It is
a Frenchman, Dr. Luminir.
manufactured in England on a com-

mercial scale and is within the reach
of every radio experimenter, as it costs but
a few dollars to make.
The operation is simple; the essential
parts consist merely of a large pleated stiff
paper diaphram actuated by an ordinary
headphone or loud speaker unit. The results are quite satisfactory; it is equal to
the average loud speaker in volume, and
superior to all horn type loud speakers in
tone quality. All the overtones and harmonics arc reproduced without distortion,
and the lower notes of the musical scale,
where many other loud speakers fail, sound

HERE is a real worthwhile loud
speaker that every e.rperintenter
can build at very little cost.
Constructed in our laboratory, it is
the first one we have ever found to
be free front the blasting effect which
is now so prevalent in all horn type
speakers.
lire recommended this disc loud
speaker to our readers, and trust to
hear from those who have built it.

-EDITOR.
can be obtained at any paint store. It is
the kind used for lacquering brass work.
The lacquer should be applied to both sides
of the paper and one coat will be sufficient.
This helps to waterproof the paper and make
it a little thicker.
Rule lines down the width of the paper
one-half inch apart, as shown. One-half
inch is left over for joining. Now pleat the
paper in half -inch pleats on the ruled lines
so that it will look something like a fan
closed up, be very careful in making the
pleats or when the circle is formed it will
not form to shape. When the pleats arc
made, bring the ends together and lap them

When the paper has been folded in pleat
fashion, two ends are pasted together, forming the above cone -shaped object. it might
be found advisable to iron each pleat, so as
to increase the strength.

especially well. It is an ideal loud speaker
and can be made very artistic in appearance, as the illustrations show.
Constructing the Speaker
The writer has experimented with various
kinds of paper including parchment and has
found parchment substitute a heavy hand rolled paper the best. This can be obtained
at many stationers for a few cents a sheet.
If not long enough two pieces can be joined
together.
Experiments with various sizes of frames
from 8 inches to 18 inches in diameter
showed that a 12 -inch one is the best.

Materials necessary for making this 1
type of loud speaker
"Rico Melotone" phone
1 Adjustable
unit.
I
1
Embroidery frame, 12 inches in
diameter.
1
Sheet of parchment substitute, 39/inch by 6-inches.
1 Cork 1/4 -inch in diameter by /-inch
1
long.
1 Piece of copper bus bar wire, 3 -inch
long.
x 3Á -inch.º
1 Piece of wood 12 x
2 Brass angles.

the table and hold the other end with the
left hand. Spread out the bottom end on
the table and with the left hand press down
on the top and the paper will spread out in
the form of a radially pleated disc. When
released, the center will rise up and leave
a hole in the middle.
Smear a fair amount of the liquid glue
on the center of the pleats. Insert the
cork in the center hole and press the whole
flat down on the table. The edges of the
paper pleats will then bite into the cork if
properly made. Lay the finished disc on a
flat table with the weight on the center. The
best way to do this is to place a cup over
the cork and place a heavy book on the cup.
It should be left to stand for several hours
until the glue is fairly dry.
The Frame
Procure an embroidery frame 12 inches
ín diameter at an embroidery store. The
frame consists of two wooden rings, one
fitting inside the other. Place the paper
disc or fan on the smaller ring. The paper
will lap over about 1/2 -inch all around. Care
should be taken to see that it does not lap
over more at one side than the other, otherwise the cork will not be in the center. Place
the larger ring on the top of the disc, and
press down into place. The lap -over of the
edges should now be between the two rings
to form something like a tambourine. Two
pairs of hands are better than one when
doing this, for it will be found that when
you press one end, the other will come up.
Now glue a thin fibre or ebonite disc on
the inside end of the cork. The reason for
doing this is that the fibre is harder titan
the cork and the bus bar wire soldered to
the diaphragm of the phone unit that is to
bear up on it will not bore into the fibre
as it would into the cork. Another way is
to push the bus bar wire through the cork
and let it project about %-inch on the other
side. It is then tightly sealed to the cork
with sealing wax, glue or shellac.
The Phone Unit
Any headphone can be used, preference
being given to the ones in which the pole
pieces can be adjusted. Loud speaker phone
units or phonograph attachments are ideal.
The one shown in the photographic views

:

$

1/

The Pleated Paper Disc
The parchment substitute should first be
treated with a transparent lacquer. This

By the palm of the hand the cone-shaped
form Is pressed into shape and becomes :i flat
disc as shonn above. The wooden hoops
secure the outside while the center is pasted
to a cork.

over one-half inch and glue with liquid glue,
forming a corrugated cylinder. Place something heavy on the joint until it sets.
The next operation is to form the paper
into a disc. Put one end of the cylinder on

The rim has been placed around the pleated
form and the center indicates where the phone
connects to the paper disc by a bus bar arma tu re.
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A Paper..Disc Loud Speaker
(Continued from preceding page)

gave excellent results. This is the "Rico
Melotone" Phone Unit. The cap should be
unscrewed and the bus bar wire soldered to
the center of the diaphragm as shown. Be
sure it is in the exact center. This particular phone unit has a metal cap. Two
holes were drilled through this cap for No. 6

be easily made out of pieces of brass. They
should be mounted accurately on the wooden
rings so that when assembled the wire sol-

dered to the diaphragm will come exactly
at the center of the cork. If the fibre disc
is glued to the cork. the wire should be cut
off so that it will just press lightly on this
PAPER GLUED

bronze may also be used with excellent results.
As shown on the front cover of this issue,
the loud speaker may he mounted so as to
compose a piece of statuary near the ser.
This will produce a unique effect, adding to
the beauty of the speaker. The set may be

SEALING WAX

-m&1
iim :,.;.mom
TO CORK

_,..';

l

IIIIns

BU5BAR WIRE

LOUD

111IIIIIIII

6PEAKING
A side view of tfte completed loud speaker.
Note that the supporting brace upon which
the phone unit rests is in the exact center of
the paper disc.
PARCHMENT
SUBSTITUTE

RULED LINES

391 BEFORE FOLDING

Thirty-nine inches of paper are spread out
on a flat surface and ruled off by baif-inch
lines. Pleat the paper by following the lines.

screws and the screws fastened as shown.
The cap was then re -screwed on the phone
unit.
Assemblt'ing
Before assembling a wooden support
should be drilled as shown in the detail
drawing. This drilling fits the "Melotone"
loud speaker unit and w.11 no doubt have to
be changed if another hype of phone unit is
used. The wooden support is fastened to the
wooden rings on the diaphragm with two
brass angles as shown. These angles can

,A

"WaveMeter !or Harmonics

The Bureau of Standards uses the harmonics of a separate cscillator (of known
wave -length) in plotting the complete scale.
Most experimenters avDid this method because they think that it is complicated or
involves extra apparatus. In reality it is
simple and those who have one step of
audio amplification are well fitted for the
work.
The separate oscillator is made from the
amplifier by connecting a coil and condenser
in the place of the secondary of the transformer, and by plugging a tickler into the
phone jack.
Plug the phones in the detector circuit
and tune in some stat on of known wavelength as KDKA on 326. Adjust the oscillator to the same wave by the "zero beat"
method. Then tune in the harmonics of the
oscillator, calibrating tie wavemeter by the
click method at each.

Illlll.11-

UNIT

The paper cone is now pasted upon the
cork center. The bus bar leading from the
diaphragm of the phone to the cone must be
In the exact center. Sealing wax will secure
the bus bar armature.

disc when the phone unit is screwed to the
wooden support. In the other construction
mentioned, the wire should pass through the
cork and be securely attached with sealing
wax on the front as described.
The phone unit should be connected to the
radio set in the usual way. When a station
is tuned in, the phone unit should be adjusted for best results. A very close adjustment to the diaphragm is possible with
this speaker and the signals will be very loud
and clear. They will not have the blasting
effect produced by the horn type speaker. To
enhance the artistic effect the speaker may
be mounted on a bronze statue as shown in
the illustrations and on our front cover.
Similar statues may be obtained from most
art or novelty stores, or attractive lamp
bases may be used. The base should preferably be of heavy metal so that the speaker
will not be top heavy. The experimenter
can easily mount the speaker on to the metal
base or statue.
Of course, the paper disc can be lacquered
in any color to suit the taste. Gold or silver

A detailed drawing of how the phone unit
board is connected to the hoops supporting
the pleated disc. The pleated paper is held
by the pressure of the two hoops. It is found
advisable, so as to doubly secure pleated discs
to glue the paper in the hoops before pressure is exerted by the hoops themselves.

.t+ more detailed
baseboard system
speaker. For the
the mop has been

drawing of the hoop and
of the paper disc loud
sake of clearness, half of

removed.

operated at a distance from the loud speaker.
For instance, the outfit may be placed in the
living room or "den" and the loud speaker
at any part of the house where convenient.
This loud speaker has many advantages
over the horn type. There are no "rattling"
or "sizzling" noises. In fact, the average
set noises are not as powerfully reproduced,
in comparison with the signal, as in the loud
speaker. Even static discharges are not
noticed as much when heard through this
type of loud speaker.

Weather from Static

It is well known in maritime and agricultural circles that static may be relied upon

to tell the sailor or farmer almost exactly
what the weather conditions will be as far
in advance as 24 hours. The following interpretation of tite various types of static
discharges may be relied upon as being the
results of a scientific observation and study
of static as a weather forecaster.
There are six specific conditions to be observed in the study of static, as the following descriptions will show :
(1) Violent intermittent rumblings of
static heard in the phones of a radio receiver
indicate an approaching shower. If the
rumbling sounds seem to increase in intensity, the storm is drawing nearer the vicinity
of the receiving station, and vice versa.
(2) A hail storm in the vicinity of the
receiver will make its approach known to the

radio operator by a form of static resembling a low whistling sound.
(3) Brief cracklings, well spaced and
rather weak in intensity, usually precede a
temperature rise, such as a spring thaw.
(4) If the wind is about to shift its direction, static discharges will be more evident
on low wave -lengths. This type of static
may be compared to (l).
05) Numerous rumblings, frequently accompanied by bursts of grinding discharges
of heavy intensity, often burning out detector
points, indicate great barometric depressions
and are the forerunners of tempests and
storms.
(6) The approach of rain, snow or fog,
by increasing the conductivity of the air as
well as of the earth, is favorable to radio communication. Little or no static will be heard
during weather conditions as above outlined.
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is
to eliminate the greatest of all radio

crackling

evils-static. Many very able electri-

cal and radio engineers have tried
their hand at the elimination of atmospheric
disturbances, with varying results.
It seems to be a popular belief that for
the three summer months radio must be
abandoned. Anyone who has listened to the
summer broadcasting programs will tell you
that they have a tendency to be even superior
to those given in the winter. It is comparatively seldom, on the greater portion of
the North American continent, that suititner
atmospherics are strong enough to interfere,
seriously, with average reception. Undue
publicity has been given this subject and the
newer radio devotees have come to the conclusion that summer radio must be unbear-

Instead of the heavy crashing or
sounds, the disturbance was
changed to a bell tone. The apparatus was
connected to the output of the receiving circuit, and, after passing through a cylindrical
form whose length was variable, the signal
was received by a stethoscopic arrangement.
The radio man who is handy with tools will
find it comparatively simple to build an instrument of this type. Two metal cylinders
are secured, one of the cylinders smaller
than the other so that it will slip tightly
within the larger. Fig. 4 gives the constructional details for an instrument of this type.
A loud speaking phone unit, such as the
Baldwin, transmits the signal by sound
through the chamber.
Reflex circuits using a crystal detector
seem to do much towards solving static
elimination. The crystal used as a detector,
seems always to cut down the static signal
ratio. Fig. 5 shows a recently devised static
eliminator which promises much in properly
controlling atmospheric conditions.
The underground antenna, although not as
popular with the radio man as the standard
outdoor aerial, seems to aid in cutting down
changed.

THE dream of every experimenter

AG. 2
resonance coil, as shown above, connected
across the primary coil, enables you to vary
the intensity of the incoming static charges.
In appearance it is similar to a tuning coil
but contains many more turns.
1

able.

Older radio men will tell you that some
of the worst static conditions have occurred

during the winter months, and conversely
some of the best of radio reception has been
accomplished during summer months.
We all know that, during heavy disturbances, by removing the aerial lead, the atmospheric trouble greatly decreases. Reception.
at this time, is accomplished practically
wholly through the ground system. The loop
aerial, the indoor aerial, and the double
ground system all go a long ways toward
the elimination of static.

atmospherics.

'

AERIAL AND
GROUND POSTS

TO

FIG. 3
you have no doubt noticed that by disconnecting the aerial, static decreases materially.
This aerialless circuit it is very efficient.

'íí

L_

--_

.-STETH05COPE
CHAMBERS

=

FIG.I

FT. DEE P

FIG. 6

The underground or underwater antenna as
shown above, although not quite as sensitive
as the sky antenna, is very effective as an

A crystal or resistance of about two megohms (a variable grid leak would be ideal)
across the aerial and ground eliminates light

PHON E

static discharges quite effectively.

Fig. 1 indicates how a crystal or resistance connected across the aerial and ground
may be used as a partial eliminator of static.
The use of the resonance coil across the
aerial and ground greatly facilitates the control of all natural disturbances. A coil of
this type may be easily built by the radio
man who likes to "build his own.' The coil
is wound on a three- or four -inch form,
400 turns of No. 16 D.C.C. wire. Fig. 2
clearly shows the resonance coil complete,
with the metal slider used to determine the
proper point of resonance.
As stated above, the elimination of the
aerial increases signal strength over static.
Fig. 3 shows a good aerial -less receiving
circuit. The input coil L, is composed of
-inch form, tapped
80 turns wound on a
every eighth turn. The tickler is inductively coupled to L,, 60 turns on a standard
rotor form. \Vind both coils with No. 24
D.C.C. wire. It is very important, when
discarding the aerial entirely, that the ground
system be particularly good.
An instrument was brought out about the
middle of 1920 ín which, by an acoustic system, the tone of the static was materially

4

eliminator of atmospheric.

FIG. 4
A patent has been granted the above "static
eliminator." Although it does not exactly
eliminate the static, it changes the tone so
that signals may he copied with greater ease.

r0 RECEIvINQ
TUBES
15

3/

circuit for the elimination of static.
L2.
ID turns, two-inch diameter.
to 75 turns honeycomb. L3, 60 turns, threediaminch diameter. L4, 35 turns, three-inch
eter, L5, eight turns. L6, 50 turns, L7, 10
turns wound on one form, three -Inch diam-plate coneter. Cl, 43 -plate condenser; C2,
denser; C3. 17-plate condenser; C4, 23 -plate
all
condenser,
variable.
A gum
5 to

LI,
50

Ii

The underground antenna

is

easily made

by burying the average aerial length of wire
about three or four inches beneath the surface of the earth. The wire for this aerial
must be well insulated and of No. 14 B. & S.
gauge. The ground is used in the ordinary
way; the underground antenna taking the
place of the sky antenna.
Another system of reception by the underground antenna system is by the use of two
coils of wire placed on the bottom of a river
or lake. Obviously, it will be necessary to
use a two -stage audio frequency amplifier
in connection with a good receiver if maximum results are to be obtained. Fig. 6 explains graphically how an underwater aerial
may be used for both aerial and ground
systems.
Certainly, the radio man or electrical engineer who eliminates static will find the
world wearing a beaten path to his door, and
proclaiming him a great public benefactor.
It is the earnest wish of the writer that this
article will give a better insight to the radio
man experimenting with static eliminators
and present a general review of what has
been done in the past toward solving the
atmospherics elimination problem.
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Audio in Set Makes Deaf Hear
System may Be Used Also for Detectograph
l3y C.

Edwin Keny
I
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Radio 111111 been put to a new use. It is comparatively simple to help the deaf to bear by a simple use of the audio amplification in your
if you have a detector lack in the last stage audio jack. matters are greatly simplified. If the
detector jack is of the double circuit variety.
it will lie necessary to conrect the primary of the first audio frequency transformer to the output of the detector. Plug the loud speaker into
the detector ja.k and the pl one into the lost audio. You have lint to speak gently into the loud speaker and the volume will be tremendous
in the phones.
set.

ALMOST every builder of

a radio set
knows how to connect two headphones
in series with several dry cells and make
one a receiver, and one a ransmitter. The
original Bell telephone errployed this system. Here is another meth ad by which anyone can achieve the same results and with
a much greater degree of success by merely
using the amplifiers of their loud speaker
radio set.
First turn out the filaments of your radio
frequency and detector tules-you will not
need these. Then connect the terminals from
the lopd speaker to the prirrary binding posts
of the first audio transformer. Plug the
headphones in on the secot d stage and now
light the filaments of the audio amplifier
tubes. Upon wearing the headphones you
will hear a myriad of soanc's, all coming
from other persons moving about the room.
even from objects being laid down and
moved about. This indica:es that the loud
speaker is working as a microphone. IIave
someone stand about tweir y -five feet from
the loud speaker and talk in an ordinary
tone of voice. You will !tear every word
clearly and distinctly. Dc not speak in a
loud voice near the loud speaker as there
is danger of injuring your ear drums. The
loud speaker may be concealed in another
room or on another floor and the conversation of anyone within twInty-five to fifty
feet may be clearly heard.

Now let us reverse the procedure and
place the headphones across the primary of
the first audio transformer and plug the
loud speaker in the second stage jack. Then
speak into the headphones and your voice
will come out of the loud speaker amplified
many times.
Many people have their radio set on the
second floor and the loud speaker wired to
the parlor or sitting room on the first floor.
But when operating their set from the second floor they cannot tell how good the
volume and clarity of the signals are on
the first floor. By using the above-mentioned
connections you may speak into the headphones and ask those on the first floor what
the quality of the reception is. Tell them to
remain where they are and speak in an
ordinary tone of voice and you will hear
them. Then reverse the connections (that
is, connect the loud speaker to the primary
of the first transformer and the phones in
the loud speaker jack), put on the phones
and you will hear them plainly.
It goes without saying that those on the
first floor will be greatly surprised when
they hear your voice coming through the
loud speaker. but they will be more so when
they find that they too can converse with
you by merely talking back into it.
Recently the author liad an opportunity to
put the aforementioned experiment to a real
and more practical use. While visiting the

home of a neighbor, an elderly lady who is
quite deaf, stopped in for a few moments
and I noticed that in speaking to her one
had to actually shout to be heard. This
was not so bad for a while until the elderly
lady decided that she would put off another
visit she had proposed for that evening and
would remain with the people upon whom I
was calling. At that, the members of the
iainily looked at each other in dismay for
they knew they were in for an evening of
much loud talking and embarrassment.
At this point an idea came to me that I
thought would relieve the situation for the
family and also prove more comfortable for
the elderly lady. Accordingly, I asked her
if she would mind moving over near the
radio set. After getting her seated there
n a comfortable chair I placed the headphone over her ears and adjusted them so
.is to be comfortable. Then I plugged the
phones in the loud speaker jack and placed
the terminals of the loud speaker across the
primary of the first audio transformer.
Turning to the loud speaker I said: "Do
you hear me? Well. the old lady nearly
jumped out of her chair with surprise. Then
i had members of the family who were sitting across the room. speak to her in an
ordinary tone of voice. and she heard them
clearly, every word. 1 cannot begin to tell
you how pleased both the family and the old
lady were at my device.
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A. P. Peck, 3MO, ,Associate

F you have constructed a radio receiving set such as described by the writer
in the last issue of this magazine or have
on hand any type of set capable of tuning to
the shorter wave -length, that is, from about
70 to 200 meters, you are undoubtedly ready
and anxious to start in transmitting, particularly if you have diligently studied the code
and practiced so that you can receive messages at a creditable speed. However, before it is possible to install an efficient traibmitter, an antenna of correct design must
be erected. This work requires quite some
time, particularly when only a few hours
every week end are available. It is well
to carefully consider the situation and make
all your plans before you start to erect the
mast and the antenna. This is presupposing
that two convenient houses or a house and
a tree are not available between which the
antenna and counterpoise can be strung. In
the majority of cases that the writer has
come across, only a house was available for
attaching one end of the antenna to and it
was absolutely necessary that a mast of some
kind should be erected for fastening the
other end of the aerial.
Location
firs!, you will have to consider the position in which the mast is to be loc:.ted. It
should be so situated that, after the antenna
IS erected, it will not come in contact with
any trees, houses or other grounded objects.
The antenna should have a clear space and
should not come within a few feet of any
other object throughout its entire length.
Also, the mast should be located so that an
aerial approximately 50 feet long can be
conveniently stretched between the top of
it and the house. If this is not possible, and
the mast must be further than 50 feet from
the house, as was the case in the writer's
situation, it will be necessary to break up
the aerial with insulators so that the antenna
proper will not be over this length. If too
long an antenna is erected, it will be found
that the capacity of the series condenser will
be so small that there will be a very small
transference of energy to the primary circuit of the transmitter and the results will
not be all that may be desired. Therefore,
keep your antenna length down to not more
than 50 feet. With this length, a lead-in not
over 15 feet long can be used with excellent
results.
The Mast
The first thing to do, after selecting a
location for the base of the mast. is to get
together all of the materials necessary for
its construction and for the antenna as well.
The writer's mast consists of three lengths
of iron pipe, each one approximately 18 feet
long and successively 21/8, 2 and 1V8 inches
in outside diameter. With these sizes of
pipe it was found that they could be readily
telescoped and fastened in position. Here
an unforeseen situation arose. The writer
did not have on hand the required tools for
drilling holes in the pipes through which
bolts could be fastened to hold the telescoped
sections in position. Furthermore, such a
procedure, while very good from a mechanical standpoint, entailed a considerable amount
of work and therefore a makeshift method
was used. The pipes were telescoped into
each other for a distance of about 2 feet.
Of course, in order to do this, they were laid
out on the ground in a straight line.
A
distance of about 4 inches longer than the
telescoped section was measured off from
the upper end of the lower section and two
dents made in the pipe with a 16 -pound
sledge hammer on opposite sides of the pipe.

1.

The Third of a Series of Articles
Dealing With the Construction of a
Short iI'ave Amateur Transmitting
and Receiving Station Wherein the
Erection of an Efficient Antenna and
Counterpoise Are Discussed

R. E.

SPREADER
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AERIAL
WIRE

y

TACKLE

31
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SECTION OF PIPE

In erecting a high aerial, a good-sized Iron pipe is ideal. To raise the pipe a system
of tackle Is necessary as well as the proper method for securing It after it Is raised. The
insert at the left indicates the drain pipe that is to secure the mast. The drain pipe is filled
with concrete just before the pole enters the pipe. The mast most be guyed immediately
so that the concrete will set firmly about the base of the mast. In transmission a counterpoise gives a greater range than the ground used by the average "ham"; it also enables
sharper tuning.

This effectively prevented the second section
from slipping further into the lower section.
The same procedure was used to keep the top
section from slipping further into the second
section.
The other materials that are necessary for
the mast are a quantity of guy wire which
may be No. 12 galvanized iron wire. A
sufficient amount of this should be used to
make up two sets of guy wires, each set
consisting of three wires. One set should
be long enough to reach from the top of
the mast to a point at least 30 feet from the
base. The other set should,reach from the
center of the mast to the same point on the
ground. Convenient fence posts, if solid,
make excellent anchors for guy wires.
While the mast is lying on the ground, these
guy wires should he fastened in place on the
mast. A good method of fastening the top
guy wires is to procure a T connection.
This is to be screwed on to the end of the
top section. whereupon the guy wires may
be fastened through the horizontal part of
the T. At this place, fasten the pulley also.
A length of the material used for guy wires
may be used for this purpose. After fastening all the guy wires to the mast. lay them
out on the ground in the general direction
in which they are run and place sufficient
-inch manilla rope through the pulley so
that each end will reach to the bottom of
the mast. Knot these two ends together so
that they cannot run out through the pulley.
Now at the point where the mast is to be

erected. dig a hole about 3 feet deep by 1
fitot in diameter. Insert therein a 3 -foot
length of cast iron soil pipe at least 5 inches
in diameter and fill the hole with concrete.
It is quite necessary that a good solid foundation be provided for the mast and this
method will do just that. While placing the
concrete around tite soil pipe, place a layer
about 3 inches deep in the bottom of that
pipe for the base of the mast to rest upon.
The best way to raise a mast is by means
of what is known as a jig pole. This consists of a 20 -foot length of 2 x 4, solidly
set in a hole in the ground about 15 feet
away from the mast mounting. A block and
tackle is fastened to the upper end óf this
jig pole and the tackle run to a point about
half way up the mast and fastened there
with a rope tied in such a manner that a
pull on the loose end will release the knot.
This is done so that the tackle may be removed from the mast after it is in position.
You will now be ready to raise the mast.
Place the lower end over the soil pipe and
have one man stationed at that point to control the lower end. Another one must be
in position at the foot of the jig pole to
pul! on the controlling rope of the block and
tackle. A third party will be useful to
steady the mast as it starts to go up. Then
you will be ready to raise the mast. Pulling on the controlling rope will raise it off
the ground, and the man at the foot should
continually steady the mast with his hands
(Continued on page 457)
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Chemical
Vegetation
By Dr. E. Bade

Left:

pro-

duced In a mixed

quite probab.e that if a simple
chemical product would have the property of absorbing, from its surrounding
medium, those substances necessary for
growth, we would surely understand what
life really is. But this is still a hidden secret of nature. Nevertheless, experiments
are quietly conducted in many Darts of the
(Continued or. page 479)
True seaweed. found In shallow

T

Phi Mow;

seaweed

is

with a
made of

solution
seed

sugar and copper sulphate.

R1ght:

Cladophora rupestris.

water resembling the chemical pre-

cipitations

are also shown here.
Note the appearance Identical with
that of the artificial seaweeds produced chemically in special solu-

tions.
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Microscopic animal -like
structures produced
with water glass, using
a seed of ferrous ehloride.
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A cluster of A1ardhiella tenera; another example is
shown on the right
side of the page.
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Below, right: Pnteromorpha compreeea.
Below, extreme right:

proA precipitate
duced In dilute water
glass using a seed of
ferrous chloride.

Above: Euteromorpha.

Right: A slush
precipitation produced. by means
of water glass an.1

ferrous chloride.
60 timer enlarged.

,

teasers).

Precipitate produced in
a
dilute solution of
potassium ferrocyaalde
using a seed of cupric,
chloride.
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Jerk of the Covenant
mac CLIME

By VICTOR
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[What Has Gone Before]

t

A number of New Yoik banks have been robbed.
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"He burst into a roar of laughter, shaking, shaking, until Lord Almérie and I sprang up in
alarm, Soldiers have given way to hysterics In the midst of a great nervous strain before, and
I thought the general had an attack. I don't know what Lord ~merle thought, but he evidently
considered the laughter a little III -timed.
"No, no! I'm all right, really-I'm not unstrung!" gasped Sir Thomas. "The raiders did gas
the Commons this morning-and every man jack on the Treasury Bench woke up with his face
blackened?

Blackened, by

George!-with burnt cork!"

At the Bank of England With
Yard Chief

a

Scotland

We went along Old Broad Street, and
there I found traces of the powdered glass,
three splashes, opposite the robbed banks. I
thought it would be a waste of time to do
anything further in the way of investigation.
I had seen enough to convince me that it
was the Wall Street and Parnassie gang, or
another allied in method. My next move, I
thought, would be to get an ocean track
chart.
On my return to the Bank, I found Lord
Almeric closeted with a military -looking
man, alert and keen of manner.
"This is Mr. James Boon, Sir Thomas."
said Lord Almeric. "General Sir Thomas
Basildon, Jimmy, chief of the Criminal Investigation Department."
We shook hands.
"I have wanted to meet you, Mr. Boon,"
said the newcomer kindly. - "I have known
your work for several years-and admired it."
-"That's very kind of you, sir. Are you
the General Basildon who was connected
with the British Air Force?"
"I am."

"Then you have somethiílg in your old
line here, Sir Thomas," said I. "I'm willing
to bet you already have your air police out
in full force, scouring the air toward the

Atlantic."
Sir Thomas nodded slowly and looked at
-

me keenly.

"You're the man who first propounded
the theory that the American raids were
carried out by aircraft?" he asked.
"Can't claim that amount of credit, sir.
It was just the obvious sort of idea that
must have come to a lot of people together.
I said airship, because of certain difficulties
of manoeuvring, taking up the weight of the
stolen stuff. the regular practice of stealing
gasoline."
"Let me say at once that I agree with
you, and that I have taken a very serious
view of the matter as it might concern us
here. I wanted our people to adopt the
recent American plan of supplying gas -masks
to all guards on banks, and to put up gas proof glass observation cages at favorable
points. That was your idea, too?" he
broke off.
"No. The suggestion for that carne from
a friend of mine, Dan Lamont, sir."
"Ah, yes: Mr. Dan Lamont," said Sir
Thomas. "Well, I wanted our people to
adopt these measures, but they are slow to
move-damnably slow! They were convinced that the raids were an American concern. The measures are being adopted, after
prolonged discussion, but they come too late,
as usual, to be of any service." He laughed
grimly. "We shall probably have the masks
and the cages ready by the time the raiders
have been run to earth."
"If you think that, you will have your
scouts out?"
"They have been ín the air this last hour

-

The time is near the end of this century. The Pres.
idea, of one of the banks stands by his son's bedside early is the morning and wakes him. Instinctively the son realized that something was wrong,
and seeing that his father was in deadly earnest, no
questions were asked, but with his roadster and airplane he undertook to rush him to the city.
They find that throughout the financial district
!olicnnrn, watchmen, chauffeurs and pedestrians
hare faller senseless. Automobile engines have mysteriously stopped. Everything of gold, watches,
coins, gold kaf signs and the like have been tar.
Wished. The vaults of a number of banks have been
cut open, apparently by oxyacetylene, and robbed.
The tarnishing of the gold is a problem for the
chemist, and curiously enough, powdered glass is
found in the street to add to the strange events.
Little lead cases came into the Post Office by mail.
Radium salts were enclosed in lead cases.
The airplane Merlin, the fastest of all airplanes
takes an active part in the story. The mystery deep
ens when it ,s found that some millions of dollar:
of securities have been returned to the banks, but a
slightly larger amount of gold has been taken.
Anaesthetic bombs are thought of. An unheard of
amount of radium salts seems to be in the lead eases.
A provis,on store has been robbed and money left to
pay for what was taken. Thousands of gallons of.
gasoline have disappeared from a Standard Oil Sta-lion.
They go out on the famous Merlin in .search of
the liner Parnassic after haring without success tried
to find out how the quantity of gasoline was taken
from the Standard Oil station on land; they hear
that there was o cabin in the air when the robbery
was being perpetrated. Going out to sea, they find
the Parnassic apparently abandoned and land upon
her. Everyone on her ,s recovering from a trance,
and eventually the Captain goes with them to the
treasure safe and finds that it has been robbed.
Lord Almeric, a well preserved ,Warn of 60, joins
then- The crew recovers. A discussion ensues and
it is concluded that the raiders used an airplane.
The Merlin starts off after the ship's engines begin
to turn, taking with them the charming Miss Torrance, the niece of Lord Ahneric, who i., also of the
party. The personality of the young lady begins to
have its effect on the male members of the party.
As the Parnassie reaches port, investigations into
her robbery are in order.
Now news comes that Louisville has been attacked,
and an hour and forty minutes in the Merlin takes
them to Louisville. where the NOW York raid has
been duplicated. Next the Atlantic is crossed to
Europe wh'cre raids have been perpetrated in several
cities. The bank of England has been robbed and
Scotland Yard is helpless.

or so, Mr. Boon," replied Sir Thomas, with
a smile. "I understand from Sir Almeric
that you have been on the scene soon after
each raid?"
"With the exception of the Westbury,

yes"
"There are some points on which I should
like the benefit of your .experience, Mr.

Boon-"

,r
"Anything I can do, sir
He questioned me shrewdly, until I had
covered the ground of the whole raids, down
to the minutest detail. Then, when he had
satisfied himself that he had exhausted all
my information, he got Lord Almeric to
have an ocean track chart found for us, and
we pored over it together.
It took the Transatlantic Company's airships a net 60 hours from New York to
London, but a less heavily -built machine
might do it in 50-odd. Adding on the difference in time between the two cities
brought the time occupied to about 60, gross.
That is to say: if an airship with a cruising
speed about one -thirty kilometers per hour
had wanted to be over London just after
midnight on the Friday, she would have
had to leave her base on the American continent not later than midday on the Wednesday. But the chances were that, to escape
observation, the departure in actual case had
been made in the dark of the early Wednesday morning.
The Louisville raid happened on the Sunday night and Monday morning, and it was
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likely that the airship had made her base
either in the dark of tie Monday morning
or on Monday night. Leaving Louisville
about four after the raid, it would be six
before she reached any likely base in the
Alleghenies, and by that time the farm folk
would be about on their morning chores.
The vessel could hardly escape being seen
in the light at six o'clock. This brought
us back to the notion cf a base at least 12
hour's flight from Louisville, and gave additional color to the theory of a base over the
Canadian border, probably in some undeveloped district back of Ontario.
To berth an airship on the Monday evening, and to have her fatted out again for a
raid across the Atlantic within 30-odd hours,
was something of a feat. There was the
unloading of the Louisv He haul, the refilling
of the balloonets with gas, the retuning of
the engines, and the general tightening up
and overhauling necessary for such an important voyage. If the raiders were using
only one dirigible, she was a wonder of
efficiency.

It was quite within possibility that they
had two machines for their operations, and
the three of us discussing the situation in
Lord Almeric's room were not inclined to
dismiss the idea idly, when we considered the
daring which could conceive and carry out
raids on such a wide radius, and the magnitude of the organization behind the conception. Indeed, it seemed not too far-fetched
an idea that the organization operated from
bases in both the Old World and the New,
and that in imagining one solitary lair in
Ontario we were seriously underestimating
the power of this mysterious force.
Why Was Not All the Gold Taken?
There seemed to be neither rhyme nor
reason in the operations. Of several millions of pounds sterling in gold lying in the
Bank of England, the raiders liad abstracted
merely one, so Lord Almeric told us, and
all the trouble that had been involved in
forcing the three joint stock banks had not
yet been rewarded by the finding of ally
gold; but in each of these banks there liad
been the same insensate destruction by acid
of thousands of pounds' worth of .bearer
securities. It looked Ike the work of madmen, impish destructiveness and senseless
expenditure of energy. Why trouble to force
four banks when there was sufficient loot
in the most important?
"It might have been." I suggested, "that
they broke open the Broad Street Banks
first, were disappointed of a haul from them,
and destroyed the securities out of spleen,
then came onto the Bank of England only
to find that there was more gold here than
they could get away with."

"I'm afraid, Jimmy," said Lord Almeric,
"that that explanation will not serve. It is

a matter of almost daily news how much
gold is deposited in the Bank here. It is
also common knowledge that the joint-stock
»anks since the war have kept no reserve
of gold, but have had a working arrangement with us."
"These are not criminals in the ordinary
sense," said Sir Thomas. "The distribution
of the radium points o that, the care that
has been exercised to preserve life in the
raids. There is some idea, as you have said,

Mr. Bison, underlying it all, and the future
will probably show what the idea is. We may
regard this raid as a denonstration,of power,
an attempt to bring chaos into the business
world, to upset values-some cranky method
of advertising an idea presently to be re-

If I may be allowed to express what
merely an intuition on my part, I do not
believe that these raide-s value even the gold
They have marvelous
they have taken.
But the vulnerable
power-marvelous!
point in any scheme of attack is its weakest
link. That is ín the air in this case. I
cannot believe that the scheme of the raiders
vealed.
is
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We
can be carried out with a dirigible.
have proved the vulnerability of the airship
time and again, and it is on this point that
we will get them. I shall not concern myself solely with looking for these criminals
or cranks on solid earth. I will keep after
them in the air, and, by God-get them, too I
they are on my side of the globe!"
"Bully for you, General!" I couldn't help
yelling, he spoke with.sucia force. "I beg

-if

your pardon"

"Not at all," said he. "The best thing
you can do is to get back to America at
your quickest speed, and pitch into the authorities there. If the raiders are operating from Canada, until measures are taken
to stop them, the whole of your wealthy cities
around the Great Lakes are at their mercyChicago, Buffalo, Detroit-and the coastal
cities, also-Boston, Philadelphia, Washington. Make them see what *you and I see,
that if this menace is to be scotched they
will need aeroplanes, fighting aeroplanes that
can climb to 5,000 meters and more. Make
them understand that this is not any parochial question, -or national, but that it is for
the, world to face and beat. For me, I shall
strongly represent to our government that
the Canadian authorities be asked to go over
their territory with the minutest serach they
can. And I will put the French police on
their guard-and the Germans-the Ger-

rr

i

mans-"

He broke off and eyed Lord Almeric
queerly.
"No, my dear Basildon," said Lord Almeric. "I can believe much of them, but
that they would leave so many millions of
the gold they so badly want behind them-

0

no...

"A blind ?"
"Not they.

They are incapable of the

.i.0

sacrifice."

"Humph! Perhaps you're right-perhaps
you're right. Though, by George! they've
got the ships-and you never know but what
they have the gas! I'm certain they have
never stopped their research:'

"Think

again,

Basildon-think

Would the matter of

again.

few Americans or
Englishmen asphyxiated deter brother German from using poison gas if he had conceived the idea of these raids?"
"They want something better than their.
Zeppelins to get across the Atlantic with,
Sir Thomas," said I, "and, besides, how about
housing them once they were in America?"
"Well,
ell, I relinquish the idea," Sir Thomas
said. "I shall put the French-and the Ger(Continued on page 492)
a

"They even brought up a
wagonful of oxygen tubes.
which they drove slowly up
Rue des Bons Enfants, releasing the gas as they went. But
the driver of the combo was
overcome and switched off his
engines before they were halfway up the street, and the
was so affected that
nothing could be seen of what
was happening around
the Banque."
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Transmission of
Autographs and
by Wire and
(Abstract from an Article by
ódouard Bela)
The photograph at the left shows the
Bella telephotograph receiver recently
installed in the offices of "The World"
of this city. The Inventor, Fdouard
Bello, Is shown at the center of the
picture immediately back of the apparatus. Mr. B. E. Laesult, formerly of
Radio News, is shown second from the
left. Mr. Lacault and the gentlemen at
his sides, assistants of Bello, worked
with the latter in the development of this
apparatus.

i
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Another view of the Henn receiver
show log the inclined projecting lantern
near the specially designed oscillogreph.

.

simplified diagram with the apparatus
disposed in the same way as in this
photograph Is shown on the opposite
A
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THE transmission of pictures may

The two pictures above were transmitted by radio by the Relict method.
The lower picture shows Chinese script
which could not be transmitted by the
ordinary telegraph systems.
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be divided into four general classes:
One is the transmission of pictures in line, which is called tele autography; next is the transmission -of photographs, which is termed
telephotography. Then there is the instantaneous appearance of the
far distant living image by direct projection on a screen, termed television;
and finally the projection on a screen of an animated picture at a distance
from the place where it was recorded a short while before. This is telekinematography.
The French postal service transmits teleautographic messages so that the
public has only to write its messages on paper with a special ink and of
special size, and the exact duplicate is reproduced at the distant station. Typewriters using
very small characters effect a reduction of almost 80 per cent. below the cost of a telegram;
shorthand can also be used if the receiver is certain of his ability to translate it. In all
these apparatus for transmitting writing or photographs, one of the essential points is the
maintenance of synchronism between the cylinders of the two stations' which carry the
original document and that upon which the receiving paper is fastened. Without this
synchronism no correct interpretation of the message is possible.
The system most generally employed to this end is the system of "checking the time,"
either by direct control of the receiver by the transmitter (as in wire -telegraphy), or by
kcal control of the apparatus by means of metronomes. By isochronism is meant the adiustment of the metronomes to equal time intervals or beats, while synchronism determines
the simultaneous starting and completion of each set of oscillations. In cases where .the
receiving apparatus can be controlled by the transmitter, the speed of the driving motor is so
adjusted that the receiving apparatus turns a little faster than the transmitter, but is arrested
in its motion once in each turn for a very short interval and does not resume its motion
until the transmitter has completed its corresponding turn. This result is attained by sending over the line a controlling current, which does not reach the recording apparatus but
passes through a relay which actuates an electromagnet whose armature controls the motion
of the receiver.
The inventor Korn has developed a system of transmission of photographs based on the
effect of light in changing the resistance of selenium. '
Picture transmission will be found treated in Practical Electries for March, August and
September, 1923. and television, or seeing at a distance, is described in the March and
October numbers of 1924.
Here we have to deal with the controlling mechanism for the transmission of pictures
(Continued on Page 476)
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Pictures, Printing,
Finger Prints,
by Radio

At the right Messieurs Masson and Tonly
are shown experimenting in Belin's laboratory in France. Belins laboratory Is noted
for its equipment and especially for the
remarkable experiments which were sorcessfully carried out there by the great
Inventor.

In the Bella telephotograph receiver
the transmission lines are connected to
the movable coil of an oscillograph. A
very tine ray of light is projected on a
small mirror carried by this toll and
the reflected beam vibrates in accordance with the vibration» of the roil.
The beam falls upon a plate Kiss's of
varying transparency, ranging from perfect transparency to perfect opacity.
Varying quantities of light are thus
transmitted to a lens which focuses the
beam and projects it on a photographic
film carried by a drum, which rotates
and moves axially pant the lens. In
this «ay a relation is established between the Intensity of light projected
on the film and the vibration of the
oselilograpb toil.
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One of Hello's most remarkable achievements le the portable
transmitting apparatus shown above. Provided with this, a reporter located at some remote point can transmit photographs
and documents over an ordinary long distance wire.

at

ci

A) rnandat
cot úxtivida

At the left is a message received by the French Pollee Department by mean» of the Belin system. The message described in
detail a pursued criminal and supplied at the same time
the linger
print» of the fugitive.
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The Charge of the
Electron
ITH the sudden and extensive

o

growth of radio industry and the
popularization of various radio
apparatus, especially the vacuum
tube, certain elements of abstruse science
have come to public notice. The electron
which some 40 years ago was a word of
limited application and circulated only in
journals of scientific societies, has now invaded the vocabulary of the layman. So to-

By means of this
three stage amplifier and detector, two Am !t erican physicists
Drs. Hull and

.

i`

-0
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1

-4-

day the electron enjoys an unprecedented
popularity; It is well known, for instance,
that the electric current is due to a flow of
electrons, each electron carrying a small'
quantity of energy and so by moving from
one place to another in a circuit it transfers that energy from the source to the place
of consumption.
This quantity of energy is the same on
all electrons, and has been the subject of
numerous investigations ever since the elec.
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Above: The tall cabinet
on the right of the picture contains .a threeatage amplifier and detector, with an amplification factor of 70,000.
used by Drs. Hull and
Williams in their Inves-

tigation of the charge
on the electron. The
cabinet on the left of
the picture contains the
tube under test and a
tuned circuit. The amof
plifierconssted
pliotrons each
three
amplification
an
with
factor of 42.
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Williams heard
the electrons flying through the
between
space
the plate and
filament.
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the charge on the electron. In this apparatus Mlllikan isolated an electron on
which a drop of oil had been condensed.
and measured its motion in an electric and
gravitational field. The model at (B) illustrates its operation: a silk membrane is
made to move In this model between two
charged plates exactly, as the oil drop
moves between two electrically charged
discs In the apparatus (A).
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The photograph below shows Professor
Milllkan's apparatus (A) for determining
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(Continued on page 477)

Above:
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tron theory was first advanced. Measurements have been made by a number of prominent physicists using a variety of methods.
It is interesting to observe, and to the
physicists especially gratifying, that the
methods of modern science have developed
to a stage where the charge, the mass 'and
the velocity of invisible particles such as the
electron can be measured accurately.
The occasion of the present article is the
measurement of the charge' of .the electron
by a method radically new, and yielding reThe
sults of unprecedented accuracy.
method will be of special interest to those
interested in radio apparatus in so far as
the investigators employed vacuum tubes for
the study of the electrons to be measured.

t)

Each
stage of the amplifier was carefully sheathed in
copper. Even the
tubes were ~rend with copper
cylinders and the
entire equipment
with which the
tests were performed w'aa enclosed in the wire
cage shown.
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Measuring Radio lUaverLengths With
Meter Sick

it

THE signals coming from the usual

IS

5

radio transmitting stations are "broadcast"; that is, they are radiated in
all directions.
When, however, a
conductor such as a wire is available between a transmitter and a receiver, the radio
waves follow the conductor and will not be
broadcast. That is, the wire "conducts" the
waves in one direction. This is the essential
difference between wire" and wireless telegraphy.
When waves of alternating electromotive
force are impressed upon two parallel wires,
each wave will travel along the wire to the
end where it is reflectec. If these waves
are continuously produced at the generating
end, the reflected waves coming from the
receiving end will meet the ou:going waves
and at some points inte-fere with, and at
others reinforce, them. The result of such
interference and reinforcement is the production of a variation in potential along the
wires. This variation is regular, a maximum
potential being followed by gradual decrease
to zero and then another maximum and so
on. The position of these maxima and the
interval between them depends upon the
capacity; inductance, resi-stance and leakance
of the wires. A mathematical analysis of
these four constants of the circuit shows that
two successive maxima cf potential or current are separated by a distance equal to half
a wave -length.
F. W.' Dunmore and F. H. Engel, of the
Bureau of Standards, have made a very ingenious use of the phenomena described
above in the measurement of wave -length
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Below is an ultra -radio -frequency receiver used In wave -length measurements at the Bureau of Standards. The
receiving elements consist of a single
turn loop shunted by a low capacity
variable condenser and connected to an
amplifying system.
7.

g.

The photograph shows
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start nave oscillator coupled

to a system of two parallel wires along ,A
which the thermagalvanometer is moved

to determine points of maximum wave
intensity.
The oscillator radiates an
eight -meter wave.
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The wavemeter
at the right was
calibrated with the
apparatus shown
comprising a single
turn loop in series
with a thermo-galvanometer, shunted
by a fixed and a variable condenser.
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The oscillator below was
designed to radiate short waves
of from eight to abort twenty
meters length. To cover this
range, replaceable inductances of
one; two- and six-turn coils are
provided.
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of radiations of very high frequency. The
method can bereadily used by a skilful ama-

teur experimenter. Briefly, the procedure
is as follows:
To the parallel wires shown in Fig. 1 a
high frequency oscillator is coupled. The
circuit is set in oscillation and the low resistance current -indicating instrument (A)
is moved along the wire. The dotted lines
indicate the magnitude of the deflection of
the instrument. The distance between two
maxima such as I, I and II, II is half the
wave -length (L/2) of the impressed radiation.
In the experiments performed at the U. S.
Bureau of Standards two lines of bare No.
14 B. & S. copper wire, 45 feet long, were
employed. These wires were strung between
glass insulators and kept under tension by
strong springs. The interval between the
wires was 1.58 inch. The wires terminated
in a loop as shown in Fig. 2. A thermo
galvanometer having a full-scale deflection
of 115 milliamperes was mounted as shown
so that it could be moved readily along the
wires. When the oscillator, which will be
described later, was properly coupled to the
lines, the deflections of the galvanometer
gave very clear indications of a stationary
wave along the wires. It was fotind that
a piece of No. 14 copper wire shunting the
galvanometer terminals improved the sensitivity of the instruments by decreasing the
resistance of the circuit and thus increasing
the sharpness of resonance.
50 -Watt Short Wave Oscillator_

Fig. 2 shows a carefully designed shortwave oscillator employed by the Bureau of
Standards in short-wave measurements. The
cscillating circuit consists of two single turns
(Continued on page 479)
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Historic
Experiments
Number

7

Later Batteries of the
Nineteenth Century
THE first trouble with the early bat-

teries was the evolution of hydrogen
from the zinc plate with the consequent
wasteful solution of the zinc.. The proper
power of the battery, if it may be so called,
was only obtainable in the first few seconds.
This difficulty was overcome in the early
part of the century by amalgamating the
zinc, which was one of the first great improvements in the háttery.
Another trouble was polarization. Hydrogen accumulated on the surface of the copper plate. as it was in those days, making

1 glande and Chaperon cell, above, con slats of a cast-iron vessel and positive
electrode of a zinc spiral. immersed in an
alkaline soiation. The bottom of the Teasel Is covered with a layer of copper oxide.

(Continued on page' 492)

r.

Trouvb reversing cell. Zinc rod and carbon
cylinder sealed in insulating ease with solution of sulphate of mercury. In operation the
cell Is Inverted and the' electrodes become immersed In the electrolyte. The cell Is shown
above In its non -operative position.

../%%//%/%//

Edison heat cell,
above. Carbon rod.
an active oxide being used as electrolyte, in a case

An earlier Gaitfe cell (1875) at
right. Zinc, solution of ammonium chloride; porous cup containing a carbon, around which
are alternate layers, superposed,
of binoxlde of manganese and
granular carbon.

forming the negative electrode. The
heat of the furnace
fuses the oxide and
causes combination
of carbon with resulting oxygen.
Electric
current
flows during oxidation.

Copper
Zinc

fviT'7

-

Hare's Deflagrator shown below consisted of SO cells using spiral elements of
copper and zinc in dilute sulphuric acid.
The electrodes were all suspended from
a;.horizontal beam by means of which they
could be removed from solution when not
in use. The cells resembled the Offerahaus
helical cell shown in the preceding issue
of "The Experimenter."

io'%igoli, :1iililflhlll
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Id

Trouvé moist cell; above. Elements of copper and 'zinc between
which are several discs of blotting
paper, half of which are wet with
a solution of zine'sulphate and half
with a solution of copper sulphate.
When not in use, the discs are allowed to dry.
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getting on the Air
(Continued' from page 448)
and hold it in position witn one foot so that
as it goes up at an increasing angle, it will
tend to slip down into the soil pipe. Once
the mast reaches an angle of about 80°, it
will readily slip down into the pipe. When
placed perpendicular, the guy wires should
be run out to their anchors and temporarily
fastened. Concrete is then poured into the
soil pipe and packed solid'y around the mast.
This should be allowed to thoroughly set
before any attempt is made to fasten the
aerial in position. After the concrete is
set, the guy wires should be tightened up
permanently and firmly fastened in position.
The Aerial
late been some discussion
has
of
There
about the kind of wire to be incorporated
in an antenna, and it has been proven that,
particularly on short wave -lengths, and with
low power transmission, enameled wire is
far superior to ordinary bare wire. No. 12
is an excellent size both from a mechanical
and electrical standpoin-, although No. 14
is somewhat cheaper and will give excellent
results. The latter is tl.e size used in both
the writer's antenna and counterpoise. In
this case the antenna consists of two wires,
the flat top portion being 50 feet long. The
distance from the house to the antenna mast
is 90 feet and the remaining 40 feet consists
of two strands of No. 14 galvanized iron
wire broken up at 10 -foot intervals by small
porcelain "eggs," two "eggs" being used between the ends of the antenna wires proper
and the galvanized iron wires.
The lead-in consists of two wires twisted
together, which reach iron the antenna to
the aerial switch moun ed on the operating
table. A ten -inch electrose insulator is
placed at the end of the bridle as shown in
the photograph herewith and fastened by
means of several strands of wire to the
house. Many experimenters prefer glass insulators either of the purchased type or
home-made. In the latter case, recourse may
be had to glass towel rods which may be
readily purchased at ary hardware or house
furnishing store at a very low figure.
Clamps at either end of the rods may be
quickly made for fastening the wires thereto.

The Counterpoise
At 3M0 the counterpoise consists of a
five -wire fan with the apex at the house as
shown in the photograph. These wires fan
out so as to cover a space 50 feet long at
the far end. Each wire, like the antenna,
consists of 50 feet of enameled copper wire,
the remainder of the length consisting of
galvanized iron wire broken up at intervals
with small porcelain insulators. The method
of fastening the far end of the counterpoise
is as follows. A single length of No. 14
galvanized iron wire is run from the top of
a convenient shed to a tree at right angles
to the direction of the antenna and about
The counterpoise
10 feet from the ground.
wires are run to the supporting wire and
fastened there to guy wires, being run down
at an angle to the fence so as to prevent the
supporting wire from stretching.

Generalities
In the paragraphs above the writer has
attempted to present to the reader the exact
details of the transmitting antenna system
used in his particular station. By no means
is this intended to be a complete set of
directions to anyone contemplating the erection of a transmitting antenna. In fact,
there will be hundreds of cases where the
specific details given cannot be followed. It
will be necessary for each individual to study
his local conditions so as to determine just
exactly how he is going to erect his own
antenna and what form it will take. Many
amateurs prefer a cage antenna where, instead of straight spreaders, hoops of metal
or wood arc used and five or six wires are
equally spaced around the circumference of
them. In such a case the lead-in should
also be in cake form. With any type of antenna a fan -shaped counterpoise as described
above will give perfect satisfaction. although
if desired or if space dictates, a second cage.
similar in all physical characteristics to the
antenna mat- be erected. In any case, the
counterpoise should be considerably lower
than the antenna. although it need not run
directly touter the latter or parallel with it.
Very often counterpoises are run at a considerable angle to the antenna and in some
cases they run in opposite directions. Apart-

ment house dwellers often have obtained excellent results with an antenna and counterpoise separated by only 10 feet. However,
under normal conditions this is not to be
recommended and where space permits, they
should be at least 40 feet apart at their
extremities. Even in the writer's case it
was not practical to do this and at the house
end they are only separated by 12 feet, although at the far end this distance is increased to 40 feet.
The question of the insulation of the aerial
and counterpoise was quite thoroughly discussed above. Pay full attention to this
point, and furthermore do not forget that
at the points where the lead-ins from the
counterpoise and antenna enter the house,
excellent insulation must be used. Porcelain
tubes will suffice for low powers, although if
you ever contemplate using 10 watts or more
of power, it is advisable to secure large insulators for bringing in the lead-ins.
Recent experiments by several second district amateurs have pointed toward the fact
that single wire antennas and counterpoises
give excellent results, particularly on short
waves and with low power. During the coming summer, the writer is contemplating undertaking a series of experiments along this
line and the results will undoubtedly be published in a future issue of this magazine.
Considering the information given above,
you should now be able to go ahead and erect
a suitable antenna and counterpoise, bearing
in mind that they must be well insulated
from the ground. An antenna of the particular type in use by the writer today and
described in detail above is suitable for transmission on either 80 or 175 meters and was
so designed. Future articles will deal with
the construction of transmitters capable of
operating on these wave -lengths, and when
these articles are published, if you have followed directions herewith, you will be equipped with an antenna suitable for use with
the sets to be described inasmuch as these
sets will have been built and tested on that
particular antenna.
Since you llave been listening in on amateur transmission for the last month or so the
writer believes that he can safely say and be
understood when he says. "73 OMs CUL."

Experiments with Static
FOLLOWING are

a few experiments that
can be performed with a hard rubber
comb and an audion receiving set.
Rub the comb with silk or pass it through
your hair a few times. and it will acquire a
static charge; then hold it about a quarter
of an inch from the ground or aerial binding post of a radio receiving set, as in Fig. 1.
A distinct click will be heard in the headphones or loud speaker if the set .is working. This phenomenon corresponds to the
static we hear over our radios during electrical storms.
Charge the comb again and discharge it
on the grid terminal of the detector tube
socket. A louder click will be heard than
previously, which is due to the increased
current on the grid which causes a similar
variation in the plate current. Fig. 2 illus-

trates this experiment.
By discharging the comb on a phone tip
terminal as shown in Fig. 3, the discharge
will be heard plainly.
A Wimbhurst static machine, as well as
static discharges through the lightning arrester, will produce similar results.
Contributed by Hugo E. Anderson.

Many interesting experiments may be made
The comb, made of
hard rubber, becomes charged and, as shown
above, wins be discharged by touching it to
the grounded side of the set, you will notice
a blue flash. During very dry days you yourself may become charged with static electricity
by merck- shuffling your feet along a heavy
rug and, touching a radiator or water -pipe,
will notice the static discharge. A Wimshurst
static machine will enable you to carry out
experiments along these lines to a greater
degree. Heavy charges may be obtained and
'hair-rimising" experiments, In the true sense of
the word, may be made. By insulating the
body, the experimenter changing that body
with a static machine, and placing his hand
o'er bead, makes hair actually stand on end.

with static electricity.

GRID

TERMINAL

Fl

G.

2

You may listen to the static discharge by
discharging the comb on the grid of the tube.
Many other interesting static experiments may
be made in conjunction with the radio outfit.
A glass rod is likely to give a more powerful
discharge, especially if rubbed with cat's fur
or. a silk cloth.
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Single Tube Regenerative Circuits for the
Hookrun Board
Liy

,Abner J. Gelula

The layout for the experimental test -board. Note the arrangement of the apparatus. UI
dials are easily accessible for variation of wave -length and regeneration. This layout, besides
being used for single -tube regenerative circuits. may be, with the addition of another tube. a
test-board for radio frequency amplification tests. If the addition of another tube is disagreeable, the apparatus may be used for building one stage ut R.F. and connecting the output into
any standard radio receiving set.

IN

the February issue of THE EXPERIwe thoroughly discussed radio
frequency amplifier circuits, several of
few of
hich were given on page 242.
these circuits utilized regeneration, but the
majority were of the straight radio frequency type.
We shall now consider the straight regenerative circuit utilizing one tube only.
Without doubt, regeneration properly applied results in an ultra -selective as well as
a very sensitive circuit.
It often requires much consideration on
the part of the experimenter or novice radio
man to determine whether radio frequency,
regeneration, or audio frequency should be
used for a given number of tubes. Before
attempting to build a complete set, always
give thought to the requirements involved
and to external receiving conditions.
Of course, audio frequency amplification
should be placed. if possible, at the output
of every receiving set. Audio frequency
amplification increases the practical receiving range of the set as well as the volume.
If volume is preferable to distance reception, radio frequency amplification would
not do, as this type of amplification will
boost only the energy intercepted by the
aerial. Radio frequency amplification amplifies the signal before rectification, while
audio frequency amplification amplifies it
after rectification.
Considering the question whether a given
number of tubes are to be used for the
audio side, we must ask ourselves the above
questions as well as give thought to other
factors.
Regeneration may be added to the circuits
given on the opposite page by merely placing one tube ahead of it, the primary and
secondary coils acting as the inter -stage
coupling.
Regeneration is equal to a little over one
stage of tuned radio frequency. Therefore.
by the addition of regeneration plus R.F. and
with the conventional two stages of audio,
this type of set might he considered ideal.
The circuits given on the opposite page
are of the one tube regenerative type. The
hook-up board as shown in the illustration
contains two variometers. one variocoupler,
a variable condenser (.001). a socket and a
rheostat. They are connected together acMENTER

\

cording to the desired diagram. Clips or
cord tips were used for the making of rapid
connections.
The experimenter will find that a board
of this type, left assembled, will be invaluable in general experimentation. Variometers may be used in many points of the
circuit other than grid and plate leads. The
variometer may be used very successfully for
inter -stage radio frequency transformers,
primary or secondary tuning devices or for
general wave -length control.
In this issue we shall consider only the
one tube regenerative outfit, presenting on
the opposite page ten tested, one -tube regenrative circuits for the test board.
Fig. 1 is the usual variocoupler, twovariometer circuit. A soft tube is prefer -

LIST OF PARTS
1
I.

2 Atwater -Kent Variometers
1 Hauunarlund 43 -plate Condenser
1

i

1
1

1

i
I

8
5
18
12
1

!

1

Shamrock 3 Circuit Coupler
Soft Wood Board 20x10x%"

Na-Aid Tube Socket
Rasco 30 ohm Filament Rheostat
Double Spring Binding Posts
Single Spring Binding Posts
Rasco Test Clips
Rasco Test Points
Grid Condenser (.00025 mfd.)
Grid Leak (2 meg.)

!

I

able for detection, with a low voltage on
the plate. The aperiodic primary is wound
directly over the secondary. It is very important that the variometer in the circuit be
capable of tuning throughout the wavelength range of 200 to 600 meters.
Fig. 2 shows how a three control set may
be built by using two variometers and a
variable condenser. As stated in the preceding paragraph, the variometers must tune
throughout the entire broadcast wave band.
The variable condenser is of a .001 mfd.
capacity (43 plates approximately). The
grid leak may be connected across the grid
condenser rather than from grid to filament.
it will be found that the regeneration will
be slightly difficult to control if a dry cell
tube is used. By the use of a soft tube the
regeneration may be controlled with the aid
of the rheostat.

Fig. 3 shows the tickler feed -back method
of regeneration control. The primary' is
aperiodic, wound over or directly beneath
the secondary. The tickler is variable. The
primary, secondary and tickler comprise a
three -circuit coupler, and with the secondary
tuning condenser, which is of a .0005 mfd.
capacity, the set operates very efficiently despite the fact that there are but two controls.
Fig. 4 is a split variometer circuit. A two circuit tuner may be used in place of the
single circuit affair shown in this diagram.
This circuit operates very efficiently on
broadcast wave -lengths and is comparatively
easy to tune. It will he found to be a simple
matter to "split" the variometer. The variometer is composed of the rotary and stationary coil connected in series. In order
to split die variometer it is necessary to
sever this series connection. The connection
is usually made either through the end plates
or directly on the shaft of the rotor. It is
very important that the rotor of the variometer be connected in the plate circuit, and
the stator in the grid.
Fig. 5 makes a very interesting experimental layout. \\ a have our two -circuit
tuning arrangement in the aerial coil and
secondary. The ground coil and tickler are
in inductive relationship. It was found that
the ground and tickler coil should be out of
the inductive field of the primary and secondary coils. For the radio man who enjoys
experimenting with freak circuits, Fig. 5
certainly fills the bill.
Referring to Fig. 6, we may be led to
believe, at first glance, that it is a duplicate
of Fig. 3. This is not the case, however,
for this circuit is designed for use in connection with the honeycomb type of coil.
The variable condenser in the plate coil is
optional.
However, should the coils be
mounted within the cabinet in fixed inductive relation, this condenser becomes vital.
If the three condensers are used, it will not
be necessary to touch the coils after they
are once adjusted, as the tuning is entirely
controlled by the three condensers.
Fig. 7 is a well known ultra-audion circuit
using a. condenser -tuned plate. The volume
is very good, but for the amateur DX receiver, it is doubtful whether this circuit
would be suitable. The fixed condenser must
not be connected across the grid condenser,
for the tube is easily paralyzed.
Fig. 8 gives the schematic diagram for a
capacitively -coupled circuit. The two coils
are in inductive relationship, the plate coil
being variable. This circuit will be found
very selective and capable of producing good
tone and volume. However, for DX many
of the other circuits shown on the page surpass or equal it.
If you live within one mile of a broadcasting station, the circuit shown in Fig. 9
will be found to produce good volume, and
is especially useful in vicinities where broadcasting stations are numerous, because it is
ultra-selectii e. The loop to be used with
this set should be as large as possible. The
15 turns indicated in the diagram were computed on the basis of a loop two feet square.
Of course, if the loop is larger, the number
of tarns becomes smaller.
In Fig. 10'we have another circuit utilizing the tickler feed -back system. The two
inductive coils in the feed -back system of
this circuit may be a split variometer, if the
experimenter so desires. Note that the variable condenser tuning the secondary, connects to the filament side of the secondary.
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One Tube Regenerative Circuits
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Fig. 1 is a straight variocoupier, two varlometer regenerative circuit; Fig. 2 indicates how two variometers and a variable condenser
similar method using the split -vario are connected for a one -tube regenerator;. Fig. 3 is a tickler teed -back system, while Fig. 4 shows
meter; Fig. 5 is to a certain degree a freak circuit, but presents good meat for the experimenter; Fig. 6 gives a honeycomb regenerative
circuit, the variable condenser in the tickler coil being optional; Fig. 7 is similar to Fig. 1 except that the condenser replaces the vario meter; Fig. 8 is a capacity -coupled regenerative circuit; Fig. 9. for short distance reception and for the radio man desiring the extreme in
selectivity, is ideal; Fig. 19 is another method of tickler feed -back.
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A Four Stage Amplifier
Bq S. Stern, E. E.
SOMIE time ago the author was experimentitig with a sensitive radio receiving set, containing, at the output of the
detector tube, the usual two -stage audio frequency amplifier. With long distance reception, the signals would come through
weak, but clear when using phones, and
naturally, when a horn was substituted for
the phones no sound was heard.
It was, therefore, evident that a greater
audio amplification was required. However,
when this was directly applied by adding
further stages consisting of transformers
and tubes, the result was distortion, ringing
and whistling, all combined or appearing
singly, according to the number of stages
added. Evidently something in the amplifying unit required altering. However, before
any of these remedies could be applied, an
investigation had to be made as to where
the trouble originated.
TRUE FORM OF SOUND WAV
PLATE CURRENT

felt cloth of sufficient softness to absorb
these vibrations. The above thus accounts
for and remedies the first two of our
troubles.

One stage of audio frequenc> amplification.
Lg and Lp, the Input and output transformers, respectively, should have by-pass condensers across the input and output of the
tube. This u ill reduce distortion and increase amplification to a certain extent.

Third, we have the whistling noise which
doubtless the most persistent one encountered in audio amplifiers of two or more
stages. The explanation for this whistling
may be gained from a study of Figs. 2 and
3. In Fig. 2 we have a schematic diagram
of one of the audio amplifying units. In
this diagram Lg and Lp represent respectively the inductance shown in the form of
turns for the secondary of the input transformer, and Lp the primary for the output
transformer. Since each of these coils have
many turns, an inherent capacity exists between the turns of each coil which may be
represented respectively by Cg and Cp as
shown. This by inspection of Fig. 2 gives
is

PLATE CURRENT
GRID VOLTAGE

I

CHARACTERISTIC
OF TUBE

O¡

11,
4-

VOLTAGE

FIG.

I

s^

The above curve shows the form of the
sound waves, altered. The broken line shows
the true form of this wave as compared with
the full line wave which shows the form
when the tube is overloaded.

Since the trouble experienced consisted
generally of distortion, tube ringing and
whistling noises, a direct solution would be
to eliminate each of these nuisances separately by tracing their cause. Thus:
Considering that the tubes and transformers are good, distortion is directly due to
overloading at the input side of the tube
(grid filament side). From our fundamental concepts of tube operation, we know that
when the voltage applied To the grid extends
beyond the straight line portion of the plate grid characteristic curves of the tube, distortion results. The form of the sound
wave is altered as shown by Fig. 1, where
the broken line shows the true form of this
wave as compared with the full line wave
which shows the form when the tube is overloaded.
But according to the observed weakness
of signal in the second stage, the signal voltage could not have been so great in the detector tube as to produce distortion after
the usual amplification. Furthermore, the
faithful production of the intense ringing
noise proved that the straight line plategrid characteristic of Fig. 1 was not exceeded. Of course, the initiated radio experimenter knows that the cause of micro phonic sounds lie in the poor construction
of the elements in one or more tubes of the
radio set. If any nearby mechanical vibration exists, it will be slowly taken up by
these tubes. Such ringing can be stopped
by placing, underneath the base of the set, a

G
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1111111'

FIG. 3

To some degree the tube

couples the Input and output transformers,
capacitively.
The dotted lines

capacity lies.

indicate where the tube

us two oscillating circuits g and p. The
effect of one upon the other will depend upon
whether the two circuits g and p have the
same frequency when the coupling, as introduced by the tube, is of the right value.
How this coupling is brought about may be
seen from Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3 the mechanical construction of
the tube causes electrical capacities to appear as shown by the broken lines. Thus
we get GF the grid filament capacity, GP

the grid plate capacity and PF the plate
filament capacity. Inspection of Fig. 4 shows
that the new capacities PF and GF add only
to the already existing capacities of circuits
g and p. GP, however, acts merely as coupling condenser to the circuits g and p. Thus,
it is seen that the electrical energy flowing
between the filament and plate and modulated
by the grid may turn back upon itself
through the side path as opened by the coupling condenser GP, and that is what actually happens.
The whistle, however, being
produced by oscillations started in circuit p
by the signal, and since circuit g is tuned
somewhat broadly to it, these audio oscillations are passed to the input circuit, namely,
circuit g. Obviously, the amplifier unit be G

r

The high frequency by-pass
across the output and input sides ofcondensers,
the audio
transformers. only add to the already
existing capacities created by the elements of
the
tube.

comes, by this means, a low frequency oscillator. Since such whistling is undesirable,
attention mast be given to the cause, the
grid -plate capacity.
This capacity of course must be done
away with or decreased to so low a value
as to have no effect. Unfortunately, both
of these methods are impracticable, since
both would involve changes in tube construction. Going to the other extreme, where a
condenser is added to the grid -plate terminals to increase their combined capacity,
would seem at first to have a tendency to
stake matters worse. But such is not the
case, as may be shown by mathematical
(Continued on. opposite page)
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A four-stage audio frequency amplifier. Note
the capacities across the tube elements of the
third and fourth stage.
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Reverse Connecting Plug

A "13" Eliminator

By DONALD E. LEARNED

HE

experimenter a ften has several
pieces of electrical apparatus about the
laboratory which he has occasion to connect
to the house circuit at times, but does not
desire a permanent connection thereto. The
portable cord is the best solution. The use
of the cord, however, generally requires the
making of connections which require almost
as much time and trouble as do permanent
connections, and, if the number of items to
be so connected is large, it requires a large
outlay in cordage and plugs, if the cords are
left permanently connected.
To avoid this investment of time or money,
the reverse connecting plug is very suitable.
Such plugs are mounted on the apparatus
when constructed, and furnish thereafter a
most convenient means of making connections.
Two types of home-made reverse plugs are
shown utilizing two different types of plugs,
and two different types of cord receptacles,
or rather, terminators. The first type is by
far the neater arrangement, and much
cheaper. Two or three uortable cords furnished with plugs on one end and receptacles
on the other end, represent the portable
equipment. An ordinary connecting plug
(cap) is fastened to the apparatus by means
of a large -head screw, a id suitable notches
cut in its rim to permit die entrance of the
wire leads to the apparatus. The plug may
also be fastened by mean:. of sealing wax, as
shown in the lower figure.
The lower figure is given for the benefit
of those who have portable cords with lamp
sockets attached. It is also convenient when
a switch is required at t re apparatus.
Cord receptacles can be purchased for
either type of plug (cap) shown, and the
lead -wires may be entered through either
notches or drill holes according to taste.
Lamp receptacles may he purchased to fit
the cord receptacle for the lower plug, so
that the portable cord can be converted into
an extension lamp by simply plugging in.
When a number of phones are connected
in series, they should always be connected so
that the beginning of the phone winding of
one phone connects to the end of the winding
to the other. You will find that one of these
phone cord tips has a red or green colored
string run through it. This is to be connected to the plate side c f the phone circuit.
Too often the experimenter, to his ultimate
sorrow, fails to take into consideration the
importance of connecting the phones so that
the current flow through them is in the right
direct ion.

By Denville Snyder
EVERY experimenter wants to use the
IL, 110 -volt A.C. for the plate supply, but
the commercial eliminators arc too expensive for the average pocketbook. The
method about to be described employs the
old style chemical rectifier and is much
cheaper.
Mason jars are used for this, and it will
be necessary to have four. The electrodes
are strips of aluminum and lead one inch
wide and three inches long. These are fitted
to a wooden cap as in the illustration. A

of the same capacity and a variable grid
leak to cut down the voltage.
By adjusting the grid leak we can obtain
voltages from 12 to 38. A little oil should
be poured in each jar to keep the solution
from evaporating. This rectifier consumes
very little current; in fact, less than a 15 watt lamp consumes. The choke coil may
be the secondary of an audio frequency

transformer.

Contributed by BENVILLE

SNYDER.

1ADGRID

110 WATT

LAMP

ALUMINUM

This Is how the chemical rectifier is placed
in the circuit. The 110 -watt lamp is not
standard, but for the sake of simplicity it
was thought best to use one lamp to symbolically portray the required wattage.
100watt and 10 -watt are connected in parallel to
obtain the desired draw.

LEAK

FIG. 2

How the rectifier is placed in the circuit.
filter circuit is composed of a choke coil
and two 2-mfd. fixed condensers.
Time

LEAD

ALUMINUM

saturated solution of borax is mixed and
put into the jars.
Be sure that the aluminum and lead are as
chemically pure as you can obtain. The rectification will then be as near perfect as is
possible with this type of rectifier. The top
of the jar which supports the electrode
should be made of an insulating composition
such as bakelite. If this is not easily obtained, a piece of .dry, hard wood will fulfill
the requirements very nicely.
The plates are now inserted and hooked
up as in Fig. 1, with a 100 -watt lamp in
series. The current is then turned on. At
first the lamp will light very brightly, but
in about six minutes it will go out.
This forms the plates. This device will
rectify the current, but there will still be
a hunt. To get rid of this, a filter is needed.
The filter is composed of a choke coil and
two 2-mfd. condensers. It is hooked up as
in Fig. 3 and gives D.C. at about 100 volts.
For the detector we add another condenser

A Four Stacie

FIG. 3
TIM above is time completed rectifier cell.
Great care should he exercised in the selection of the aluminum and lead in that they
be chemically pure.
The jar is one of the
ordinary mason type and is tilled with a
saturated solution of borax.

Amplifier

(Continued from preceding page)

r.

analysis, too lengthy to be given here and
proven by a form of the Meissner oscillator
shown in Fig. 5, where the variable condensers C determine the period of oscillation. In the diagram shown, L1 and L2 arc
aperiodic, and therefore this circuit will
oscillate at all frequencies. Should LI and
L2 be made periodic so that they are adjusted, say, to a high frequency by simply
connecting a variable condenser across L1
and also across L2 and should C be of appreciable value, it woule be very difficult ,to
make the system oscillate at the higher frequencies for which the circuit is adjusted
by the two added capacities. Applying this
knowledge to the problem in question, we
arrive at the following conclusions:
If a capacity of proper value is connected
across the grid -plate terminals of time tube
in our audio frequency snit so that the tendency for oscillations is below the audio

-r

B

FIG. 5
The Meissner oscillator, where the variable
condenser C determines the period of oscillation. L- and L2 are aperiodic and therefore
will oscillate at all frequencies.

wave band limit (250 cycles per second),
any tendency toward whistling should be
stopped. Thus, having solved the problem,
the author recommends the circuit shown in
Fig. 6 for four stages of audio amplification.
For best results, only that type of horn
shoLld be used that can stand so powerful
an output, such as the Western Electric
power horn. If three stages are found sufficient, a .002 mfcl. condenser across the grid plate terminals of the last tube will be found
sufficient. The transformers used must have
closed iron core circuits and the whole trans former must be encased in metal. These
experimenters who already have a two-step
audio amplifier may add one or two stages
more, as desired, considering only the third
and fourth stages of Fig. 5. This was ac complished successfully for several commerstarry manufactured outfits now on the mar ket.
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A HomerMade Variable Condenser
By Dr. H. Schueize
ROTARY condenser can be bought

cheaper than one can make it even
if the materials cost nothing. We
describe here a sliding condenser
which works better than many rotary condensers which are sold, one which can be
made in the simplest way, which looks good,
and can easily be built into any receiving set.
The maximum capacity of the condenser
described here runs up to about .001 mfd.
The dimensions are determined by the material at hand and must not be considered as
ins ariable.
\Ve need: three old 5% x 7% -inch photographic plates, a piece of sheet metal, zinc.
brass or other material, 4 x 5 inches; two
connection clips; some tinfoil; some thin
wooden board and other odds and ends which
will be found in every experimenter's lucky
chest.
Cut the base 8 inches long and 6% inches
wide and fasten to it some strongly adhering adhesive tape to the first of the three
glass plates. The writer has had great success with chloral hydrate solution of gelatin which one can prepare easily for himself.
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement. Then we
cut a piece of tinfoil of the size 4% x 3%
inches and glue that to the glass plate. For
connecting it with the clips provide each piece
of foil with a tongue, 34 -inch wide and 2
inches long which for purposes of strength
we cut three-quarters inch too long and
double back on itself, using our adhesive.
Over all this we now stick the second
glass plate so as to cover the other completely. So that the two plates will be absolutely parallel we glue a small piece of
tinfoil to the opposite side. between the two
plates. Fig. 1 may again be referred to to
show the whole arrangement in cross-section
and plan. The tinfoil is cross -hatched in the
drawing, to make the representation more
intelligible. In the cross-section the glass
plate is marked with diagonal shading while
the black indicates the tinfoil. The position
of the two clamps is also shown in the
drawing.
Now we cut from cardboard or from
mica, hard rubber or veneering, two strips
%-inch wide and 7% inches long of the
thickness of the plates out of which we are
to make our variable condenser. Both strips
are glued to the upper glass plate along the
longer edges. Fig. 2 represents the arrangement very clearly.
In the lengthwise section they are crosshatched but less darkly than the others. The
reader will now see that the strips act as
guide pieces for the movable plate. We
must be careful to have them parallel so that
the plate will follow a perfectly straight

and the same invariable course in entering.
The second coating of tinfoil we place
exactly like the first and glue it between the
two halves of the third glass plate which
has been cut in two pieces across the center.
These double plates are glued to the wooden
guide strips so that the tongue covers that
of the lower coating. This is shown clearly
in Fig. 2, together with the connection of
the tongue with the insulated clip terminals.
The form and size of the movable plates
are shown in the left window in Fig. 3. In
the middle of one of the long sides we fasten
by welding or soldering a strip whose length
reaches nearly to the height of the box which
is to contain the finished condenser.
This

-
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The above drawing shows the arrangement
and constructional details for building the
variable condenser. A front as well as a slde
view is given here.

strip has a small screw for receiving a finger
nut which has two indexes on it, or a slot
can be made in the strip and can work upon
a projection %-inch wide which is cut out
of the metal and bent upwards at right
angles. For the adjusting screw an ordinary one can be used from which the head
has been filed off. The screw will be held
more securely as the metal plate is thicker,
which makes the indications of the nut upon
the scales more reliable. As the distance
of the coatings from each other, as affecting
the capacity of the condenser, depends entirely on the thickness of the glass plate, but
not at all on the thickness of the metal plate,
we can make the latter thick or thin as we
wish.

The maximum capacity of the condenser
reduced by cutting off the movable plate.
The metal plate with its strip we place on
the second glass plate so that it reaches about
inch into the interval between the coatings. In Fig. 2 the arrows indicate its position. To the strip we solder a well -insulated
copper wire which is wound into a coarse
spiral which connects with the second terminal clip. Naturally this clip is insulated.
In the cover of the finished condenser we
cut a slot the width of the adjusting screw
and
inches long. In each side of the
slot scales are placed which can be etched
there according to capacity or to wave -length.
The complete condenser is shown in Fig. 4.
Greater dimensions for the purpose of giving greater capacity will make the condenser
somewhat bulky, but the capacity can be increased by connecting in parallel a fixed
condenser or by adding a second coating and
is

the adjusting slot horizontal, without making it of inconvenient size. The slot can be
cut through the covering board or front
board of the set, so that nothing is to be
seen of the condenser except the button with
its indexes and the scale.
Our condenser has one advantage over
many rotary condensers, as the latter are
constructed unfortunately in this time of
high competition; it is free from scratching, because contact between the plates is
impossible. Its capacity also remains abso-.
lutely constant, because the distance between
the plates cannot be changed, which in rotary
condensers call be brought about very often
by bending or buckling.
Our sliding condenser shares with circular rotary condensers the peculiarity that
the wave -lengths are not evenly spaced
through the scale. In rotary condensers
equal division for wave-length is obtained
by changing the shape of the plates. Instead
of making them circular, their contour follows a spiral. Such condensers are often
advertised in our papers. We can easily arrange our condenser so that the scale will
be divided up equally for wave -lengths. This
is done by giving the movable plate the form
shown on the right hand of Fig. 3. The
angles at the corners are here given arbitrarily ; in practice they must be laid out
according to the maximum and minimum
capacity of the condenser. In general, they
cannot be calculated for all cases before cutting and for every condenser they have to
he determined by trial.
This can be done as follows: By listening to some waves of known length, or by
using a wavemeter, it can be determined how
the waves are distributed over the scale. If
the divisions come out too uneven, the longer
side of the plats.; is cut off nearly 1/4 inch
on each side and the trial is repeated. Fig. 3
shows over 94 inch cut off from one side.
':.'hen at last an even division of the scale
for wave -lengths is obtained, the wave -lengths
on other circuits is to be equally divided on
the scale. For etching or engraving the condenser scale, all that is necessary at first
is to know the wave -lengths for the beginning and end of the scale. Other wavelengths are then laid out evenly on the scale.
The capacity range of this set is quite
broad and may be used any place in the circuit where a variable circuit is used. A condenser of this type is especially efficient for
transmission where high voltages are placed
across the condenser. If the voltage is unusually high, such as is used in spark transmitting outfits.
The condenser varies with a sideward motion instead of the conventional rotary motion. It is especially adapted for laboratory
use and the capacity range may be increased
or decreased by the use of external fixed
condensers.

3/

FIG

2

It Is clearly shown here how the double
plates are glued to the wooden guide strips
so that the tongue covers that of the lower
coating.

a second movable plate.

Our condenser can also be placed very
readily ill a horizontal as well as in a perpendicular position into any set, if we keep

-4P

L

34

L333"

FIG. 3

Attention is particularly drawn to the movable plate. It is best to calculate the minimum
and maximum capacity of the condenser. The
figure at the left is the form for the fixed
plate; the figure at the right the form for
the variable plates.
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It is evident also that when a variable condenser is used
with a fixed inductance, every time the condenser is brought
back to the same setting the circuit will be tuned to the
same wave-length. A simple wavemeter, therefore, is nothing more nor less than a series circuit as shown in Fig. 1,
consisting of a point of entrance for the waves to be measured, as at E, and a fixed coil and variable condenser, all in
series, with a current measuring device, A. This may be
replaced by the simple closed circuit in Fig. 2, for it has
been explained in 10-7 that these two circuits are equivalent,
when the voltage of the circuit arises within the coil. In
using the wavemeter it is brought near the circuit emitting
the waves to be measured. A voltage is induced in the
coil, and when the wavemeter circuit is tuned to resonance
with the waves, the current indicator A registers its greatest
deflection.

In fact, an infinite number of combinations can be found
which will give the same oscillation constant when multiplied. All the combinations above have as their 'product
0.1, which is approximately the oscillation constant for 600
meters.

0.00025
0.0005

400
200

was explained, in radio data sheet 1-30, that for any
ITgiven
wave-length the product of the inductance and
capacity in a tuned circuit will always be the same. Thus,
for a wave -length of 600 meters any of the following combinations of inductance and capacity may be used:
Inductance (microhenries) Capacity (microfarads)

THE SIMPLE WAUEMETER

By Sylvan Harris

The EXPERIMENTER
Radio Dala Sheets
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SECONDARY INDUCED
VOLTAGE

CUT ALONG PERFORATED LINES

GROUND

CA

ANTENNA

SIGNAL VOLTAGE

o

10-7

Although at first sight this may seem to be a parallel
circuit, it is in reality a series circuit. The voltage impressed on this circuit arises within the windings of the
coil L, and when such is the case it is to be considered in
series with the rest of the circuit. In other words, the
secondary circuit can be thought of as equivalent to the
circuit shown below, in which
is supposed to be the voltage induced in the windings of L. The antenna of primary
circuit is also shown, the antenna and ground being considered as the plates of a condenser, Ca.

cuits was explained in data sheet 10-6. There are many
instances in which these two circuits exist in radio receivers,
and these will be discussed as me go along. The
figure
below shoes the two most important tuned circuits in a
simple receiver. Both of these are the simple series circuits;
the antenna circuit consists of the variable inductance coil
La connected to the capacity of the antenna to ground
Ca, by means of the ground and in series with the signal
voltage. This latter is not indicated on the figure. The
secondary circuit consists of the coil L connected to the condenser C.

THE simple arrangement of series and parallel tuned cir-

[Continued]
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the amateur experimenter and
of
the needs of a full-fledged laboratory, is a fairlymany
matter. All the apparatus required to be bought are asimple
condenser and a thermogalvanometer. The rest of good
the
instrument can easily be built by the experimenter himself.
The condenser should have rather low resistance and
should be sturdily built so that its plates will not bend
easily. A good dial is required which is accurately marked
offand which can be read
very closely. The index of the
condenser can he made of a piece of transparent celluloid
with a scratch on it, extending a little over the divisions
on the dial. A geared dial is preferred so that the
settings
can be made accurately. The capacity of the condenser
should he about 0.001 tnicrofarad.
The coil can be wound on a tube of good insulating material, of No. 18, solid D.C.C. copper wire, using double spacing for the turns. If the tube has a diameter of 3 inches, 37
turns of wire will be required.
The condenser is mounted inside a box large
enough to
hold it, and the terminals connected to binding posts
on the
box to which the meter and coil can be fastened. The general arrangement can be seen in the
photograph, which
shows a mavemeter constructed in the RADIO
NEWS laboratory.
The thermogalvanometer should carry a current of about
100 milliamperes for full-scale deflection. There are
several makes on the market which are suitable. The
range of
the instrument tvill be from 200 to 600 meters, which
covers
the whole broadcast range of wave-lengths. When the construction is completed the instrument is ready to be calibrated. The method of making the calibration will be
explained later.

THE construction of a simple wavemeter that will satisfy
all the needs of

THE SIMPLE WAVEMETER [Continued]

iiy Sylvan Harris
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISiRY
Introduciorij Qualitative Analhsis
By J. Edmund Woods

quid is filtered
WHEN a ttirbid
through filter paper, its separation
from the accompanying solid matter is a mechanical one, based on the difference in size between the fluid particles and the much large: ones that comprise the solid. When two liquids are separated by distillation, the separation is a
I

-

Interesting proof of the presence of starch
in a banana or in a shirt collar. This test is
exceedingly delicate and mac be applied to
a number of objects where we little realize
that starch Is to be found.

physical one, depending or the circumstance
that one of the liquids changes into gas at
a lower temperature than the other.
A third general method of separating substances is through the agency of chemical
change, and this we call chemical analysis.
Chemical separations are brought about by
making from one or another component
something entirely different, which is perhaps easier to remove frcm the other components by mechanical or physical means.
To illustrate, if you had a pile of waste
paper in which there were several dollar
bills, and in some way you were able to convert the bills into fifty -cent pieces. it would
be a simple matter then to recover the money,
because the silver coins could be sifted from
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which are the very smallest particles of it
that can exist. Their size is infinitesimal;
even if we could isolate one, it would be
impossible to see it. and the minute grains
you obtain by powdering the substance consist of millions of molecules apiece.
Every molecule of salt is alike. and each
one has the same qualities as large mass
of salt, but if one of these molecules could
be further divided, it would give two particles unlike each other and having none of
the qualities of salt. These particles are
called atoms, one of them being an atom of
the element sodium and the other an atom
of the element chlorine. All substances are
made up of molecules and all molecules are
made tip of atoms. If the atoms in a molecule are alike, the molecule belongs to the
class called elements; if the atoms in a molecule differ, the molecule belongs to the class
called compounds.
In chemical analysis we aim to break up
the molecules that we have, and from their
atoms construct other molecules of different
characteristics. Hence we say that a chemical change is one that concerns the atoms
of a substance, whereas a physical change
is one that affects the molecules without disturbing the atomic arrangement ill them.
Mechanical charges affect whole masses of
molecules rather than individual ones. Thus
a filtration of solid from liquid is mechanical. for only masses of the solid molecules
will he retained by the paper. A distillation of a liquid is physical, for every molecule of the liquid is made to change individually into the gaseous state. But if one
solution added to another causes a change.
say, in color, the effect is chemical, for it
indicates that molecules of a new substance
have formed from molecules of the old by
a rearrangement of atoms.
Our preliminary practice ill analysis will
deal as far as possible with materials common to the household. ig only because this
will cut clown expense. but also because the
nature of such materials is of particular interest to everybody. As chemical reagents
you will need the following to begin with:
Hydrochloric acid (sometimes called muriatic acid) some strips of red and of blue
litmus paper; iodine: sodium thiosulphate
(also known as photographers' "hypo") ;
silver nitrate: marble chips or chalk: ferric
chloride; Fehling's solution. All of these
can be purchased at any drug store. and an
ounce of some and much less of others is
plenty. Hydrochloric acid. which can be
used in so many subsequent experiments.
should always be on hand. Pehling' s solution can be made up at home if desired. It consists of two parts, one being
a solution containing 70 grams of copper
sulphate to a liter of water (or 21/2 ounces
to a quart) and the other containing 346
grams (or 11% ounces) of Rochelle salt
mixed with 50 grains (or about 8 ounces)
to a liter of water. If you have not a
graduate which shows cubic centimeters and
liters, consider a quart as nearly the same
as one liter.
Half fill a test tube tt ith clean water and
add a few crystals of iodine, shaking and
warming the tube to hasten the dissolving.
Then apply a drop of the liquid successively

to pieces of bread, cake, banana and to a
little starch. Use a drop on the inside of
an old collar. In each case the spot touched
by the iodine will turn almost black, though
the actual color is blue, as you can prove
by mixing some starch with a large volume

Another version of the lime water experi-

Here the lime water is spread
sheet of glass and placed over a jar in
carbon dioxide gas Is evolving; or even
full of the gas will answer. The thin
ment.

of the liquid turns whitish.

on a

which
a

jar

layer

of water before adding the iodine solution
to it. This test identifies starch ill any substance that may contain it. Apply a solution of sodium thiosulphate to any iodine
stains that may have got oil your fingers
and they trill disappear. This treatment
causes a chemical change by combining the
iodine with the sodium.
A large test tube or a small bottle is to
be fitted with a cork that has a hole bored
in it. Insert a short piece of glass or metal
tubing in the cork to fit tightly. Then connect a longer tube to the short one by means
of soft rubber tubing, and you will have
what chemists call a simple gas generator.
Next make a solution of slaked lime by
shaking some common lime in a small bottle of water. Let the solution stand for a

:

Passing carbon dioxide gas through clear
lime water. The production of a white precipitate Indicates the presence of lime as the
insoluble calcium carbonate is formed.

the waste paper. This is tnalagous to chemical separations, where a change in the constitution of one ingredient often facilitates
its removal from a mixture.
To understand analysis we must appreciate
the distinction, between masses, molecules
and atoms. If you examine a familiar substance such as table salt. you find it to be
made up of crystalline grains, which are
small masses of salt. These grains are not
the smallest conceivable particles of salt.
Each of them can be ground up into finer
bits until the whole is an impalpable powder, and no matter how finely the material
is ground, its tiniest fragments are still
viasses of salt. Nevertheless, there is a limit
to the possible degree of subdivision. This
limit is represented by th= molecules of salt,

Precipitating silver chloride with silver
nitrate. Note the dark bottle frequently used
for preventing light from acting on the clear
solution.

while to settle. Pour off the clear solution
if possible, taking care that it sloes not carry
any suspended solid matter with it, as this
would llave to be filtered out. Half fill a
test tube with this clear lime water. Now
put a few chips of marble ill the generator,
and pour in a little dilute hydrochloric acid.
Quickly replace the cork and insert the long
tube in the lime water as the illustration
shows. A vigorous effervescence in the bottle will be accompanied by rapid bubbling of
gas through the lime solution, and a white
cloud of solid particles will appear in .the
solution. The solid is a precipitate of calcium carbonate, which is chemically identical with the marble you used in the generator. What then is gained by the experi-
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ment, since it reproduces the same compound you started with? The gain is in the
identification of carbon dioxide as a constituent of the marble, for no other gas will
produce this precipitate in a lime water solution. Carbon dioxide is a constituent of all
carbonate compounds, of which there are
many others besides marble. Calcium carbonate is represented by the formula CaCO
while carbon dioxide is CO,. When calcium
carbonate is treated with hydrochloric acid
or some other acid, a reaction ensues, in
which carbon dioxide gas is set free from
the calcium carbonate, and if the gas is conducted into a solution of calcium hydroxide,
Ca(OH)_, which is lime water, it reacts
with the calcium hydroxide and produces
calcium carbonate again. As the latter is
insoluble in water, it deposits or precipitates
in the solid state. Chemists indicate a change
like this by an equation:
CO_ -I- Ca(OH), = CaCO, W + HA
Repeat the experiment using instead of mar, le chips, some chalk, washing soda. baking
soda, tooth powder or some egg shells that
have been heated previously in a flame. Burn
a small piece of wood and subject the ashes
to the same test. All of these materials are
carbonates or contain carbonates, as demonstrated by the fact that on treating them
with an acid they give off CO which can
produce a white precipitate in lime water.
You can make the test without the apparatus
described by wetting a flat piece of glass
ith lime water and placing the wet surface over the mouth of a bottle in which
acid has been poured on the material to be

I'U

Flame lest, using an iron wire which is applicable for sodium or potassium and many
other substances. Platinum wire was used
before it was so expensive and is still much
the best.

tested. -If the specimen is a carbonate, carbon dioxide will rise from it and react with
the calcium hydroxide solution on the glass
plate.
\lake a solution of sugar in water, add a
drop of hydrochloric acid and warm. In a
test tube mix equal quantities of both kinds
of Fehling's solution and add the sugar
water. Gradually bring the solution to a
boil and note the striking color changes that
take place. Cane sugar is made tip of two
simpler sugars, one of which is glucose.
Fehling's solution serves to detect glucose
by the appearance of a red precipitate, when
anything containing glucose is boiled with

it. The idea of warming the sugar with acid
beforehand was to break it up into glucose
and another simple sugar called fructose.
The same thing takes place in your mouth
when you eat candy or any other food containing cane sugar, though here the simplifying agent is the saliva, not an acid.
Make a dilute solution of silver nitrate,
which is to be kept in a dark place, as light
decomposes it. Add a little of this solution to some table salt dissolved in water
and you will obtain a beautiful white precipitate. This is silver chloride, an insoluble compound that forms whenever silver

Experiments with vinegar; vinegar is dilute
acetic acid and It is so dilute (hat it is ureter able to secure some of the real acid from a
druggist rather than to use the household
condiment for the experiment.

nitrate comes in contact with a chloride.
Pour some ammonia water into the test tube
and observe how the precipitate dissolves
again. The test is used to detect chlorides,
and as common salt is sodium chloride, it
responds to it. Try the same test on small
portions of hydrochloric acid, which may

compound, the Na representing an atom of
sodium and the Cl an atom of chlorine.
Restaurant proprietors often mix a little
starch with the table salt in summer so that
the starch will absorb moisture and keep the
salt dry. It will be interesting to test various specimens of restaurant salt with iodine
solution at your next opportunity. Try the
flame test on the wood ashes you prepared.
Here a violet flame coloration indicates the
presence of potassium.
Pour some vinegar into a shallow dish
and dip a piece of blue litmus paper into it.
The paper will turn red. showing that an
acid is present in the vinegar. The acid is
called acetic acid, and it gives the vinegar
its pungent taste and odor. Now make a
strong solution of washing soda and test it
with red litmus paper. The paper will turn
blue, showing that the solution is alkaline.
Alkalies are the opposites of acids chemically. Pour small portions of the soda solution into the vinegar, testing with blue litmus paper after each addition, and you will
soon reach a point where the mixture is no
longer able to redden blue litmus. The socia
has neutralized the acetic acid, and sodium
acetate has been formed in consequence.
Filter the liquid to clarify it, and then add
a solution of ferric chloride.
If ferric
chloride is not easily obtainable, you can
make some by dissolving part of an iron
nail in hydrochloric acid with the aid of
heat, and adding a drop of hydrogen peroxide to this solution after diluting it. Ferric chloride will produce ferric acetate when
mixed ovith a solution of sodium acetate,

also be called hydrogen chloride, and on
salammoniac, which is ammonium chloride.
Next apply the test to a specimen of drinking water. You will probably get a faint
cloudiness when the silver nitrate is added.
as chlorides arc very prevalent in natural
waters. \\ hen a considerable amount of
chloride is found in drinking water, however, it is a danger sign, as this indicates
possible contamination with sewage.
Fasten a piece of heavy iron wire in a
short glass tube by melting the glass around
one end of the wire. Then holding the wire
by its glass handle, insert its other end in
the blue flame of a gas range or a Bunsen
burner. After a few minutes the flame
around the wire will cease to be discolored.
showing that the wire is clean. Then dip
the wire into some common salt and hold
it again in the flame. Art intense yellow
coloration will beeimparted to the flame,
which is characteristic of all sodium compounds. By this and the foregoing test you
have demonstrated that common salt contains both sodium and chlorine. Actually it
contains nothing else, if pure. Common salt
is sodium chloride, as was stated at the beginning of this article. Its formula is
NaCi, which stands for a molecule of the

Experiment wilh ferric acetate; an experiment not quite as familiar as those hitherto
described. Hydrogen peroxide Is used as the
oxidizing agent.

and this gives a red color to the liquid. On
boiling. a reddish brown precipitate appears,
which confirms the presence of acetates.
Many other interesting and useful tests
could be described if space permitted. In
the next article on analysis some experiments
for the identification of common metals will
be shown. A few hundred years ago if any
experimenter had carried out such reactions.
and by means of them told what substances
were made of,. he would most likely have
been accused of sorcery and put out of the
way. In this day and age we all know
chemical analysis is honest and reliable, yet
the vast majority of people have no conception of how the chemist does his work, and
to them it is as much magic as ever.

Gas Generating Kink
THE experimenter often has occasion to

generate some particular gas quickly and
simply, without wishing to go to the bother
of connecting up the regular gas -generating
apparatus, or putting the apparatus to work
in a forced draft, or "hood." And many
laboratories, too, are not equipped with a
ventilator "hood"; and so the generation of
chlorine, hydrogen sulphide and other disagreeable gases proves a very disagreeable
operation.
For this problem there is a quick and simple solution that does away with all of this
bother. For a generating apparatus, simply
connect up two flasks as shown. Connect to
the outlet from the second flask a long rubber tube. a cheap common red rubber hose,
procurable at any drug store.

RUBBER

TUBE

'

An arrangement to take the place of an
evaporating chamber. Here the obnoxious
gases evolved are taken out through the window into the open air; a very simple and
effectual arrangement.

Thus the surplus, undesired gas may be
carried out-of-doors by passing the end of
the tube under a window or door. The
writer has found this very efficient for conducting away gases from his laboratory
situated in the basement. Without this device the odors and gases soon penetrate the
whole house.
Quite an improvement could be effected by
placing the board under the window sash
with a hole bored through it, fitting the hose
tightly. This applies to the ordinary window. In the case of a door this improvement would not apply, because there is no
place to put such a board.
Regard should also be had to the direction
of the -wind.
Contributed by CARLYLE WEISS.
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Chemical Manipulation
By T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph. D.
HE chemist has frequent occasion to
use the appliance called the air -bath.
This is a box with an opening and door,
generally constructed like .t little cabinet,
perhaps 8 inches high and 10 inches wide
and 6 or 8 inches deep, wish a perforated
shelf and an aperture for a thermometer to
be introduced through the tcp.

placed between two watch glasses, taking
care that they do not fit air -tight, and heated
while thus covered up, and watch glasses
and all are weighed.

this was Faraday. His lectures which were
one of the great attractions of London at
the Royal Institute were done with the simplest possible apparatus, and people instead

Watch glasses clumped together for holding
filter paper to be dried. The glasses are
shown broken away in order that the filter
paper may be seen; of course, they are really
a

not broken.

The air bath or drying chamber. On Ilse left
is shown the regular apparatus while on the
right an inverted flower pot unit thermometer,
the whole resting on it Plate of metal forms an
excellent, substitute for work on the small
scale. The writer has used his apparatus a

great deal and found it eminently satisfactory.

A gas burner placed below it keeps it hot
and the temperature is regulated by turning
the gas on or off. This is often done entirely
by hand and it is to some extent an annoying thing to have to watch it closely, keeping
the temperature within 7 to 10 degrees.Centigrade of a desired point.
An excellent system is to heat it by electricity; this may be done by putting a coil of
heating wire such as we filet in the electric
flat or laundry iron, in it, supporting it on
insulating blocks, if the air bath is made of
metal, as is usually the case.
One great point is that anything to be
heated should not rest upon the bottom, but
should be supported in the middle, a good
distance from the base. Th s can very conveniently be done by using a triangle, preferably a pipe stem triangle, and bending its
legs downwards so as to fol m a tripod. If
a precipitate is to be dried along with the
filter paper, the tripod will hold a small
funnel very nicely; or if a crucible is to be
heated with its contents, the tripod will take

A simple modification of the' air bath is
really a capital thing and has been used by
the writer a great deal. It can be made
from a flower pot and a plate of iron. The
flower pot is inverted on the plate and gives
what it is not too much to call a thoroughly
practical air bath. The hole in the bottom
of the pot may be filed out a little if it is
rough and a perforated cork with a thermometer thrust through it is pushed into
this hole. It will be seen that we have the
elements of an air bath, very compact, costing but a few cents, and as good as the
quite expensive copper ones.
Sometilnes it is desirable to fit a short
chimney into a Bunsen burner. This makes
the flame a little more intense and steady
and undoubtedly produces a higher temperature. These chimneys can be bought, made
of metal, open ended truncated cones, perhaps 2 inches high and I% inches in diameter. An excellent substitute for them can
be made from what is known as the Hessian
crucible, such as used by assayers. These
are rather soft in substance, although they
are infusible except at very high heat. It
is an easy matter to make a hole through
the bottom; the end of a file or cold chisel
may be used to do this with the exercise of
a little patience, and when a hole of sufficient size has been made and dressed out
smoothly, it gives really an admirable chimney for the Bunsen burner. A very small
flower pot can be made to do this service
by breaking out its bottom.

small flower pot is made to serve the same
purpose, it chimney for a Bunsen burner. Such
a chimney makes the flame much steadier and
increase+ the bent.

of looking at a lot of glassware and implements of brass, saw the combination of
manual skill and high intellect dividing the
technical and demonstrative part of the lectures.
A chemist has a great deal of filtering to
do, but occasionally a substance is encountered which will not filter. Such a substance is albumen, and this is brought to
the writer's mind by the analysis of dried
blood referred to above. A solution of
dried blood in water will not go through a
filter paper. So the way it is treated is to

-ae

The flower pot air bath is

h.led

by

a

resist-

ance coil borrowed from a flatiron or other
object. if the flower pot rests on a piece of
asbestos board, no insulation for the coil will
be required. An ammeter is used to watch the

current..

big

Precipitating albumen in hot water; by
dropping it in as shown it collects in a clot or
clots in the center and then the water can be
filtered from it. The original solution is until -

.

tenable.

ammur
Mt

care of this, too. In this way local heat is
avoided and a sort of average is struck, and
as a refinement the bulb of the thermometer
may he kept very close to the crucible or
funnel.
Although no chemist likes to do it, precipitates often have to be weighed along
with the filter paper, and foe these the heating in the air bath is absolutely essential to
get rid of every trace of moisture. After
the filter paper has been dried in a funnel
perhaps, it may be very carefully folded and

A Hessian crucible has its bottom punched
out and worked up smoothly so as to give an
excellent chimney for a Bunsen burner.

This operation and all the minor operations in preparing this home-made apparatus
should be done nicely. There is nothing so
offensive, in what has been termed homemade apparatus, as a clumsy piece of work.
It is wonderful how mach can be done by
simple appliances, and a great exemplar of

place a weighed quantity in a beaker with
a measured quantity of water, and by standing and stirring a perfectly uniform solution is obtained. Water is now boiled in
another beaker and kept in ebullition and
50 or 100 cubic centimeters, as the case may
be of the albumen solution are withdrawn
in a pipette. and discharged in a body into
the boiling water.
The effect of this is that the albumen
coagulates in a sort of lump; the water is
entirely free from it. and it can now he
filtered out on a filter paper which has been
previously weighed and dried ill the air bath
at about 110 degrees Centigrade.
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Laboratory Reproduction of the Solvay Process
By Earle R. Caley, B.Sc.
I. Introductory
VIRTUALLY all of the most useful

compounds of sodium with the elements (namely: sodium hydroxide,
commonly known as caustic soda, sodium bicarbonate, otherwise called baking

drive off water and carbon dioxide leaving
the sodium carbonate behind. Caustic soda
is either obtained by the electrolysis of a
salt solution or as described below by treating a solution of sodium carbonate with
slaked lime, filtering off the calcium carbo-

A white suspended precipitate which imparts a milky appearance to the solution is
now to be seen. This is the sodium bicarbonate. To separate this from the mother
liquid, the entire solution is passed through
a filter paper in a large funnel as shown in
B

FILTER

PAPER

PORCELAIN
/ DISH
SPOON
Q

C

FIG.

I

FIG. 2

FIG. 3

FIG.

4

In the production of sodium bicarbonate, which-is baking soda or sodium carbonate which is-washing soda. the Solvay process is much
used. (Fig. 1) carbon dioxide is passed through a solution of ammonia and ordinary table salt in water. The four ingredients-water, sodium
former of these products appears
chloride, ammonia and carbon dioxide-react to form sodium bicarbonate and ammonium Ischloride. The
filtered. This sodlam bicarbonate can be made
as a white precipitate which is collected on the filter paper (Fig. 2) after the solution
will
slaked
lime,
carbonate
sodium
gire sodium hydroxide or caustic,
to yield .odium carbonate by heating (Fig. 3). By boiling together with
soda (Fig. 4).
soda and sodium carbonate, one form of
which is common washing soda) are made
in this country by the Solvay Process. This
important process of the chemical industries
was invented by a Belgian chemist, Ernest
Solvay, and is conducted commercially on a
vast scale in a number of plants engaged
in making these important products.
The fundamental source of all compounds
of the element sodium, which play a large
role in modern civilization, is common salt,
known chemically as sodium chloride. Sodium chloride is not only in the waters of
the ocean but occurs abundantly in mineral
deposits as rock salt, and in the water of
salt wells and in some inland seas. It is
cheaply obtained but in itself has a somewhat limited use, while nearly all other
sodium compounds must be obtained from
sodium chloride. The Solvay Process, which
accomplishes this transformation cheaply, is
an interesting example of the production
of a desired finished product from a raw
material. It may, moreover, be conducted
on a miniature and experimental scale and
the experiment in question detailed below
is both instructive and easily performed.
The fundamental step in the Solvay Process lies in converting sodium chloride into
sodium bicarbonate by acting upon a strong
salt brine by ammonia and carbon dioxide
gas. Industrially, this is done by saturating
a strong brine with ammonia gas, forming
ammonium hydroxide, and then allowing this
brine to trickle down towers through which
a stream of carbon dioxide passes. Sodium
bicarbonate then separates as a white solid
which is collected and dried. The ammonia
is recovered from the waste liquors by
treating them with slaked lime formed by
burning limestone, the carbon dioxide from
which is used in the process. The process
once started is arranged as a continuous one
and the only raw materials used up are
salt and limestone. In the laboratory experiment described below the carbon dioxide gas
is obtained in another way as a matter of
convenience.
To get sodium carbonate from the sodium
bicarbonate it is simply heated gently to

nate which is formed and concentrating the
solution until the solid sodium hydroxide
(caustic soda) separates.

II. Experimental Part
Experiment I
The Preparation of Sodium Bicarbonate
- The raw materials required for this experiment are, a small quantity of ordinary
table salt, a solution of strong ammonia
(household ammonia is quite satisfactory),
a quantity of marble chips or pieces of limestone for the generating of carbon dioxide
and a quantity of commercial hydrochloric
acid for the same purpose.
The apparatus required is shown in Fig. I
and is quite easily obtained and set up. A

wide -mouthed 250 c.c. bottle provided with
a well -fitting double -holed rubber stopper
through which passes a thistle tube and a gas
outlet tube serves as the gas generator. The
gas outlet tube passes to the bottom of a
large beaker or large bottle of a pint or
more in capacity. A long glass stirring rod
reaches to the bottom of this absorption
beaker or bottle.
The solution for the absorption bottle is
prepared as follows: 100 grams of table
salt are roughly weighed out and placed in
the bottom of the bottle. 200 c.c. of water
is now adot,' along with 150 c.c. of a strong
solution of al.tmonia. The mixture is then
stirred until all the salt is dissolved. As
soon as this has been done the generator is
set going and the absorption commences.
This generator bottle is charged by filling
it half full of marble chips and then pouring dilute hydrochloric acid through the thistle tube until a fairly rapid stream of gas
is passing into the absorption bottle.
To
hasten the process of absorption and the
formation of the sodium bicarbonate the solution should be vigorously stirred from time
to time as the gas bubbles through it. The
absorption will be completed in an hour or
two. The end of the action is shown when
the gas bubbles passing through the solution
no longer decrease in size as they come to
the top.

Fig. II. A small amount of ice-cold water
should be poured over the solid upon the
filter paper after the liquid has run through
in order to free the sodium bicarbonate from
impurities. Only a small amount of this
wash-water should be used since a larger
amount would cause a considerable loss of
the solid due to its solubility in water.
The filter paper filled with the wet solid
is then placed in an oven heated to 110° C,
and dried for several hours. At the end
of this time the pure white compound
formed, which is a fairly pure form of
sodium bicarbonate or baking soda may be
placed in a clean, dry and properly -labeled
bottle for future use.

Experiment

II

The Preparation of Powdered and
Crystallized Sodium Carbonate
Anhydrous sodium carbonate, i.e., sodium
carbonate containing no water of crystallization, may be easily obtained by simply
heating for some time a portion of the
sodium bicarbonate obtained in the last experiment at a temperature just below a red
heat. To do this properly a quantity of the
dry salt should be placed in a porcelain
evaporating dish or casserole and heated with
a Bunsen burner, as shown in Fig. III.
The powder should be stirred from time
to time with a spoon or spatula. Care must
be taken that the heat is not allowed to be
sufficient to melt the salt, since this spoils
the preparation. After no more water or
carbon dioxide gas is evolved from the heated
powder (this may be told from the cessation of small holes like miniature geysers,
in the powder caused by escape of steam
and gas) the preparation is finished.
In case the salt is wanted in the form
of crystals, which are known in commerce
as sal soda or washing soda, a quantity
of the powdered sodium carbonate obtained
above, is placed in a beaker and dissolved
in the least necessary amount of boiling
water. This solution is then allowed to cool
down to room temperature and is placed in
a refrigerator or ice box for a short time.
(Continued on page 490)
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Some Useful Laboratory Hints
By EUGENE W. BLANK

MANY times in chemical work, when
washing a precipitate or preparing a
solution, a continuous sl.ght stream of hot
water is needed. The average experimenter
is not blessed with a laboratory containing
hot water on tap, so the 'ollowing apparatus
serves as an admirable substitute:
Referring to the diagrame (B) is a large
bottle containing the water supply which
can be replenished without disturbing the
system, and is situated on a shelf above the
laboratory table or desk. It is closed with
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indicator. To facilitate this, insert an electric light bulb in a box and cover the opening with a plate of ground glass. Now by
placing the beaker containing the sample on

Strange Gunpowder

a stopper containing a funnel and tube (C).
The latter tube conveys the water to the
flask (E) where it can be heated by the
burner. From this flask the tube (G) leads
to the outlet for the hot water.
The action is simple; by opening stocpcock
(D) flask (E) can be filled with as much
water to be heated as will be needed. When
the water has reached the right temperature,
it can be conveyed to the outlet by opening

the cock (H). The funnel serves to add
water to the apparatus without disconnection.
A steady stream of hot water can be secured by heating the water in the flask and
then opening the outlet and inlet tube so that
as fast as the hot water is used, cold is adinitted to be heated.
II

Very often in the la.x ratory a definite
amount of a solution is to be introduced

Phenomenon
THE following stunt will open the eyes

GROUND GLASS
BOX

LIGHT -mil

1

Z.

This shown a method of supplying a burette
with solution without the annoyance of pouring it in at the top. The beaker underneath
the burette is supplied with light through a
ground glass plate on which it stands, for time
observation of color changes.

this glass, slight variations in color can be
observed.

Home,Made Hood
By WILLIAM MORGAN
FOR some chemical experiments such as
burning sulphur, producing acid fumes
and odors, a hood is needed to carry away
the fumes given off by the chemicals in the
experiment. Not having one of these necessary pieces of laboratory apparatus, I purloined a vacuum cleaner out of home cleaning supplies and used it, and I refuse to
part with it for the best hood that ever was,
ever will be, or is at the present time-my
arrangement ís the best in the world.
The suction apparatus included with the
vacuum cleaner when bought consists of an

and make the experimenting enthusiast
scratch his head.
On a three-legged iron stand place a piece
of asbestos board having a hole in the center.
A length of rubber gas pipe is attached to
the hole in the asbestos, while the other end
is coupled to a source of ordinary illuminating gas. Now over the asbestos place a
cylindrical metal chiinnew open at both ends
the length being about seven inches and its
diameter about three and one-half inches.
Set a sheet of wire gauze over the open end
of the chimney.
Directly above the center of the metal
cylinder on the wire gauze set a small dish
OUTER FLAME
CENTER FLAME
INNER GAS CONE
DISH OF

GUNPOWDER

wIRE GAUZE

-s--METAL CHIMNEY

GAS PIPE

-4-TRIPOD
TO SUPPLY
OF GAS

BENCH

Gins powder in the middle of a gas dame is
unnnected thereby; the interior of the flame is
not hot enough to Ignite it.

Arrangement for the chemist's laboratory
for maintaining n supply of hot water where
such cannot be obtained from the plumbjng.

into a container. This can be done by means
of a burette, but the constant repetition of
filling the burette at its top is likely to prove
tiresome. To overcome this the following
simple apparatus can be :onstructed of odds
and ends usually found in the laboratory.
As is shown in the diagram T -tube (C)
is attached to a burette ty a rubber connection. To the lower enc.. of the T -tube is
attached a stopcock and capillary tube, while
to the side tube is attached a long tube which
leads to the supply bottle. The burette is
used as any ordinary burette would be, but
to refill it, it is merely necessary to close
its own lower cock and to open the stopcock
(D) and then to close it when the solution
has filled the tube.
To make the graduations on a burette
more easily seen, rub it with some graphite
powder and wipe off the excess.

Tl:e hose is connected to the blowing side
of the vacuum cleaner and placed so that
the end will be out in the open air, i. e.,
outside the window; or if the laboratory is
in the celler, it can be placed in the furnace
chimney or in the opening for the draft.
Then purloin the garden hose, connect it
to the suction side of the vacuum cleaner
and place over the laboratory workbench or
table and attach a large tin or paper funnel
to the hose. Turn on the electricity and
you can experiment to your heart's content
with this home-made hood.

-

BLOWING
NOZZLE

VACUUM
CLEANER

III

Tie vacuum cleaner in time laboratory; this
hóuse mold appliance is made to take the place
of an evaporating chamber.

When making determinations it is sometimes necessary to accurately observe the
faint color imparted to the solution by an

aluminum nozzle and a rubber hose and the
blowing apparatus consists of the same hose
and another nozzle.

of gunpowder. Now turn on the gas and
hold a lighted taper about ten inches above
the dish of gunpowder. There will be a
sudden flash, the illuminating gas being
kindred and burning above the gauze, but
the gunpowder will not take fire. This is
a cin-ious situation as the gunpowder is in
the center of the flame but does not burn.
Turn off the gas and apply the taper to
the gunpowder. There will be a sudden flash
indicating that the gunpowder has ignited.
'S' funny, huh?? Well, here's the explanation: The gas flame is composed of three
distinct parts, as shown in the diagram.
Within the flame is unburnt gas, having a
comparatively low temperature; the center is
the light emitting flame having a higher temperature and the third and outer flame is
the product, the complete combustion of the
carbon particles having a higher temperature than that of either of the other two
flames. Hence, the temperature of the innermost or first cone ís not high enough to
kindle the gunpowder which is placed in it.
'ontributed by SIMON I,IEBOWITZ.
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Cthe Chemical Detective
Dy Leslie R.
pROBABLY some of our experimenters have read of the part played by
the chemist in criminal cases where
blood stains were examined, cases of
poisoning where the stomach of the victim
was examined to learn the cause of his
death and probably have wondered just how
these things were determined. I shall give
here a few of the most common tests which
are used in this class of work and hope that
they will prove of interest to at least some
of you.

COTTON
C

JET

rD
GRANULATED

CALCIUM CHLORIDE

A
SULPHURIC ACID

A simple Marsh's apparatus for detecting
the presence of arsenic. This test is so extremely delicate that it has sometimes led to
wrong conclusions.

The Benzidine Test for Blood Stains
First we must make up a solution of

benzidine in glacial acetic acid. Only the
purest quality of benzidine is used, and the
acetic acid must be of recognized purity and
glacial (about 99.5% strength). Weigh one
gram of the crystallized benzidine and dissolve it in eight and one-half cubic centimeters of the glacial acetic acid. When
completely dissolved, add to the solution
seventeen cubic centimeters of the best quality hydrogen peroxide. We will suppose
that the stains which are suspected are on
a piece of cloth. Lay this cloth on a board
or table and place over the stains a piece
of clean, white blotting paper. Now wet
the blotting paper with the benzidine solution and press it down firmly on the suspected blood stain for- about ten second,.
At the end of this time lift the blotting paper
and examine the part which was in contact
with the stain. If the stain was a blood
stain, the blotting paper will be found to
have turned blue. If the paper has not
turned blue, you are safe in assuming that
the stain was not one of blood.
Marsh's Test for Arsenic
Arsenic is a poison which is quite frequently used and is very dangerous since only small

Raymond

doses are required to produce death, and in
the form usually met, white arsenic (arsenious oxide, As O;,) is tasteless. Obviously,
when found in very small quantities, a very
sensitive test must be used, and Marsh's test
fills this requirement admirably.
If anything, it is too sensitive.
The material under examination may be
a food, vomit, or even a stomach and must
be examined thoroughly for scales of metallic arsenic or the white grains of the oxide.
After a preliminary treatment which may
show indications of some other poison, the
sample is tested for arsenic as follows: An
apparatus is assembled as shown in the
figure, for the generation of hydrogen by
the action of zinc on sulfuric acid. A small
amount of metallic zinc is placed in the
flask (A), the two -hole rubber stopper is
inserted carrying a safety tube (B), and a
short, right-angle glass delivery tube (C).
(D) is a drying tube filled with granulated
calcium chloride which is used to absorb
moisture and thus dry the gas as it passes
through. The second tube (E) is of hard
glass drawn out at (e), and to a jet at (f).
A small amount of dilute sulfuric acid is
added through (B), and after enough hydrogen has been generated to drive out all of
the air from the apparatus, the gas is ignited
at (f) where it will burn with an almost
colorless flame. A piece of cold porcelain is
held in this flame and a Bunsen burner is
lighted and placed under the constriction (e).
which is heated to redness. If no black spot
appears on the porcelain after several -trials.
and the tube at (e) shows no deposited
mirror of arsenic, the materials may be pronounced free from arsenic.
Now add the
solution to be tested through (B), being
careful not to force any air into the flask
in doing so. (For experimental purposes a
milligram or so of arsenious oxide dissolved
in a cubic centimeter or two of sodium
hydroxide solution will he satisfactory.)
Now repeat the test with cold porcelain
lighting the escaping gas, and keep the constricted point at (e), at a red heat. A
mirror of metallic arsenic will be deposited
on the interior of the tube at this point and
a spot of lustrous black will form on" the
cold porcelain. though possibly not at the
first trial. This stain is easily soluble in
a solution of sodium hypochlorite and sodium
chloride. if arsenic. The zinc and sulfuric
acid must first be tested for arsenic. Notice
especially the characteristic odor of garlic.
Detection of Methal (Wood) Alcohol
in these days of 'prohibition and the flourishing business of bootlegging, the chemist
is often called upon to determine whether a
liquid contains the deadly wood alcohol.

The liquid to be examined must first be
concentrated by distillation. About 100 cubic
centimeters of the sample is placed in the
flask (H). which is connected to a condenser
(K) by the glass delivery tube (I). A
vessel or flask (M) is placed beneath the
lower end of the condenser to receive the
distillate and the water jacket of the condenser is connected to a supply of cold. running water as shown by means of rubber
tubing. When all is in readiness, the liquid
in the flask is boiled gently until about 25

CONDENSER
K

OUT

4iirtter

IN
COLD

WATER
Distillation apparatus for testing for the
presence of wood alcohol, of special interest
at the present time.

cubic centimeters of distillate have been collected in the receiver (M). Now take one
cubic centimeter of this distillate and add to
it about eight cubic centimeters of distilled
water. Mix thoroughly and pour about five
cubic centimeters of this mixture into a test
tube and place the test tube in a beaker of
cold water.
Take a short piece of bare copper wire
and coil one end into a spiral. Heat this
spiral to redness and plunge it into the liquid
in the test tube, repeating several times.
Now boil the contents of the test tube until
no odor of acetaldehyde is apparent. (Tali;
aldehyde has a suffocating odor.) Next cool
and add one drop of a solution, made by

dissolving one-half grain of resorcinol iii
nine and one-half cubic centimeters of distilled water. Iit another test tube place
about two or three cubic centimeters of concentrated sulfuric acid and pour the alcoholic
solution from the first test tube into the
second, allowing it to run slowly down the
side so as not to mix with the acid. If
wood alcohol is present, a rose-colored ring
will appear where the two liquids come together. This experiment may be tried by
diluting a small quantity of wood alcohol
so that only a fraction of a drop is present
when tested.

Handling Phosphorus Sticks
IF

a stick of phosphorus is placed in a
solution of copper sulphate, it will acquire
copper coating. Vi ith this copper coating
the phosphorus is perfectly safe to handle.
and even if it dries off, will not burn.
When the phosphorus is to be used. the
copper coating should be scraped off, holding the same under water. Only the exposed phosphorus will be active, so in this
way monograms, initials, words, etc., can be
scratched on the sticks of copper -coated
phosphorus, and they will be luminous and
shortly after they will burn with the ordinary phosphorus blaze.

43

INITIALS SCRAPED
ON COPPER

COATED

PHOSPHOROUS

óS-=

A method of preserving phosphorus In the
air without any danger of spontaneous ignition. 1 very simple experiment and one of
eenetilerable interest.

An interesting variation on this experiment would be, after scraping the initials as
described, which of course should be done
under water, to dry the apparatus quickly
and rub oil over them. This would operate
to prevent the phosphorus igniting, yet would
not destroy the luminous effect. Simply immersing the phosphorus in the copper sulphate solution produces the coating.
It is absolutely safe to handle this copper coated phosphorus, even when dry, with
the hands. Instead of being kept under
water, the phosphorus may be kept in the
copper sulphate solution.

Contributed by

ELMER J. GARnELLA.
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motor Generales lis Own Power
By Earle R. Caley I3.Sc.
ZINC -.-11111 _

THUMBTACK PIVOT
-4-ROTATING ZINC ELECTRODE

1E51-

1

FOR ALL THINinrGS ELECTRIC.
BATTERY SOLUTION

--COPPER CUP

..----RUBBER STOPPER OP CORK

BAR MAGNET

1

i

WOODEN BASE

«141rl3

This apparatus, consisting of a rotating element In a copper cup, seems at first glance to be the long -sought perpetual motion machine.
On examination. however, it is found to be a voltaic cell, whose elements are constituted by the copper cup and a zinc electrode mounted on
the rotating element. The latter revolves around a central permanent magnet by virtue of the react ion between the field of that magnet aid the
field set up by the electric ,orrent. A modified form of the apparatus designed for window display is shown at the right.

UNIQUE electric motor that contains

within itself the battery necessary for
operation is shown in the illustration.
The battery cup in this motor is mounted
about the middle part of the bar magnet.
This cup is made Ef copper and besides containing the battery solution also acts as one
electrode of the motor cell. It is in electrical contact with the magnet. The zinc electrode is formed of sheet zinc on a light
wood frame and is arranged to revolve upon
a point at the top of the bar magnet.
In operation the cup is filled with dilute
acid and the current flows sp from the copper through the magnet and along a strip
of zinc to the vertical arms. In flowing
down the arms of the zinc electrode, it
forms a magnetic field that causes the rotation of the zinc electrode around the magnet.

The bar magnet used should be a fairly
strong one about eight incites in length and

preferably circular in cross section. Such
magnets can be procured at electrical or
scientific supply houses. This magnet is then
mounted in a suitable hole drilled in a base
of one inch wood that measures six inches

on a side. The battery cup is made from
stiff sheet copper and should measure three
a half incites in diameter with a height
of four inches.
In the exact center of the bottom of this
cup a hole is punched or drilled. This hole
should be made a trifle smaller than the
diameter of the magnet so that it fits tightly.
A rubber stopper or a cork is next

and

taken and a large hole cut in this so that
it also tightly fits the bar magnet. This
support for the copper cup is then placed
half way down the bar magnet. The paint
that usually covers such magnets is then
scraped or sandpapered off above this support in order to ensure good electrical contact for the copper cup. The cup is slid into
its place, resting upon the top of the cork
or rubber stopper. The cup is now rendered leak proof by pouring in a layer of
paraffin wax about one -eighth of an inch
deep on the bottom.
Paraffin wax is also
painted over the part of the magnet lying
within the cup.
The pivot upon which the rotating zinc
electrode revolves is an ordinary inverted
thumb tack.

The U-shaped zinc electrode measures four
inches in length and two and a half inches
across the bend on the outside. The cross
section of the zinc is shown in the picture.
This electrode may be readily made of sheet
zinc formed by casting thin plates in a sand
or wood mould by using molten zinc obtained by melting up several ordinary battery electrodes in a sand crucible. A Bunsen burner forms a satisfactory source of
heat for this purpose. It is very essential
that the two arms of the electrode be of
an even length and uniform thickness so
that the zinc balances. After the rotating
element is formed, a depression is punched
on the under side of the cross piece and the
electrode mounted in place. The zinc should
revolve evenly with no trace of a rocking

motion
To start the motor in operation the cup
is filled about three -fourths full of a 10
per cent. solution of sulphuric acid. Almost
at once the zinc electrode will commence
rotating around the magnet. By the motion
of the electrode in this motor cell rapid
polarization is prevented.
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Internal Resistance of Cells
HEN cells are used to furnish elec-

trical current, the internal resistance of the cells must be considered in determining either the initial
current or the current which the cells will
produce when they are connected to some
external circuit.
The initial current of a cell is the current obtained by connecting the cell directly

By F. S. liamamoto
current cell may give just as good results
as a high -current cell.
The general rule to remember, in order
to obtain the largest current flow from a
cell or battery and thus the possible results,
is: Connect the cells so that the internal
resistance of the battery is equal to or approximately the same as the external resistance.

The internal resistance of a dry cell
should also be taken into consideration, as
the cell forms part of the complete circuit. A very simple method for the determination of the internal resistance of a dry
cell is by Ohm's law:
R

=

The internal resistance is calculated from

the following formula:

r1=

E-e

I
r, represents the internal resistance of cell
or battery; E the total voltage of the battery when the external circuit is open; e
he voltage when the circuit is closed and I
the current.
Now let us find the internal resistance of

-

Renos 5.6 Voia-5

I

If we have a dry cell producing 1.5 volts
on open -circuit and an initial current of 20

READS 2AMR

amperes its internal resistance can be calculated by the direct application of Ohm's law.

Figs. 1 and 2. Analogies between water
tanks and electric cells, illustrating the Initial
curve of high and low resistance cells.

to an ammeter. This connection practically
short-circuits the cell, as the -resistance of
the circuit is mainly the internal resistance
of the cell itself. The ressitance of the
ammeter is so low that it is not taken into
consideration.
The reading obtained is the total current
a cell will deliver on a short circuit. This
method is often used in testing dry cells
and is known as the short circuit test.
The diagram, Figs. 1 and 2, shows two
tanks of water and tv:o cells. The tanks
have discharge pipes of negligible resistance. The internal resistance of the tank
is represented by a large opening through
which the water passes. It is evident that
the flow of water through the large opening will be high and through the other case
low comparatively. This corresponds to the

Fig. S. Determining the internal resistance
of a battery. using a resistance coil, voltmeter
and ammeter.

initial current of the cells of low and high
internal resistances.
For ordinary work, however, either of
these tanks would give equally good service
if the flow required were less than the initial flow of the high resistance tank. The
same is true of dry cells. The required
current ill any kind of work is usually less
than the lowest initial current; hence a low -

In this case E = 1.5.
I = 20 amperes.
The resistance, R, is equal to E divided
by I,
fV^YVYVY'/
RESISTANCE
READS

6.6 VoLTs

CLosCo CtRCvIr,
Fig.

The same experiment showing a
reduced voltage on taking current from the
5.

battery.

the storage battery, whose total voltage (E)
on open -circuit is 6.6 volts; the voltage on
closing the circuit (e) 5.6 volts and the
current 2 amperes.
The measurements are illustrated in Figs.
4 and 5.
From this data we may determine the internal resistance, thus:

=
6.6 -5.6
r,

OPEN

C,RGUr,

The same experiment as before, but this time
using a rheostat so as to follow up the voltage.
1.5
.07 ohm.
20
This formally discussed way of determining the resistance is rather crude and in
some cases not applicable, as in the case of
a storage battery. If we would connect an

E-e
I

-=
1

0.5 ohm.
2
2
It makes no difference what current is
drawn from the battery in determining its
internal resistance. Let us assume that we

ammeter directly across a storage battery in
order to determine the total current which
the battery would deliver on short-circuit,
we would obtain the current reading of several hundred amperes, which might injure
the ammeter as well as the battery.
In such cases we must connect the battery to some external resistance, for instance, a rheostat, so that the battery will
deliver only a small current, about one to
five amperes. The connection is illustrated
in diagram. Fig. 3.
In order to determine the internal resist-

ance, we must first take the voltage reading of a cell or battery before the external circuit is closed. This will give us the
open -circuit voltage, which is called E total.
On closing the circuit, the voltage reading
across the terminals of the cell or battery
will drop in proportion to the amount of
current taken from the battery. This closedcircuit voltage reading is determined as well
as the current reading from the ammeter.

take the same storage battery and change
the external resistance so that three amperes
will flow through the circuit. The condition
will then be as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Increased current is taken from the
battery and the voltage falls still more us
shown.

The internal resistance of the battery is
the same, as is shown by the following
calculation:

r1=
6.6-5.1
3

E-e
I
1.5

'

=-=C.5 ohm.
3

Electric Spot Welding
By FRANK W.

.a

FLECTRIC arc welding

is associated
with relatively high voltages and a
flaming arc. Electric welding by true
incandescence is done at a pressure of six
volts or less and without any of the display
characteristic of arc welding. When work
is done by the incandescent method only sufficient pressure is used to ensure the passage
of an adequately heavy current through the
pieces of material to be welded. Fig. 1
shows the general characteristics of an apparatus for carrying out the process.

J

G VOLTS

t000

GODSEY, JR.

BRASS PLu

BRASS PLATE

'

FIG.J
Simple arrangement for spot welding. A
brass plate forms one electrode and a hand
terminal forms the other.

The work is usually done on a plate of
brass, the size of which is determined by
the nature of the work. The plate is connected to one lead from the generator and
constitutes a terminal. The other lead goes
to a brass plug two or three inches long
and tapering down to an end about one quarter inch in diameter with tape wrapped
around the upper part to hold it by. An
ammeter is inserted in the circuit.
The great disadvantage of such a type
(Continued on page 476)
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Electric Properly of Plants
By
THERE

is very little in the literature
of the day about the exciting of electricity in plants, but such excitation
is perfectly possible, as the following experiments show.
A leaf of common kohlrabi (Brassica

gongyloides) was connected by a wire with
an electroscope, keeping the leaf insulated
from the table. I sprinkled it with water
from an atomizer. The bits of gold leaf of
the electroscope instantly separated, showing a negative charge. and the charge soon
mounted up to a potential of 700 to 800 volts.
This excited my interest and induced me
to carry the experiment further. I tried a
whole series of plants to see which would
show this electrostatic peculiarity. It was
found that leaves of rape (Brassica napes),
Mayflowers (Convallaria nlajalis), leek
(Album ursinuni), cabbage (Chelidonium
majus) and others showed negative excitation when sprinkled with common water.
I went on at greater length with these
investigations, taking in about 200 other
plant and tree leaves (Phancrogains) from
which I got clear signs of electrostatic excitation. These samples were also subjected
to impact of or sprinkling with finely divided
water.
The following showed negative
polarity: Silver fir, large yew tree, pine
tree, oak, laburnum, sumach, (Rims colinas
and Rhus typhina) and several others. Linden, white and red beech, maple, poplar, willows and fruit trees showed no electrostatic
excitation.
In order to avoid giving the names of
every single plant that was investigated, it
is necessary for the sake of brevity to put
all the plants into groups or families to elucidate this electrostatic feature, as grasses,
cereals (the Cyperaceac) and various kinds
of clover, cultivated and wild, kohlrabi, rape,
peas and vetch.
Naturally, of course, various kinds of
mechanical, physical and chemical excitation
could bring about electric charges, but in
these cases the charge was apparently
brought about by mechanical operation of
the water on the face of the leaf.
The epidermis of the leaf consists on its
outer layer or cuticle of the coating or cuti-

io"V7/li,%

//\nVii/P<íA\W4////.á\\Y/4

Water sprinkled upon a tree leaf by an
atomizer electrifies the latter. The sign of
the charge is negative with all species of
leaves tried. To detect a charge the electroscope is first charged positively. This apparatus the gold leaf strips as indicated. Then
when It Is connected to the leaf. if the strips
fall together the tree -leaf Is negatively
charged.

de, then of an intermediate layer of cell less material and then of the lumen of the
epidermis cells. The cuticle and the intermediate layer beneath it are impregnated
with wax in many plants. Its presence cannot be recognized by the eye. but is proved

q. Kainz

by the fact that on heating a section in water

the melting wax comes out in the form of
drops. The wax can be looked upon as the
separating material of the epidermis cells
whose membranes come close to each other.
It generally appears in the form of little
grains with which the cuticle is charged.
The delicate bluish glint which can be
rubbed off with the finger, and which is seen
upon the leaves and stalks of grasses and
other plants can be seen in especially impressive forms on plums and other fruit.
Sometimes the little grains form little rods
on the surface of the epidermis.
The second appearance of the wax shows
itself in a thin, transparent crust which
forms an unbroken layer over the cuticle.
In some cases this may attain a considerable thickness.
The wax impregnating the membrane of
the cuticle, as well as any layer on the surface, prevents the reception of water by the

RADIO IN 1935
Mr. Hugo Gernsback has contributed an interesting article on the apparatus we shall probably use a decade
hence. The article is full of new
prediction's and theories and ideas
which will prove to be very enjoyable
reading. Don't miss it.

Interesting Articles Appearing May Issue of
Radio News
History of Radio inventions.
The inventions of Reginald Fessenden.
The Life and Works of Lee DeForest.
Hotel Furnishes Radio for its Guests.
By C. Brown Hyatt.
Oscillations and How They Are Over-

come.
By Leon L. Adelman.
The Monophase Circuit.
By Frank Dalet.
Radio in the Cave Disaster.
By C. W. Williams.
A Five -Meter Transmitter.
By W. B. Arvin.
Television for Amateurs.
Py S. R. Winters.
,~4.1~.041.~. 10,~.,«11.,~11..1.4.114.1~~111.1&

leaf, and prevents the surface even being
moistened as the drops roll off it. If such
a leaf with its wax coating, which might
be a leaf of the rape plant is dipped into
water, it appears coated with a shining thin
envelope of air and is not moistened. If
the wax coating is examined with a magnifying glass, fine striations or grooves are
shown, and one understands the mechanical
progress of the excitation.
If a drop of water from the atomizer
falls upon the grooved wax coating of the
leaf, friction occurs between the coating of
the water, which brings about an electric
charge in the water and in the leaf. The
coating on the leaf becomes negatively electrified and the water becomes positively
electrified. The proof of this is that only
the portion of the coating which comes in
contact with the water shows the electric
charge, as can be seen in the following experiment. If one removes 'from the surface
of the leaf, which on sprinkling with water
has shown strong negative excitation, the
wax coating, by rubbing it off, and repeats
the experiment on the same leaf, either none
or a very weak charge of the leaf is shown.

One can formulate the law that all plants
whose leaf and stem are coated with a bluish
white, glossy layer are negatively electrified
by sprinkling with water.
In many grasses and grains the presence
of silica on the surface of the leaves is the
cause of electric excitation. In clovers oxalic
acid, which is present in the outer layers of
the leaves, causes electrification. The thing
to be most noted in this is, that we find no
plant which can be positively electrified by
sprinkling with water. Water has, among
all substances hitherto investigated, the highest electric constant, also called inductive
capacity, namely 80. It must, therefore,
electrify all things negatively which have a
lower dielectric constant than itself.
What effect now have rain drops falling
upon such plants? This question can again
be referred to experiment. From a vessel
at an altitude of about 39 inches or a
meter, drops are allowed to fall upon a
leaf of clover carried on an insulating stand
(a block of paraffin (P) of the illustration).
Wire connects the leaf to an electroscope.
In
very short space of time after dripping begins, say 30 to 40 seconds, the electrometer (E) shows a tension of 400 to 500
volts for a fall of an exact meter, and at
the rate of fall previous to hitting the leaf
of 4.4 meters per second. If one substitutes
for this terminal velocity nearly double the
amount for rain drops, say 8 meters per
second, we will be led to believe that a very
great quantity of electric excitation may he
due to rain.
\>e now come to this question: Can the
electric content of the earth be explained
by falling rain drops? There is no doubt
that this can be answered affirmatively. If
we picture to ourselves that the whole world
of sweet and sour grasses, sugar cane and
bamboo growth in the tropics, clover and the
ear:h itself receive a negative charge from
rain, we can readily understand that the
earth has its charge of negative electricity
increased thereby, and this has at last been
proved by measurement and observation.
There is a further remark to be made.
By fall of rain drops on the surface of
leave.. the leaf, plant and earth are negatively charged. As this gives the rain drops
positive charge, these drops falling on the
earth must be exactly equal and opposite in
a

39'

By the arrangement shown. the charging
action of oater or rain drops is illustrated.
Water dripping from the faucet falls on a
leaf and causes the latter to become electrically charged.

excitation to the electricity generated on the
plant. But this is not really so, for by the
impact of the rain drops on the leaves they
are sprinkled about and give a part of their
positive charge to the air, and this always
(Continued on page 490)
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High Voltage Experiments
By Lester Reukema
(Continued from Marcl, issue, page 342)
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The illustrations at the left show details of a seven -foot high -frequency coil used at the University of California. The coil is extremely simple
and can be constructed at very little coot by any amateur experimenter. At right is shown a very simple adjustable quenched spark gap. Illustrations reproduced from March issue.

cost about fifteen dolOur power transformer is a
5-k.w.'distribution transformer, with a
ratio of transformation of 110 or 220 to
30,000 volts. \Ve often work it up to 50,000
volts and 40 kilowatts for a few minutes at
a time without serious overheating.
The source of power can be merely the
ordinary 110 -volt 60 -cycle lighting circuit,
although a 220 -volt source will produce a
In the diagram
more powerful display.
transformer,
power
the
is
presented
which steps -up the voltage from 110 or 220
volts to 30,000 volts. \Vires connect the
high -voltage terminals of this transformer
to the condenser (C1). From the condenser
one wire goes to the spark -gap (S.G.) and
the other to the coil of 's' ire (L,), the connection merely clipping on to the coil, so
that the number of turns of coil used can
be readily changed. The other end of the
coil is connected to the spark -gap, as shown.
The coil (L,) is merely a few turns of
heavy wire, wound in the form of the lower
half of an inverted cone. Fig. 14 is included merely because it shows how this
coil is made, and how the large coil (L,)
is placed with respect to it. The large coil

THE entire outfit
lars.

air. The upper end of the coil is connected
to whatever is used as the secondary capacity
(C,), a mail in a sink full of water in this
case, or a ball or various other terminals.
The coils (L,) and (L,) together serve as
a loosely coupled air -core transformer. The
condenser (C,) consists merely of several
pans of milk bottles filled half full of salt
water, with salt water to the same height
outside the bottles.
In a condenser, all that is necessary is
two conducting elements separated by some
non-conductor. In this case the salt water
inside and outside the bottles forms the conducting surfaces, separated by the glass as
the non-conductor.
One high -voltage terminal of the power transformer is connected
to the water outside of the bottles, the other
to the water inside. To make this latter connection, we connected the transformer terminal to a piece of window screen placed
on top of the bottles, then dropped short
wires from the screen into the water in the
bottles. In order to cut down corona loss
C

is seven feet long, 14 inches in diameter, and
contains 750 turns of No. 22 copper wire,

double -cotton covered. However, these dimensions are not essential.
Another coil, six feet long, a foot in diameter, with 1,000 turns, gave equally good
results. The important thing to remember
is to use no nails or other metal in its construction, as eddy currents set up in such
metal by the high frequency power would
soon set fire to the wood. The lower end
of the winding on the large coil is connected
to ground. A water pipe serves this purpose
nicely. Do not use a gas pipe, as sparks may
ignite the gas, if any is leaking out into the

SPARK

GAP)

SOURCE
OF

in the condenser, a little oil was poured on
top of the water.
This, however, is not
essential. The spark -gap used at first was
a rotary gap, but later a quenched gap was
used in its place, and gave better satisfac-

This consists of several disks of brass
about six inches in diameter and an eighth
of an inch thick, piled on top of each other
with insulating gaskets 1/32 inch thick separating them from each other. The inner
diameter of the gaskets was made about au
inch less than the outer diameter. The whole
pile was pressed firmly together to make the
short gaps between disks air -tight.
The spark-gap is made just long enough
to require the maximum value of voltage to
discharge across it. As the spark passes the
gap the air is ionized and thus made conducting, so that the resistance of the gap is
decreased to an ohm or less, and the energy
stored in the condenser surges across it. The
discharge of a condenser, unless the resistance of the circuit is too great, is oscillatory, that is, the current surges back and
forth until the resistance gradually uses up
all of the energy. And just as a pendulum
swings at a certain frequency, determined
by the length of the pendulum, so the frequency of the surges to and from the condenser is determined by the capacity of the
condenser and by the inductance of the
circuit. The equation for the frequency of
tion.

the oscillations is f,

POWER

POWER

JRANSFORMEB
The diagram illustrates the connection of the
Testa coil to a power transformer. A condenser

Cl is constructed of a large number of milk
bottles containing salt water, themselves immersed in a large pan of salt solution.

-

1

C

where

2x3.1416 V L,
f, is frequency in cycles per second. L, is
inductance in henrys of coil
and C, is
the capacity in farads of the condenser (C,).
Now, as the surges of current pass back
and forth through the coil (L1), a magnetic
field is set up which links with the large coil
(L,) and induces a current in it.
the
(Continued on page 490)
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ElectrooMaqnetic Induction
lay Harold

Jackson

as to cut the magnetic lines of force is
caused by the phenomenon of "Electro -Magnetic Induction." If the conductor is in the
form of a coil, the movement of ibis coil
must be such that the number of lines of
force passing through it will be altered; for
example, if the coil of wire is passed through
a uniform magnetic field in a straight line
as shown in Fig. 1, at (B) no current will
be induced in it as indicated by the galvanometer (C), which is connected between the
ends of the coil.
The reason for this is that the coil in a
straight down movement leaves as many
lines of force behind as it gains in movement. In other words, the number of lines
of force embraced by the coil is not altered
in its movement: such condition of change
is necessary for the induction of electric currents in the coil. If the same coil be secured to a shaft provided with a crank as
Itere lines of force are so cut that the numshown in Fig. 2, so that it can be rotated,
ber traversing the coil changes, thereby generas indicated by the arrow. the number of
ating
electric potential as shown on the voltlines of force embraced by the coil will be
meter.
altered and an electric current will be induced in the coil, which will be indicated by and half. Alternating current will be inthe deflection of the galvanometer needle.
duced in the coil as it is revolved in the
In Fig. 2, starting with the coil in a permagnetic field, cutting the lines of force that
pendicular position, the first quarter of a thread from the north to the south pole of
revolution will raise the pressure in the coil the field magnet.
from minimum to maximum pressure, the
The rate of increase or decrease in the
next quarter turn the pressure will die down
number of lines of force embraced by the
to minimum again. The same process will
coil governs the electro -motive force induced
occur in the remaining half revolution of therein. The e.m.f. is increased with the
the coil. Therefore there will be two elecincrease in number of turns in the coil, also
tric impulses induced in the coil for every
by the increase in speed at which the coil
revolution it makes in the magnetic field.
is rotated.
For one-half of the cycle the induced curThe direction of the induced current is
rent in the coil will flow in one direction.
always such that its magnetic field opposes
and, in the opposite direction during the sec the motion which produces it.

Diagram explaining the potential induction.
A coil of wire cuts a field of force without
result.

ALL dynamos of whatever form are
based upon the phenomenon discovered by Faraday known as "induction." This word has several meanings as
applied to electricity. Its general meaning
is the effect produced in bodies by the influence of other electrified bodies having no
electrical connection between them.
If a body charged with electricity be
placed near an uncharged body the charged
body will "induce" charges in the uncharged
body; this is known as electro -static induction. A magnet will induce magnetism in
neighboring bodies of iron by the process
called "magnetic induction."
The electric current induced in a conductor by moving it in a magnetic field so

Voltmeter for Determining Capacity
IT

is

frequently desirable

in

radio and other

electrical work to determine the capacity
of a condenser. It may be one which has
not been rated, or one on which the mark
giving the rated capacity has been obliterated by wear.
Another valuable use in determining the
capacity of a condenser is to find whether
its capacity has decreased or not, due to internal causes. Condensers will deteriorate.
as is well known, and if it is desirable
occasionally to find whether they are tip to
normal capacity or not, the method outlined
below will provide a convenient means for
checking up. Care should be taken not to
use too high a potential on a condenser not
so rated. The figures used in these computations are simple enough for anyone having
only elementary mathematical knowledge.
Hook up the circuit as shown in Fig. 1
and connect one terminal solidly to one side
of the supply circuit as shown. Now touch
the terminal (D) of the voltmeter to the
point (A) and take the voltmeter reading.
Next touch (D) to the contact (B) and
take this voltmeter reading. In this case,
of course, the voltmeter is in series with
the capacity. Next note carefully the rated
resistance of the voltmeter. These are all
the readings that are necessary, and it is
then a matter of a few computations to find
the capacity of the condenser.
Suppose that the full voltage across the
line was found to be 100 volts, and in series
with the condenser, 40 volts.
Use this formula:

(1)

E0'

=

rE'

-1-

xEe

CONDENSER OF

VOLTMETER

UNKNOWN CAPACITY

SUPPLY
LINE

A.C.

Where E0 = 100 volts and rE = 40 volts
and xE (or reactive condensive voltage) is
unknown.
Then 100' = 40' + xE' or
xE' = 100'
40' = 10,000
1,600 = 8400
Therefore, xE = V8400 = 91.6
I
(2) Now xE =

-

-

2irXfXC

r
A
Diagram of the connections for testing the
capacity of a condenser by means of a voltmeter and in the article the formulas tire given
for getting such data, so much in demand by
the radio experimenters.

\Vhere I is the current flowing in the condenser, r is 3.1416, f is the frequency (generally 60 cycles) and C is the unknown
capacity to be found in farads. I is conveniently found by dividing the series voltmeter reading.' by its own resistance. In
this case suppose the voltmeter resistance is
10,000 ohms.

Then I

40

=

10,000

We Pay One Cent a Word

0.

E want good electrical articles
on various subjects, and here

i

word upon publication for all accepted articles.
If you have performed any novel experiments, if
you see anything new electrical, if you
know of some new electrical stunt be
sure to let us hear from you. Articles
with good photographs are particularly desirable. Write legibly, in ink,
and on one side of the paper only.
o

oe,.eeoa(.e,,

EDITOR..

.004 ampers.

The only unknown quantity is C and by
transposing formula (2), we get its value:
.004

I

C=

is your chance to snake some easy
money.
We will pay one cent a

_

2/r X f X

xE

2X3.1416X60X91.6

.004

!

= .000000115f.
34,532
As this value is in farads and the capacities are generally rated in microfarads, multiplying this value of .000000115 by a million,
or moving the decimal point to the right six
places will give the correct capacity of the
condenser in microfarads, in this case .115
mf.
Contributed by SAM J. SLOTZKY.
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Electric Spot LUeldinq
(Continued from page 472)
A generator suitable for this work must
be capable of withstanding very sudden
changes of load. One which stood up admirably under the demonstration of electric
spot welding at the Rice Institute's last engineering show was a 6 -volt G. E. generator
with a Tirrill voltage regulator, capable of
delivering 500 amperes, driven by a direct
The voltage
connected induction motor.
regulator made possible the dropping of the
voltage down to four volts and was capable
of increasing it to seven. Using No. 12
iron wire to demonstrate with, four volts
operated better than higher voltages and the
amperage drawn was between 250 and 500
amperes.
There is very little danger of shock in
working with such low voltages on direct
current, yet a very severe burn may be received as contact is made on the body at
points very close together. Therefore, care
must be used in the work.

of welding outfit is that only certain metals
may be welded with it, iron working about
the best. It is mostly used to weld wires
and then heating together in making electrical connections and wire fencing. The
wires are laid across each other in the brass
plate, the end of the plug is held tightly
on the upper wire directly over the point or
contact of the two wires, and the switch is
closed for an instant. When the operation
is done right, the wires become red hot, then
white hot, and held together just as the
switch is opened. If the plug is not held
tightly on the weld or the switch is left
closed too long, sparks and smoke out of
molten iron are showered out from under
the plug and the operation is ruined. It is
very desirable to wear asbestos gloves in an
operation of this sort, nor for protection
from the current, but from the heat of welding the wires and the occasional slips which
cause showers of sparks.

A very convenient application of the welding process just described may be of use
to many experiementers in doing fine work,
such as welding thermocouple joints.
A small block of wood or bakelite is secured, and two narrow strips of brass i's inch thick and two or three inches long
are screwed upon Opposite sides of the block,
as in Fig. 2. A binding post is fastened on
each strip. and two small cylinders of brass
are brazed or riveted to the ends of the
strips. A compression screw is passed
through the two strips and a fibre bushing
is placed between it and one of the strips.
Very fine welding may now be done by laying the wires cross -wise between the ends of
the two cylinders and tightening the compression screws, the binding posts being connected to a storage battery through a low
resistance rheostat.
Several trials may be necessary before
a good weld is secured, but once the little
knack of judging the right time for the
weld is learned, very fine work may be done
easily and swiftly.
In soldering in close places in a radio
set this little outfit is very handy. A little
soldering paste is touched to the wires, the
cylinders are compressed over them with the
fingers and are drawn away while the solder
is still molten to prevent its sticking to the
.brass.
A great strain is placed upon a battery
in work of this kind, but by using a suitable rheostat and by the exercise of care
a good one will stand up for a long tinte.
The apparatus may also be worked from a
step-down transformer. The secondary coil
should be of copper ribbon to give a good
cooling surface to avoid heating under such
heavy loads.

Transmission of Pictures, Printing, Autographs and Finger
Prints by Wire and Radio
(Continued from page 452)
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Two ecanrples of transmission of %. riting
are given here. One was transmitted by wire,
the other by radio. They are absolutely autographic. short -hand could base been used to
get more into a given space. On pages 452 and
453 interesting examples of transmission are
given such us Chinese letters, finger prints and
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contact (L) of the disc (B) meets the contact (b,) of the gear (A). Let the key
(M) be in its normal position, that is, making contact at (c3).
When the contact (L) of the disc (B)
meets the contact (b,) of the gear (A), a
second tick is heard in the telephone (T) ; it
is easy in adjusting the gear (A) by means
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by radio. Referring to the diagram which
shows the controlling mechanism, it will be
seen that three steps are required to establish

synchronism:
These three steps are here given in detail.
Reference must be made to the diagram on
the opposite page. If the explanations are
followed it will be clearly understood on
what general principles the Belin apparatus
is founded.

No. 1. To impart to the disc (B) driven
by the motor, a convenient speed which can
b: regulated by a rheostat. The chronometer
(C), to which the pendulum was previously
adjusted, controls the armature of the electromagnet (E) by the action of the relay
(R). The speed of the motor is regulated
by means of its rheostat in such a way that
tl a stoppage of the disc (B) is adjusted at
each turn to a minimum interval. The
switches (K) and (H) being shifted from
the position 1 to position 2, every beat of the
chronometer is heard in the telephone (T)
connected to the system to the transformer
(PS). On the other hand, at each turn of
the disc (B) the circuit of battery (p,) is
closed through the primary (P), when the
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The picture above and the one on the right
are reproductions of views transmitted by
wire. It will be seen how wonderfully perfect
they are, and they form a great testimonial to
the Belio invention.

nitely known that the local tick :s produced
when the pendulum of the transmitter passes
its vertical position.
No. 3. If it is desired to release the
pendulum of the receiver in exact coincidence with that of the transmitter, it is
necessary that the electromagnet used to
maintain it at its maximum oscillation should
release it exactly a half oscillation after the
tick coming i rom the transmitter. This will
happen necessarily after a half revolution
of the disc (B), for the latter is adjusted
to make exactly one turn for each oscillation of the pendulum. The gear (A) carries for this purpose a second contact (b,)
diametrically opposite the contact (b,).
The contact (b,) is connected through bat-

;.
,

i

+

tik1

.

e

Another field of development which may
utilize this principle is in the transmission
of photographs and moving pictures by radio
or television. By dividing the picture into

D

44"
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This shows the hook-up or circuits of the Belia apparatus; the pendulum will be noted in the upper left band of the diagram, and on the
because the synchronism is established by listening for definite ticks. The synchronism, if exact, is only so by accident, because
the principle is that two rotating drums at distant points, one sending and one receiving, are justified once
in each revolution;
that each:
revolution starts correctly though it will inevitably end a little out of synchronism. A view is also given of the
Iselin apparatus.

right the ear -set,

o

of the worm (B) to make these two ticks
coincide and to verify in this way the isochronism of ,the disc (B) with the chrohtometer (C).

No. 2. On changing the switch (H) from
position 2 to position 1, the chronometer no
longer acts on the telephone and the latter
produces only the ticks coming from the
transmitter.
By the adjustment of the gear (A) the
two series of ticks coming respectively from
the transmitter and receiver are set in coincidence, and when this is done, it is deft.

tery (p,) to the release -electromagnet of
the pendulum and to the contact (c,) of the
key (M).
Having established coincidence
by the action of (b,) and the proper adjustment of the gear (A), the operator presses
the key (M) and thus secures the action of
the contact (b,).
When the disc (B) has made a half turn,
the contact (L) meets (b,), closes the circuit of battery (p,) and the pendulum is
automatically released exactly at the moment
when the transmitting pendulum itself passes
the central point.

sections or dots in the ordinary halftone
illustration and allotting to each dot a circuit tuned to a separate wave -length we can
transmit each one of these wave-lengths
over the high frequency beam and receive
them at the receiver composed of the same
number of circuits, each one of which produces an effect on a screen that will give
us the entire picture. Future developments
in photoelectric cells will no doubt make this
possible. The thing most to be desired is a
light-sensitive conductor without lag. There
is little hope of a transparent one.

cChe Charge of the Electron

e

(Continued froto page 454)

What is the charge on the electron? It
is difficult to conceive this quantity on account of its extreme minuteness. Speaking
in the language of the scientists the charge
carried by each electron is 1.59 x 10-" elcctromagnetic units of charge. This means in
simpler language that when a current of one
ampere passes through a wire 6,290,000,000,000,000,000 electrons must pass a point in
that wire every second.
Doctors Hull and Williams took it upon
themselves to do what amounts to counting
the number of electrons passing per second
from plate to filament of a vacuum tube
and by determining the total charge carried
from the plate to the filament, to compute
the charge carried by each individual electron. This process was rendered possible by
the purely mathematical investigations of

Professor W. Schottky.
Before he discovered this method a prominent American scientist, Professor Millikan,
had measured the charge on the electron by
isolating an individual electron and study -

apparatus used for this purpose.
Oil is atomized into the glass dome at
the top of the apparatus. This forms drops
about one ten -thousandth of an inch in
MI1~.,111.I.~.I~.011.1.,111,,Imo,r1

STORAGE BATT.)

TO
PRESSURE

10

0

1..i

r41.10.

Professor Millilan's apparatus includes an
atomizer, immediately above letter D ;n the
illustration, through which air, purified by
passage through glass wool in a tube, D, is
blown. A cloud of extremely fine globules of
oil with which the atomizer is fed are thus
produced. Sooner or later a single one falls
through the minute aperture at t and by electrifying the two plates one way or the other,
is kept stationary or moved up or down. Additional charges are given to it by acting on the
air between the plates with the X-ray tube, T.
or with radium. The movements of the drop
are watched through a telescope. F. The large
storage buttery gives a high and easily regulated potential of 10,000 volts to the plate; and
the switch, C, connects the battery.

TANK

ing its behavior under the influenoc of the
electric field. In Fig. 1, (A) is the Millikan

diameter, which fall at the rate of onehalf inch per minute. The friction incident
to the atomizing charges each drop with
electricity. As the drops fall, a single one
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eventually finds its way through the very
small aperture in the upper one of the two
plates immediately under the dome. Although so small as to be invisible, it can
be seen and its motions can be watched by
a super -microscopic effect by the diffraction
of light, by means of a powerful telescope.
An electric potential applied to the plates
by attraction from the upper or repulsion

completely non -regenerative and so the total
amplification was the product of the amplifications of the' individual amplifying
tubes. The last tube being used for detection, the amplification was due to three tubes
and amounted to 73,000. The experiments
were carried out at a frequency of 750 kilocycles (a wave -length of 400 meters).
The method outlined here, while of im-

termination of the charge on the electron.
Dr. A. W. Hull and Dr. N. H. Williams
devised a method for this determination
which, while radically different from Millikan's method, yields results in very close
agreement with the values obtained by Prófessor Millikan. This method consists in
the measurement of the alternating current
excited in the tuned circuit L, C, R, by the

r
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The diagram shows details of the circuits used in determining the charge on the electron. The thermocouple and Inductor were used
used to
measure the voltage impressed on the tuned circuit in measuring Its resistance. The potentiometer provided with a gaivanometer,was
measure the output current of the amplifier. The equivalent resistance or the tuned circuit was measured by observing the ratio of impressed
one of
e.m.f.s, with and without the resistance R1, which gave the same plate eurrent in the amplifier. The measurement of this resistance was
the difficulties involved In this experiment.

from the lower can hold the drop stationary
or accelerate its rate of fall.
The charge on the droplet was changed

by collision with ions, and these were produced by the action of radium on the air
between the plates or the action of X-rays
upon it. Omitting all details, it is obvious
that the charge on the drop could be increased, neutralized or reversed as desired;
by changing the charges on the plates all
this can be effected.
The measure of the charge was the rate
of most of the drops under identical conditions of the plates, and it was found that
the changes were not graduated, but by steps
as it were each edition being a multiple of
the others, or rather of the basic ones, and
is a demonstration of the phantom as far
as the electric charge is concerned.
At the left in the figure is shown a working model illustrating the operation of the

The silk membrane
Millikan apparatus.
suspended between two plates will move up
or down depending on whether the plates
are charged or uncharged. From the velocity of motion of the isolated charged drop,
Professor Millikan computes by an ingenious method the charge carried by the electron wlticll forms the center of the drop.
For a more detailed but popular account of
his method, the reader is referred to the
January, 1918, issue of the. ELECTRICAL ExPE.RIMENTER or Professor Millikan's book.
"The Electron." By this method Professor
Millikan arrived at the most accurate de -

in thermionic current through the
vacuum tube VT. Such variations are inevitable since the current consists not of a
continuous flow, but of the interrupted emission of small charges, i. e., electrons. This
alternating current is amplified and rectified
and finally measured by a D.C. ammeter. By
means of an equation derived by Schottky

variations

In measuring the chi rge on the electron. 1)3
the method developed by Drs. (lull and williams, the problem was to measure the alternating current excited in the tuned circuit,
L, C, R by the spontaneous variations In the
electron current through the vacuum tube VT.
Front the value of this current, the charge can
be calculated.

the charge on the electron is then computed
front the current and the constants of the
circuit L, C, R.
This amplifier deserves special attention.
It consists of four special pliotrons. constructed so as to be free of internal capacity
feed -back, and. as seen in the figure. thoroughly screened externally. The system was

portance in the measurement of the charge
on the electron, has also important practical
bearing on the study of vacuum tube characteristics. It gives an effective way of differentiating between the influence of temperature and space charge and between reflection and secondary emission of electrons
in a vacuum tube.
The two methods are in wide contrast. It
is interesting to see how Professor Millikan
attacks the problem in the most direct possible way. Everything which he did was done
without the use of any amplifying connections or apparatus, beyond the use of the
principle of the ultra -microscope, which
shows the presence of minute particles in
the air which are only visible from diffraction; and this diffraction is utilized to acquaint the observer with their presence.
When a sunbeam passes through a room,
it seems to be full of dust. If the dust is
allowed to settle, and this can only be done
by having the air confined in a practically
sealed container, the beam cannot be traced
through it. But the dust particles which
make it visible in a strict sense are invisible
themselves and only make their presence
known by reflection and diffraction of light.
It is a wonderful achievement with such
simple apparatus to produce a single drop
one or two -twenty -five -thousandths of an
inch in diameter, and to make that tell the
story of the electron and of the elementary
quantum of charge.
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measuring Radio Wave Lengths with a meter Stick
of NO. 12 B. & S. wire and in place of a
condenser the tube capacity is employed.
The loops arc 7.3 inches in diameter, one
loop being placed in the plate and one in
the grid circuit. The arrangement illustrated in the photograph shows the tube between the two coils, giving a separation of
1.18 inch, and is a very convenient one. A
diagrammatic representation of the circuit is
shown in Fig. 3 where C and D represent
the two loops, J a radio frequency by-pass
condenser, which if made variable can be
used to adjust the wave -length slightly. A

ti

ELECTRONVALVE
OSCILLATOR
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_
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The electron valve oscillator impresses very
high frequency oscillations on the two parallel
wires. The interaction of outgoing and deflected waves along these wires establishes
points of maxim
wave intensity, as indicated in the diagram. The moving therinugalvanometer (Al indicates these points of
maxima.

50 -watt coated -filament tube is used.

The
internal capacity of this tube determines the
upper limit of the frequencies obtainable
with the circuit.
K are choke coils keeping radio frequency
currents out of the battery and consist each
of 13 turns of No. 20 copper wire wound on
a wooden core one-half inch in diameter
with a quarter inch between turns.
This oscillator produced a frequency of
33,000 kilocycles (nine meters) ; with a variable air condenser across the grid and the
plate, the frequency could be considerably
decreased and wave -lengths of 17 meters
could be obtained.
In the Bureau of Standards experiment
this oscillator was tuned to 30.000 kilocycles
and its wave -length was exactly measured
by the parallel wire system described above.
Throughout the experiments the frequency of
this oscillator was maintained constant. In
Fig. 4 this fixed oscillator is represented by
B. Another oscillator of variable frequency
D was tuned to approximately 30,000 kilocycles and a short-wave receiver C was tuned
to this frequency also. When the frequency
of B and D are approximately equal, a beat

(Continued front page 455)
note due to the interference of radiations
from B and D will be heard in C.
Since the receiver C is tuned to 30.000
kilocycles, only the beat notes produced by
tine interference of waves of this frequency
will be heard in it. If now the frequency
of D is reduced, the beat note will be gradually eliminated, until by exact adjustment
it is made to disappear entirely. If the frequency of D is further reduced, a point will
be reached where a second beat note is
heard in the receiver C. This beat note is
due to the second harmonic of D, since when
this beat note is heard, the interfering wave
from D must have a frequency of 30.000
kilocycles and the fundamental frequency of
D must be 15,000 kilocycles. The oscillator
D can be further reduced in frequency until
a third note is heard in the receiver C. The
interfering radiation from D ís now evidently due to its third harmonic and its
fundamental must therefore be 10,000 kilocycles. This process can be continued to the
lower limit of oscillations of D.
At each setting of the low radio frequency
generator D. an accurate low -wave meter
is tuned to D and calibrated.
Lower Radio Frequency Oscillator
The oscillator D used in the experiments
described above has a range of 300 to 16,600
kilocycles and is illustrated in Fig. 5. As
shown in the photograph, it is provided with
three sets of interchangeable coils. The
connections involve nothing unusual except
three variable air condensers across the
plate and grid of the tube. These condensers
have capacities of .001, .0001 and .00005.

The construction of the coils is clearly shown
in the photograph.
Short -Wave Meter
The ultimate purpose of the experiments
described is to accurately calibrate a meter
for the measurement of short -waves. Thin
metes as constructed by the Bureau of
Standards consisted of a single turn of No. 5
B. & S. copper wire. The terminals were
connected to the plates of a 50 mmf. varia -

FIG 4
ultra -radio -frequency oscillator
tuned to 30.0(5) kilocycles. The receiver (C) is
tuned in resonance with this frequency, The
frequency of the oscillator (D) is varied, the
Interference between its radiations and those
of (ls) being heard In the receiver, whenever
(B)

is

an

Its fundamental or
kilocycles.

a

harmonic is near

30,000)

ble air condenser of two plates.

A thermogalvanometer was placed in series with the
loop. To increase the sharpness of resonance of the instrument, the thermogalvanomc:er was shunted with a piece of No. 14
B. & S. copper wire. To increase the range
of the instrument, fixed air condensers of
various capacities were shunted across the
variable condenser. The photograph in Fig.
6 shows one of these fixed condensers beside
the instrument. To eliminate capacity effects due to the approach of the operator's
hand, the wavemeter was tuned by means of
a long arm attached to the shaft of the con-

denser.

FIG. 3

t

diagrammatic view of the oscillator used
in Fig. 1 (A) is a loop which couples the parallel wires to the oscillator. The oscillator is
designed to radiate waves of about tire meters
lengt h.

Short -Wave Receiver
The ultra -radio frequency receiver C
(Fig. 4) consisted merely of a tuning element of a single turn of No. 12 B. & S.
copper wire connected to a .00025 mfd. condenser. The terminals of this tuning element were connected to the input of a detector with two stages of audio frequency
amplification. Throughout the measurements
the receiver was located about five feet from
either oscillator. The receiver is illustrated
in Fig. 7.

Chemical Vegetation
(Continued from page 449)
world to produce slime kind of life from
inorganic substances.
S( me of these experiments have met with
a slight degree of success in that they were
able to produce plant -like structures which
increased but did not actually grow; which
never had the spark of life. although they
increased in size.
The membrane or cell wall, in living organisms. is a thin skin -like substance which.
although closed, permits the passage of
liquids in both directions. The contents of
the cell consist of protoplasm, a thick, slimy
substance which may completely fill the cell,
or it may be found next to the cell -wall. It
is this protoplasm which is responsible for
cell growth as well as for the growth of
the membrane. Protoplasm is of prime importance as all functions of the cell can be
directly traced to the influence this substance
has over its structures and protoplasm is the

mysterious substance which is the carrier of
life in an organism.
It is not difficult to produce such "plants,"
and no expensive chemicals are required. A
seed of cupric chloride is dropped into a
3 or 4 per cent. solution of potassium ferrocyanide in water. The seed should be about
half the size of a pea. and. in a short time,
growth will begin. The first thing which
appears is a tuberous root -like structure
green in color which changes to a dark reddish brown. Soon little shoots are seen
emerging from this tuberous structure which
slowly increase in size. The root -like structure grows horizontally for a time if placed
in a flat, tall dish; in a test tube it must, of
course, grow upward. The shoots. on the
other hand. grow upward from the horizontally growing tuber. These are thin and
more or less flat and look like red seaweeds
commonly seen cast up on the shores.

The cell -membrane. in this case, is very
thin, especially when the seed has just been
dropped into the fluid. Within this cell
membrane. the remainder of the seed dissolve.: and forms a green solution. A few
seconds later the seed, at first spherical,
gradually elongates, increasing in height
faster than it increases in width.
Why does the plant make its upward
growth? In all probability because the membrane is thinnest at the extreme tip. And
the reason that this is so is because the
greatest concentration, within the cell, lies
at the bottom of the cell and the weakest
solution lies at the top. which is quite natural. Then, as water enters the seed by osmosis. the pressure within the seed increases
beyond the limits of resistance of the weakest part of the membrane. It therefore
breaks the membrane at this, the weakest
(Continued on page 492)
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Frosting An Electric Bulb
By

GEORGE

E. BARBOUR

AN electric light bulb is often required
which has a much more even distributing power than usual, and it is not always
convenient to procure a special bulb. A
bulb can be frosted as described below.
First clean the bulb to be treated. Then
in a six-inch, test tube put two teaspoonsful

about 10 amperes at a pressure of 2 volts.
For this reason many experimenters reject
this type of rectifier and rely either on an
electrolytic or a magnetic rectifier.
The filament supply of the Tungar rectifier
can he eliminated if the current between the
cathode and anode is sufficiently large. In
carrying out this system the resistance which
the tube offers to the passage of the current
transforms a portion of it into heat, keeping
the cathode incandescent. To start the tube
a filament current is needed, but only for
a few seconds until the cathode is brought
to the correct temperature. The current to
be rectified should be of such a pressure that
it will overcome the resistance of the tube.
At 110 volts the pressure is higher titan
needed, so a resistance must be inserted in
the circuit. The diagram illustrates the manner in which a storage battery may be
charged by this method. The resistance (R)
should be of such a value as to allow a cur-

The resistance wire was mended by
straightening out an inch and a half of each
broken end and twisting them together, after
scraping them bright to get good contact.
The two remaining ends were pushed
through holes punched in tite flattened ends
of No. 14 copper wire 4 inches long, then
squeezed with pliers to tighten the joint.

-

HEAVY WIRE _TO

HANDLE
HOT, CRUCI BLE
LOCKED TOGETHER
tsttiltºtG

COPPER WIRE.
CONNECTION

*--CLAY COVERING

._
A simple system for frosting an electric
light bulb, using a strong solution of Epsom
salts.

of Epsom salts and three drops of mucilage
and add one teaspoonful of water. Heat to
the boiling point so that everything will go
into solution.
Apply the solution to the bulb while hot
with a woolen cloth, using a medicine dropper if one is at hand. From one to three
coats may be placed on the bulb. Allow
each coat to dry for two or three minutes.

Tungar Rectifier
By FOSTER FRAAs

TO the experimenter an inexpensive and
easily constructed rectifier that requires
little attention is always welcome. A rectifier working on the principle of electronic
emission from a hot cathode answers his purposes very well.
The maintenance of the high temperature
for the cathode usually necessitates a second
source of current. In the Tungar tube the

iI

I

j

I

FROM TOASTER

WAfTED
ELECTRICAL articles

on automomobiles, also electrical short-cuts.
kinks and handy turns for the car and
the man who goes camping.
There are thousands of little ideas
of use to the automobilist, tourist and
the camper, and it is such ideas that
the Editor of MOTOR CAMPER AND
TOURIST requires. which are paid for
at the regular space rates.
In order to acquaint yourself with
what is wanted secure a copy of the
magazine from >our news dealer. If
cannot supply you write for free
sample copy to

jhe
Motor Camper & Tourist

REST STANCE

FORMING BOTTOM OF CRUCIBLE

I

A very interesting system of constructing
electric crucible fur melting metals. A
beating coil embedded in clay is wound around
and around helix fashion so as to make up
an

a

I

;

I

i
j
I

Park Place,
New York City
53

rent of 5 amperes to pass; since only onehalf of the wave is rectified a current of
about 2.5 amperes will pass through the
tube.
The tube is a 2 -ampere Tungar bulb, one
of whose filament leads is connected to the
positive pole of the battery, while the other
is connected through the switch (S) to the
negative pole of the same cell. The switch
(S) is closed for a few seconds, until the
tube begins to rectify and is then opened as
quickly as possible.
In closing the switch (S) the current
sometimes breaks in a bluish -white discharge
across the electrodes of the tube before the
filament has come to the correct temprature.

crucible.

This was to make it easier to connect to
the lighting system.
Beginning at an end of the spiral coiled
resistance wire, coat it with fairly stiff clay
so that the layer of clay will be r/8 inch
thick over the wire. This is then coiled
like a clock spring (flat) to form the bottom of the crucible. The sides are then
formed by putting one turn after another
on top of the last instead of around.
A small lip is made on the top outer edge
to direct the flow of the molten metal. The
apparatus is allowed to dry for a week or
two. and asbestos is then folded around the
sides and bottom to a thickness of % inch
or more, and bound on with fine, soft, iron
wire, taking care that the iron wire does
not touch the copper connections. Several
squares of asbestos, one on the other, form
a lid to hold in the heat.
With an irside measure of 1% inches in
diameter, and 3 inches in depth, such a

crucible will melt several pounds of metal
at a time. It required fifteen minutes to
melt two brass valve stems from old auto
inner tubes.

Stand Batteries Up
DRY cells should never be laid in a horizontal position for any length of time,
DRY USELESS AREA

N!

7!

Making An Electric Crucible
By Roy DUNCAN

EXPERIMENTERS frequently require

A Tungar rectifier connected for charging
it gets started.
a separate current for the filament is not
a storage battery, so that once

needed.

cathode is in the form of a filament, which
is heated by the passage of a current of

a

small crucible for melting lead, zinc or
combinations of both, as it is unpleasant
and troublesome to melt them in the stove.
The writer has read with interest of various plans for making electric crucibles. but
they required parts which were unavailable.
Some broken resistance wire from an electric toaster, a large piece of asbestos /8 inch thick, and clay from a nearby vacant
lot was at hand. Hardware stores can
generally supply excellent fire clay.

CARBON

SOLUTION SETTLING

Suggestion for conserving and getting the
good out of dry cells by keeping them in a

vertical position.

as this will cause the solution contained in
them to settle to the lower side, thereby
weakening the battery and materially impairing its usefulness.
Contributed by CHARLES DOCK.
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Lamp Experiment
DOES a lamp lighted by alternating current glow during the periods of zero
voltage? In other words, does the filament
retain sufficient heat to bridge over these
periods? The answer to this question, as

DARK FILAMENT

LIGHTED

FILAMENT

If

the filament of an incandescent electric
alternating current is oblamp supplied
served while vibrating. under the influence of
a magnet, a dark image of the filament will
he noticed. This seemingly demonstrates that
the filament cools below incandescence during
each alternation.

wit

determined by the following experiment,
would seem to be that on cclnmercial frequencies a lamp actually does "go out" 120
times a second.
Hunt up an old carbon bulb and a horseshoe magnet, or if you prefer, an electromagnet. Be sure, however, to use a carbon lamp because its looped filament has
more freedom of vibration than has a tungsten one. On bringing the magnet near
the lighted lamp, you will find that the filament is set vibrating through a broad arc.
This, of course, is "old stuff" to nearly
everyone.
Now look closely at the broad band of
light, and in its .exact center you will find
the black line of an unlighted filament. This
shows that when the filament is at its midpoint of vibration-that is, when the
alternating current has dropped to zerothe lamp is not emitting an appreciable
amount of light. We do not notice any
flickering effect because of the inertia of
the eye.
Contributed by CHARLES D. SAVAGE.

Toy Steam Engine Heater
ATOY steam engine may be heated by
electricity quite simply, which will
prove more interesting and less troublesome

this being spaced so there will be no short
circuits between turns. The amount of wire
required will vary according to the voltage
and size of the engine.
The wire may be left in this way, or, if
desired, another layer of mica may be placed
over it and over this a metal shield placed
to protect the wire and prevent it from easily
slipping out of place. This forms the heating unit of the engine and is connected to a
battery or a small transformer. It is best
to experiment with the amount of wire to
use, so the proper temperature will be produced.
Contributed by EVERMONT FISEL.

brass plate and, with the primary circuit
closed, the operator proceeds to write or
draw upon the paper. As the point moves
over the paper minute sparks jump between
it and the brass plate, puncturing the paper
and forming writing or other design consisting of perforations following the lines describe -I. The perforations can be varied in
FLEXIBLE LEAD
2 FT. LONG

BINDING
POST

ELECTRIC PEN

.The Electric Pen

8" LENGTH OF

by ARTHUR A. BLUMENFELD.
THE preparation of stencils for the reproduction of writing and drawings has
always been a matter of difficulty and never
quite within the means of the amateur ex-

WIRE

Na

perimenter.
The method described here is one by which
paper stencils can be readily prepared with
BRASS OR COPPER
PLATE 3" X 6"X 3z

BINDING
POST

12

INSULATED

BRASS

PLATE

PAPER

SPARK PASSING
BETWEEN PEN AND BRASS
PLATE CARBONIZES PAPER
AND PRODUCES MOLES

This enlarged aiew of the electric stenciling
process shows its method of operation. The

1

discharge passing between the pencil and the
brass plate perforates the paper producing
small holes. The slower the pencil moves over
the paper, the larger will these perforations
be.

r.
HARD RUBBER PANEL 4"X8"Xá"
INKED RUBBER
ROLLER

_MAKING

-1

COPIES
The upper illustration shows the base electrode for a novel stenciling process. A paper
placed between this electrode and the metal
pencil becomes perforated with fine holes as
the hatter is moved over it. The pencil and
the plate are connected to the secondary o'
an induction coil.

The lower illustration shows the method of
reproduction from these stencils. The stencils
can also be used in stereopticon projector4
and for electric advertising signs.

the aid of no other apparatus than the ordinary induction coil with the customary auxiliary equipment. One secondary terminal of
the induction coil is connected to a brass

size: the faster the pen moves, the smaller
will be the holes.
The stencils so prepared lend themselves to
numerous and various applications, some of
which are illustrated in the diagrams. By
mowing an ink -roller over the paper, a large
number of impressions of this stencil can
be made. They can also be used in electrical
advertising display and even as slides in
stereopticons.

Electric Sign
electric sign can be made
ANoutattractive
of a spark coil, a few dry cells and
some ordinary insulated copper wire, such
as is used in house wiring.
The wire is cut as shown in the illustration. Sharp wire cutters should be used.
These cuts are made every half inch. The
copper center is cut entirely through and the
ends should not touch. This can be done
by slightly stretching the wire after it is
cut. The insulation holds the short pieces
of wire.
For show windows the wire can be made
into a small aerial or s taped into words.

DRY CELLS

TOY

STEAM-ENGINE-0'.li
iu
g

I

-

MICA

TO SOURCE
OF CURRENT
RESISTANCE
WIRE

u

rsm

BRASS

PLATE

-'7f~mugr

_-

IAnnrtnrnRt

toy steam engi ne whose boiler Is usually
supplied with heat front a spirit lamp is here
provided with an electric heater. The latter
consists merely of a few turns of resistance
wire wound around the boiler from which they
are insulated by a sheet of mica.
than when employing the ordinary method
A

of using alcohol.
A piece of mica is wrapped around the
boiler of the steam engine and around this
are wound several turns of resistance wire,

-e

HARD
RUBBER PAN EL
The illustration shows the diagram of con-

nections for the electric pen. The perforations
are produced by small electric discharges between the metal pencil and the brass plate.

or copper plate while the other terminal goes
to a dull metal point set in a pencil -shaped
insulating rod. The paper is placed on the

ENLARGED VIEW OF WIRE
Signs made by insulated wire cut as shown
and connected to the secondary of an induction coil form a spectacular display. Sparks
passing over these small gaps between the
segments of the wire produce a scintillating
effect.
is connected up and the wire
connected in place of a spark gap. Each cut
In the wire acts as a gap and the discharge
produces a very striking effect.
Contributed by Roy C. HUNTER.

The spark coil
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Fun with a Spark Coil
By Esten Moen
OH THE Old Spark Coil
She ain't what she used to be
Many long years ago.
Pull down your
Hey. you, cut that out
old coil from the shelf, wipe off the dust,
spit on your hands, and rub 'em hard. 'Cause
here I dump off a big load for you to digest.
!

EMPTY WATCrt

CASE

Or you gave the woman hanging wet
clothes on the line, the scare of her life.
Not to be satisfied you keep on applying
the old coil. F'r instance, you may have tried
something similar to Fig. 4. A fishpond!
You charge two nails for the privilege of
fishing and then get more fun than a circus.
Little brother Dickie, watching you, perhaps understood the ''invisible juice" more
than you. He perhaps told you in his falsetto, that the high voltage of the coil should
light the forty watt lamp that hung in the
kitchen; because, lie argued, the lamp operated on "high voltage".
And not to he daunted by your emphatic
"NO" he proceeded to do it in front of
your eyes.
And then indeed did your eyes open!
For the bulb turned to a blue glow inside!
But your ecstasy over, the discovery was
cut short by Dickie dropping and smashing the precious bulb; and starting the yell
of his life!

METAL FISHLINE.I.t
AND POLE

stream of water strikes the screen, it causes
the light to shine, because . . .
Better use salt water for the experiment.
(Don't forget to rinse the pump). Also
screw the vibrator tight on spark coil. May
I also suggest that perhaps you could have
a series of screens and lights of different
colors? Short of coils? Then use your
Tesla coil.
If your first coil is of sufficient power
PUM P

METAL
5CRE E N
C

FLASHLIGHT
BULB
INSULATED
TABLE

Fig. 1. The finder of the watch shown above
a shocking surprise when the
primary of the coil is closed.

will experience

Pig. 6. By the arrangement shown above
Esten Moen is supposed to transmit electricity
over a water spray and lights a distant flash-

First, lem'mc remind you of the fun you
used to have with it in the good old days.
Then your coilShe bit the dogs
And killed the cats
And spilled the soup
From the cook's big ladle.

light bulb.

Lill

perhaps the current received may be strong
enough to run a toy motor (if the brushes
aren't too tight).
Ever stumble
Oh, "Jacob's Ladder !"
onto it? Look at Fig. 7. Just two pieces

j

Fig. 4 Angling wit t a metal tlshline and
it letes ti e secondary circuit of an inpole
duction coil, thn ugh a metal network in the

ia

CAN OF
CALCIUM CARBIDE
AND WATER

.

Fig. 2. The mixture of calcium carbide and
water generates acetylene. which mixing with
air in the can, is exploded.

You remember when you tried
that stunt shown in Fig. 1? 'Bout leadin'
a fine wire to an empty watch case carefully
laid on the sidewalk? Houly Bolls, but that
made 'em jump!
Or perhaps you were less brutal and satisfied your infernal cravings with a cannon
By Jove!

(Fig. 2).

But, on the other hand. when you finally decided on a murderous policy, you did invent
something. You made an automatic shocker
(such as in Fig. 3?) so it was harmless
until pulled.

Pulling the metal electrode attached
to an apparent doorbell handle, closes the primFig.

3.

ary of an inductance coil and a shock ensues.

F. An incandescent bulb conected to an
action coil, as illustrated, will glow seitlt a
bright blue color.

Fig.

inc

And now I'll disturb your peace of mind,
by making bold to tell you, that you omitted
an important and not to be neglected experiment.
Ever play with a water pump? Soak the
kids and dogs? I mean one of those hand
spraying outfits that work from one pail of

water.
Now here's a stunt you ought to try. See
Fig. 6.
You put the pump and pail on an insulated
table. Connect coil to ground, and pail.
Then you climb up on the table and there
you be. Woe to him who meets the spray!
Let's go still further. On another table
(as far from the first as you can squirt
the water) put a ditto spark coil and-a
metal screen as in Fig. 6.
To the primary of the coil we'll connect
Now when the
a small flashlight bulb.

-COPPER WIRE

LQ0O o J

brook.

\s far as you were concerned, you forgot the lickin' and hunted up a burned -out
globe, proceeded as in Fig. 5, thus perfecting
your invention.
But now your idea box was empty, the
coil had had its day, and you your play.

a

Fig. 7. Two copper wires somewhat inclined
to each other are connected to the secondary of
a coil. The spark starting at the lower end of
the wires will rise to the upper end of the wires
and vanish, and this is repeated user and over
again.

of copper wire. Be sure they arc straight.
I have one more stunt up my sleeve. Look
at Fig. 8. A piece of glass, and one of
tinfoil, a coin, an iodine vapor generator.
Put glass on foil, coin on glass, and connect to coil for a few minutes. Then expose
glass to iodine vapor (or breath from the
mouth) and the coin is reproduced.
TINFOIL

COIN

GLASS PLATF
GLASS
IODINE VAPOR

FIG.

8

TEST TUBE

Fig. 8. The design on the coin Is reproduced
on the glass when the latter is exposed to iodine
vapor after having been connected to an induction coil.
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ith your jackknife shave off a slice of
the insulation along the lull length of the
wire. Lay it flush with the ground as shown,
tape up one end and connect the other to
your coil. Ground the other side of the coil.
Sure, there's leakage and capacity and
what -not between the cable and ground,
but if you think it doesn't work, build one
and step on it
1,

1

LA

55

Liquid
METAL
HOLDER

LEYDEN

JAR

zontally, with the drive -wheel of the electric motor. This pulley wheel should be
fastened to the rod by means of a set screw.
The upper end of the rod should fit into
the socket provided for it in the record disc.
The shaft is held rigidly in position by
means of a strip of wood about 1 by 2
inches, and long enough to reach an inch
beyond each side of the shaft. Blocks of
wood fastened to the cover to serve as
brackets under each end of the strip. A
hole is drilled through this strip to admit
the shaft, and permit it to revolve without
touching the wood. Drill a larger hole
about half way through the strip. In this
is to be placed a brass bushing whose inside diameter will admit the shaft snugly.
This bushing serves as a bearing. A small
collar with a set -screw is placed on the
shaft above the bearing to keep the shaft
from working downward, and away from
the record disk or table. A belt of leather
'EC
O/3/(
nOVERspwRO

The author claims that this drink has a
genuine kick In it; time liquid within the glass
and the metal holder without, constitute a
Layden Jar which is charged before the drink
is handed to the innocent victim.

The best one comes last, but don't try
it first if you want a longer lease on life.
I tried it on a fellow once, but, you see,
I'm a very good runner or I wouldn't be
writing this.
This is a sure-fire way of getting away
from Vo!stead and putting plenty of kick
in that stuff you've got bottled up in the
cellar. But you gotta serve your drinks in
these soda fountain glasses with metal holders. Oh! Catch on? Sure? It's a Leyden
jar! But don't charge the darn thing too
much because of what I told you in the paragraph above.
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The figure shows another slew of the motor
and connections for driving the ordinary
phonograph electrically; the motor is connected to a 110 -volt supple line through the
usual toy or bell ringing transformer.

or rubber should be placed over the drive wheel and the pulley on the end of the rod.
Bring one wire from the motor to one

Electric Phonograph Motor
By

brass strip will have just come in contact
with the wood of the cover board, thus
opening the circuit and stopping the motor.
The spring should be of spring brass. It

This external view of the concerted electrical phonograph shows that the electrical installation has in no way impaired Its appearance. Through the crank -bearing the supply
wire Ls led to the hose plug.

soldered to the tone arm. Now connect
the wire projecting a few inches above the
cover board to the bolt in the brass strip.
Make an arc on the cover board to correspond with that through which the speed
control lever of the transformer moves. Cut
out this small arc with the keyhole saw.
Place the transformer in position on the
under side of the cover board and fasten by
means of two metal strips held by screws at
each end. Tite transformer lever opens or
closes the circuit, and controls the speed of
the motor.
is

E. VOLKERS

This arrangement disposes of the need of
winding a phonograph and it stops automatically.
The most important piece of apparatus
for electrifying the phonograph ís the motor.
This may be obtained from a discarded, electric, motor-drivn toy, such as a toy locomotive or street car. The transformer that accompanies it must be used also, in order to
operate the phonograph on the city circuit.
Remove all surplus parts, leaving only the
framework, the motor itself, and one drive wheel, which will serve as a pulley. Secure
two narrow, tin or brass strips to hold the
framework rigidly upon the shelf which has
been placed beforehand, if the motor is one
requiring a support other than the cover
board.
REGOQO o/S/f
sffe/M-. ov TONE
Me-TAL
STIC/P

I!

SHELF TO NOLO
MOTOR

TR.44JFDRNER

ro
CVRRCN r
discarded toy motor can, by the ingenious
experimenter, be installed In the ordinary phonograph and convert the latter into an electrlA

calb-driven one.

Remove the old spring motor from the
phonograph. Secure a short length of iron
rod, just long enough to bring the small
pulley wheel on the lower end, in line, hori-

Fuse Plug crransmitter Button
THE transmitter button shown here

A strip of spring metal pressing against the
tone arm of the phonograph maintains contact
with the latter and keeps the electrical circuit
closed until the needle has reached the end of
the record.

binding post of the transformer. Lead the
other wire from the motor to the cover
board which supports the tone arm, allowing an inch or so to project above the board.
We will finish with this wire later.
Now bring the other wire from the transformer to one of the screws in the base of
the tone arm and slip it under the head of
the screw. This makes a good contact with
the metal of the tone arm. A double -wire
cord and plug should be connected to the
other two binding posts of the transformer.
N hen all work is completed, the plug is
placed in an electric wall -socket.
The automatic stop will stop the motor
when the record has finished playing. A
long narrow strip of brass, about 4 inches
in length. is countersunk flush with the surface of the cover board. A binding post has
been bolted through the end farthest from
the tone arm. This strip should be placed
so that when the tone arm has reached the
position at which the record has finished
playing, the spring that slides along this

is

made out of an old fuse plug.
The type of plug that has a mica window
is used.
The brass retaining ring is removed carefully so as not to break the mica.
A hole is drilled in the center of the mica
diaphragm in which a small bolt is placed
with a small washer under the head. This
washer fits loosely inside of a glass tube
filled with granulated carbon or better yet
regular transmitter carbon granules.
A connection is made from the shell to
the bolt with a fine wire.
A home-made audio transformer may be
tested by fixing a phonograph needle on the
diaphragm button. Then place it so that
the needle will bear on a record on the
DIAPHRAGM

BOLT
WA5HE:R

GLASS

TUBE
CARBON
GRAINS
CON NECTIONPLASTER OF
BOLT TO SHELL
PARIS OR
SEALING WAX.
An effective and sensitive yet very simple
microphone can be constructed from a discarded fuse plug. 1n axially located glass
tube filled with polished carbon grains forms
time principal part of the device.

phonograph.

Connect up as shown.

If the

transformer is O. K., the music will come
through clear and undistorted.

-Contributed by Wm.

V. Gilpin.
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Secondary "gas" 13aiiery
By W. J. EDMONDS
AN experimental secondary battery which
in reality is a "gas" battery having

many peculiar properties of interest, may be
easily constructed at practically no cost.
For the battery four strips of cotton cloth
A, B, D, E should be provided. The strip
(A) is 8 feet long by 4 inches wide, the strip
(B) is 6 feet long by 3 inches wide, the
strip (D) is 15 feet long by 4 inches wide
and the strip (E) is 13 feet long by 3 inches
wide.
The strips (B) and (E) are placed in a
small receptacle containing powdered graphA=COTTON CLOTH 8FT. X 4"
IB=COTTON CLOTH 6FT.X 3"

COATED
SIDES WITH GRAPHITE
IC= Nº 26 BARE COPPER
BOTH

WIRE

G=ARC LIGHT

CARBON 6" LONG
0= COTTON CLOTH 15 FT.
E=COTTON CLOTH 13 FT.
COATED BOTH SIDES
WITH GRAPHITE

X4"
X

3"

FOLD OVER

CARBON.

F= NºT_6 BARE COPPER WIRE
Preparing cloth with a graphite coating and
rolling it up with an embedded copper wire
to produce a gas battery.
ite and arc stirred around until each strip
is thoroughly covered with the graphite.
The strips are then taken up and the excess
graphite is wiped off, so as to leave the strips
with a coating on both sides of a metallic

lustre.
The two uncoated strips (A) and (D)
are placed on a flat surface and the two

coated strips (B) and (E) are laid one
upon each of the other strips, as shown, so
as to leave an equal exposed margin of the
uncoated strips extending beyond same along
their entire edges. Upon the strip (L') a
611/2 -foot length of No. 26 bare copper wire
(C) is placed running the length of it with
6 inches of the wire extending beyond one
end of the strip. A second copper wire
(F) 13% feet long is placed upon the other
coated strip (E).
The projecting end of the copper wire
(F), which is 6 inches long, is tightly wound
around the carbon rod (G), which is taken
from an arc light. The carbon rod is laid
squarely across the adjacent end of the strip
(E) so as to make a good contact with the
graphite. The rod (G) is so placed as to
allow about 6 inches of the strip (E) to
project beyond. *The extending portions of
the strips (D) and (E) are folded back
over the carbon rod so as to cover it. The
two strips (A) and (B) with the copper
wire are placed in position upon the strips
(D) and (E) centering them lengthwise in
relation to these strips and bringing their
long edges flush with these strips.
With the carbon rod G as a spool or
roller the four strips and two strips are
tightly rolled up so as to have the shape of
a cylinder. A length of thread or string is
wrapped around the roll so as to hold the
various parts together in position. The roll
with its two projecting wires is placed in
an old straight -sided fruit or battery jar
and the jar is filled with water to within
a half inch of the top of the roll.
This completes the construction of the
battery which ntay be charged from a series
of ordinary cells by connecting its zinc pole
with the carbon pencil and the remaining
pole to the other protruding wire. Alter
being charged for a period of half an hour
or so the batteries may he disconnected, when
it will be found that the battery will yield
a current.

This battery in the true sense of the word
"gas" battery as well as a secondary or
storage battery. On being charged the current sent through the cell causes the water
contained therein to decompose into its two
component gases, hydrogen and oxygen: The
hydrogen is held in its free state as a gas
within the cloth of the graphite coated strip
(E) and the oxygen is held within the strip
(B). The strip (E) holding the hydrogen,
about twice the size of strip (B) which holds
the oxygen.
\Vhen a quantity of oxygen and a quantity of hydrogen are subjected to the same
physical conditions they will present relais a

The gas battery having the cloth wrapped
around it in a spiral gives the requisite surface for the gases to collect on-one gas is
oxygen, the other is hydrogen.
a difference of potential; therefore, after the charging when a

tively to each other

conducting path is established between the
strips, the two gases recombine forming
water, and a current is generated.

Our Clock Problem
IN

the February, 1925, issue we presented
a problem from one of our readers, Cecil
Manners, and offered a $10.00 prize for
its solution. For the benefit of those who
did not note this problem we are presenting
it below in Fig. 1.

lv;

I-.

SWITCH OR JACK

Fig.

1

is the original problem as given by

Cecil Manners in our February issue. Mr.
Manners desired a clock that would ring a
bell, and the time limit for ringing could be
varied according to the desire of the operator.

It is desired to operate a machine that
needs various attention within an hour. During the time the machine is in operation the
clock must run and keep time. At the end
of the operation, a bell should ring upon the
specific time set by the operator. When the
clock -hand reaches this point, it must make
contact and ring the bell. The period during which the clock is to ring should be

adjustable, from a few seconds to several
minutes. It is the desire of the operator to
be able to regulate this clock for practically
any time of the day.
The method shown in Fig. 1 will not answer the purpose because when the operator
starts the machine the bell will continue ringing until the hand passes over the contact
point, which ringing may last a quarter of
a minute or more. This is undesirable.
Hundreds of letters were received, each
one presenting a different solution to the
problem. Of course, a problem of this type
may lead into many complications and conversely there are many complicated ways of
solving it. It is tite aim to use as simple
apparatus as possible, obviously, so that expense will be at a minimum.
Despite the fact that we received so many
solutions, singularly none of them fulfilled
the requirements. All kinds of suggestions
were received. Some even went so far as
to use a separate switch board arrangement
with multi -contact switches on ltigit tension
circuits. Some used mercury contacts actuated by gravity, and some even employed an
additional clock. The solution is very simple, as Fig. 2 shows.
A small semi -triangular metal object is to
be placed at each hour point of the clock.
These triangular pieces slip in and out of a
groove, so that the time for the ringing of
the bell may be varied.
When the piece is moved further into the
groove, so that a greater portion of the
triangle is exposed to the contact of the
hand the bell will ring for a longer period
of time. The exact period of time for each
movement of this metal piece may be determined by experiment and may even be cali-

brated, if desired. The illustration is selfexplanatory and, as stated above, the apparatus is very easily built.
METAL
CONTACT POINT

o

o

j

SW ITCN

Fig. 2 is our solution of the problem since
none of our readers submitted a practical or
satisfactory answer.

We want to thank our readers for the
interest taken in this contest, although no
suitable solution was given. We promise
more problems of this kind from time to
time, with bigger and better prizes.
If our readers have an interesting electrical or radio problem they desire solved, it
shall be our pleasure to do our utmost towards this end.
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Awards in the $50 Special Prize Contest
For Junior Electricians and Electrical Experimenters
First Prize,

Second Prize, $15
D. Oscar Turnbull
5063 Page BI.
St. Louis, Mo.

$25

F. R. Moore
2516 Baker St.
Detroit, Mich.

Third Prize, $10
Carl Fischer
Rt. 3, Box 81
Chico, Calif.

f
y1
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First Prize
Electric Etching Pencil
THIS is an electric etching pencil for the
experimenter who wishes to do small

soldering, etching or welding jobs on his
radio battery or other articles.
The requisites for its construction are:
(1) A metal "clutch" pencil (so-called, because it holds and releases the "lead") (2)
;

SOLOEa

MERE

GLf/7CN oENC/L
COVE.QO W/7N TAPC

AIL-TAL

l

used on an A.C. circuit, a small step-down
transformer is necessary and a foot switch
is used to keep the transformer from heating so quickly when used at intervals.
This is quite an interesting suggestion and
capable of considerable modification. The
wire may be varied in thickness and it will
be quite advantageous to use self -soldering
wire, which is a wire containing its own flux.
There is even a suggestion of the possibility
of brazing by this method, and brazing is
one of those things which every experimenter wants to do, as a good brazed joint
is of very great strength. The possibility
of brazing on the small scale extends considerably the field of amateur operation.

$50

NECOLL, O/N

OR NA/L

.PE.JLSTAA/CE
tI

70 BI
E7CNE0
METAL

'

VOL73 -AC o!

C.

The familiar Eter-ready metal pencil is here
made to etch upon metal by the lighting circuit. The pencil must be carefully insulated to
protect the user, who otherwise may get a bad
shock.
1

a resistance suitable for 110 volts A.C. or
D.C. (ten or fifteen feet of No. 22 nichromc
resistance wire wound around a porcelain or
asbestos tube is fine for this purpose) ; (3)

and some scrap pieces of No. 14 house wire
for making connections.
The "clutch" pencil is well insulated by
winding several layers of tape around it.
When this has been done, a common phonograph needle is inserted and held in the tip
of the pencil, and it is ready for use. It
may be necessary, however, to slightly wedge
the needle in the pencil tip with a splint of
wood. Connections should be made tight
and as shown in diagram.

Second Prize
Electric Solder..WDeld
SMALL SOLDER

ff S
microphone may be easily and
cheaply made by the experimenter. Any
receiver shell will serve as a case. A carbon rod from a dry cell is sawed off a bit
shorter than the depth of the inside of the
shell. In one end of the section of the rod
drill five small holes, each about
-inch
deep, and a hole clear through the middle.

TI

IN PRIZES

A special prize contest for Junior
Electricians and Electrical Experimenters will be held each month.
There will be three monthly prizes
as follows.
First Prize $25.00 in gold
Second Prize $15.00 in gold
Third Prize $10.00 in gold
Total
$50.00 in gold
This department desires particularly
to publish new and original ideas on
how to make things electrical, new
electrical wrinkles and ideas that arc
of benefit to the user of electricity, be
he a householder, business man, or in
a factory.
There are dozens of valuable little
stunts and ideas that we young men
run across every month, and we mean
to publish these for the benefit of all
electrical experimenters.
This prize contest is open to everyone. All prizes will be paid upon publication. If two contestants submit the
same idea, both will receive the same
prize.
Address, Editor, Electrical Wrinkle
Contest, in care of this publication.
Contest closes on the 15th of each
month of issue.

IIM.4~..._..,_.1.,_.,_.,_.._,..,4~.1.0_.,

The section of the microphone contained in

telephone receiver case. The relation of
carton center piece bolted to the back, the
balls and the diaphragm, are all very clearly
a

she mn.

i

On the inside of the shell, as shown in
Fig. 1, the rod is fastened so that the carbon will be held firmly. A piece of sheet
copper or brass about 'A -inch wide placed
flush with the edge of the shell is led to a
binding post. This makes contact with the
cat bon diaphragm.
All that is left to do is to fill the five
small holes with carbon balls or grains, put
oil the diaphragm, and screw on the cap. C
is the carbon and D the diaphragm, in the
diagram.
One of the great points made about the
telephone in early law suits was that the
circuit must never break. Every time a telephone circuit is broken it produces a tick,
while the speaking current, so called, should

When the solder wire is brought into con
tact with the fluxed wire to be soldered, the
point melts almost instantly. The device
can be used in a great many places that an
iron cannot reach. For successful operation it is necessary that the battery be fury
charged.

Third Prize
Multi Contact microphone
.STORAGE BA7Tcav
This may figure almost as a. variation on the
above. A low potential battery circuit is connected to a bar of solder which forms one of
the electrodes and melts when. on touching a
plate of metal, it completes the circuit.

THE solder -weld

operated from a regular 6 -volt storage battery. The materials
necessary for construction are: An insulating handle with heavy metal clip to hold the
solder wire, and some heavy insulated wire
and a metal clip to connect the material to
be soldered. When heavier solder wire is

Front view of the ,microphone, showing the
general distribution of parts.

is

The end of a battery carbon drilled with five
holes for the reception of polished grains of
microphone carbon or of carbon balls. These

are supposed to bear against the carbon diaphragm.

never be suddenly broken, but should simply
pass front one potential smoothly to another,
even if in so doing it passes through the zero
value. But this does not imply any sudden
break, and in this instrument the carbon contacts give an unbroken contact.
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What Our Readers Think
More About Ball Lightning
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
The author of "Ball Lightning Made in the Laboratory" in your issue of February, 1925. page 284,
is skeptical regarding its existence and is inclined
to believe in sonic sort of "psychological phenomenon" theory. The following account of my experience may cause him to doubt his theories and
bold his opinions in abeyance.
About 12 years ago, while ocean bathing, a sudden storm came upon Atlantic Highlands, N. J.;
rain fell in torrents accompanied by many flashes
of lightning and loud thunder.
For a while I
remained under a pier until the temperature suddenly dropped and. being sensitive to cold, I decided
to go to my bath house. which was about 300 fect
from the pier. While discarding my bathing snit.
there suddenly appeared, whirling about me with
great momentum. a reddish blue mass, about the
size of a Rugby football. I could feel the "breeze,"
as it seemed. but was too terrified to note whether
it was hot or cold; the sound emitted was a note
of the middle harmonic. In fright, I jumped on
the seat of the bath house and watched the strange
visitor circle around for a few seconds and then
disappear underneath the door. A few seconds
later a deafening noise was heard. I dressed very
hastily and retreated to my hotel close by.
After the storm was over, I started to investigate and found a thick wooden pile broken off
complete transversely which had extended above
the pier floor. This pile was in a direct unobstructed path to the door of my bath house locker.
Those who had remained under the pier during the
storm related their terrifying experience and all
complained that they could not hear or see for a
few minutes after the blinding flash.
Various
accounts were given as to the exact path. but the
consensus of opinion was that it descended in the
form of an arc, taking a path into the sea. The
wood from the broken pile I found about 600 feet
distant from the pier.
I also recall that after the ball lightning (or
whatever it may be called in the future) left the
bath locker or room, that the air had an odor as
if ozonized.

If further and more complete data is wanted on
the phenomenon which I have had the good fortune
to see and experience, I will give it to the best of
my ability.
Very truly yours,

Jersey City, N. J.

HERMAN L. BERGER.

Ball Lightning
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
Itt regard to an article on "Ball Lightning"
appearing in the February EXPERIMENTER of 1925,
I would like to state that I believe that what Mr.
\Vay'nes Polo of Astoria, Ore., saw was the phenomenon most commonly called "Will o' the Wisp,"
and for further particulars I am incloing an
article clipped from a newspaper which describes
it in full detail.
If you compare his letter with the clipping, I
think you will agree with me.
Also in regard to the letter by Mr. C. II. Stowe
of Paris, Texas, I would like to state that I had
the same experience as he had, except that the ball
of lightning was larger or appeared to be so. It
was about the size of a common tea cup.
Yours truly,
ERNEST C. FREY.
Lincoln, Neb.
The following is the clipping alluded to above:
Strange Lights Are Explained By Scientists
Vermilion, S. D.-Balls of fire, floating at night
over the northern prairies of Nebraska and in various parts of South Dakota, terrifying some of the
more superstitious inhabitants who believe that the
world is about to come to a fiery end, have aroused
the interest of scientists at the University of South
Dakota, whose explanations should allay the fear
of even the most superstitious.
These strange lights that appear on cloudy nights
and are keeping ranchers near O'Neill, Neb., and
inhabitants of Pennington county, South Dakota,
in a state of constant uneasiness, are really nothing
more than bubbles of marsh gas oozing out front
the swamp land and catching fire as they emerge.
according to Freeman Ward. state geologist and
professor at the University of South Dakota. They
are commonly known as the "\Vil1 o' the Wisp."
a phenomenon that has been frequently seen in
nearly every part of the world.

The Flewelling "Super"
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
In the EXPERIMENTER magazine of the January
issue there is an article regarding the Flewelling
super -regenerative set.
I have constructed this set with comparatively
good parts, and get comparatively good results;
but it is necessary for me to eliminate the '/
megohm grid leak on the .006 condenser, as this
grid leak will almost kill all the incoming signals.
I have constructed quite a number of sets of the
Ultraaudion and Reinartz type, and am therefore
no greenhorn in construction. My wiring is all
bus bar, and all square and firm. Titus the possi-

bility

of faulty wiring is out of the question.
Could you either give me the address of the gentle.
man who wrote this article, or simply forward this
letter to him. His name is Rufus T. Turner; but
his address is not given. I ant taking for granted
that you possess his address in your files. His
article is on page 160 of the January issue of THE
Ex PERI M ENTER.
The results I have achieved so far have convinced me that the Flewelling "Super" is capable
of extraordinary good service when in good working order, even if the signals are a trifle unstable.
The only bug bear is the setting up of the three
.006 condensers and grid leak. I have not had
any experience regarding these, and so have no
real idea where they are to be placed, or in what
relation to each other. whether close or far apart.
I ant not a subscriber to your magazines, but
I have so many copies of Science & invention,
Practical Electrics and especially Radio News at
my right hand that I feel that you would be willing to render me a slight favor.
Yours sincerely.
HERBERT M. DAENZER.

St. Louis, Mo.
(Doubtless, the half megolim grid leak that you
say trust be abandoned in order What signals be
heard, is too large and therefore should be of
one to three megoltrn resistance. A variable grid
leak will enable you to determine the exact resistance at which the tube operates most efficiently.
It is very important that the three .006 ntfd. condensers be exactly the capacity indicated and not
vary the sliphte.rt if perfect reception is to be at-

(II

tained.-EDITOR.)

upside down in order to read the data on
the back side of the sheet.
ant
I
extremely interested in electro -chemistry
and have wondered why you have not edited a
book on this subject, using the articles that have
appeared in your magazines. I would like to own
one if there is such a book.
Very truly yours,
So. Portland, Maine.

The

J. LAURENCE 'I'OWNSEND.

EXPERIMENTER in

Fleming's Rule-A Correction

Yours truly,

Scotia. Cal.

M. E. CURTIS.

Finally I want to tell you that the ExPERI
is getting better and better every month
and I don't want to miss one issue.
Yours truly,
ELMEit F. HOFFAtAN.
Duttellen, N. J.
MENTE.R

A Reader of Our Four Magazines
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I wish to take this opportunity to say that, for
eight years, I have been a constant reader of the
four publications of the Experimenter Publishing
Co., and have invariably found them instructive,
entertaining and reliable.
Yours truly,
Stevens Institute.
Hoboken, N. J.

JOHN KINZER,

Another Appreciation of Our Chemical
Department
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I enclose herewith a cutting from the "Hamilton Spectator" of Feb. 21, which i think would
be a suitable contribution to youu "Short Circuits,"
You seem to be getting so many letters of con
gratulation on your new issue that I must add
mine. I dropped the old magazine for a while.
but am very much interested in the new, magazine,
especially the chemical departments. i also take
"Science and Invention," and would like to see
more chemistry in both of them. I am a student
of The Chemical Institute of New York, one of
whose principals has a very interesting article in
the February issue of the EXPERIMENTER, the
article containing material that I will he studying
soon. i refer to the article by Mr. Woods.
Wishing you every success. I remain
Yours sincerely,
R. N. J. PETERS.
Hamilton, Canada.

Better Than the

ELECTRIC EXPERIMENTER

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I have bought the last four copies of The ExPERIMENTER and ant very well pleased with it.
I
was sorry to see the old ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
pass, but this has taken its place and is even better.
T
have one suggestion to make and that is to
print the data sheets. which are now being printed.
in such a manner that when placed in the looseleaf notebook it will not be necessary to turn the

PRACTICAL

last September, just in time to be in
formed that its name was. to be changed to the
ELECTRICS

ExPERIMENTER.
I was so well pleased with the PRACTICAL ELEC.:
TRICS that I was hound to get the EXPERIMENTER,
which I from then on put on my magazine list.
I am a student of junior rank in Barberton High
School and also a student of a well known correspondent school where I am taking an electrical

course.
We have organized in our school two very popular clubs. the Junior Science and the Radio, of
which I am secretary and treasurer. I have introduced the ExPERIMENTER into both of these
clubs and may say that the best and most interest,
ing ones are received front the readers of the
Ex PERI AI ENTER,
i

heartily recommend the EXPERIMENTER to all.
Yours for better success.

Editor,

CHARLES FISIIER,

Wants More Chemistry
'1'SIE EXPERIMENTER:

am a constant reader of the EXPERIMENTER
and am very pleased with it. I can say that the
EXPERIMENTER is getting very good and suits me
down to the ground. I would suggest a few more
pages of chemistry as I am very much interested
in the subject.
I

Yours sincerely,
I.
Montreal. Que., Canada.

BERCOVITCII.

One of Our Ardent Readers
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I am an ardent. readerof your magazine and
enjoy it very much, especially the articles dealing
with chemistry.
Middletown, Ohio.

A Nice Ending to a Nice Letter

the High School

Editor, THE. EXPERIMENTER:
I purchased my first copy of the

Barberton, Ohio.

Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
I ant sending what I believe to be a correction
of Harold Jackson's article on page 188 of the
January. 1925, EXPERIMENTER.
The application of the "Fleming hand rule" of
electrical energy shows induced e.m.f. in wire
passing or moving downward across a south pole
to be toward the right instead of toward the left
as in the diagram on page 188.
i have found that it pays) to watch this in assembling radio sets; so that the waves that induce
e.m.f. in the aerial also induce an e.m.f. in the
coils in a set, you mast see to it that one does not
buck the other.

book

F. L. BUCHANAN.

A Good Word for the EXPERIMENTER
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
Well, you certainly must be tired after the three
experiments I sent in. I suppose I won't get a
prize for any one of them, but it's worth while try,
ing.
Yes, sir, I sent one experiment to the
Radio News, the second to the EXPERIMENTER. and
the third to the Science and Invention. And you
can bet your last dollar that if I knew anything
about autos, there would be one for Motor Camper
and Tourist. I have taken the former three every
month for the past year and now i have some
reference library, believe rte. My folks go wild.
All they can see around the house are radio magazines, station logs and technical books on radio.
After I get through looking over Radio Digest
and Radio World, I turn back to Radio News, for
it is the best of them all. And the EXPERIMENTER
is a wonder, too.
Science and Invention is not
far behind either.
Well, let's hope for the hest in radio.
Sincerely.
Buffalo, N. Y.

t'YRIL A. BART.

Nothing Like it

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
There is nothing like the EXPERIMENTER. especially on chemistry, in which I am greatly interested. i would like it much better if there were
more about chemistry in it.
Wishing it a hearty success. I remain
Yours truly,
HOWARD S. BABCOCK.
Saginaw, Mich.

The Junior Experimenter to the Fore

Editor,. THE EXPERIMENTER:
Nearly every day i am working and
ing with things pertaining to electricity.experiment
Later on
I expect to send you some more of them.
I ant
interested in all parts of your magazine. but like
your "Junior Experimenter" the best.
Yours for success,
F. ALTON EVEREST (Age 15).
Portland, Oregon.
A 100% Magazine
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
The EXPERIMENTER is a real 100% magazine and
I hope it lasts forever.
Yours truly.

Sandy Lake, Pa.

DEFOREST Utn:v.
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Latest Electrical Patents
Tank Alarm

Neutralized Amplifying System
L2

L3

La

^^

Ls 16

Rq

I

lI

eJL

Ctl

yl
The condensers CI and Cs in the hook-up
are employed to neutralize the effect of plate grid capacity. The condenser C3 and C; are
supplemental capacities connected across the
grid and plate of the tubes, in order to in -

crease the natural grid -to -anode capacity of
the tubes so that the resultant capacity may
be increased to a practicable value.
Patent No, 1,524.581 issued to J. Scott -

Taggart, Ilford, England.

Photochemical Process

This invention is in effect a 1Vheatstone
bridge, one arm of which is constituted by
the water lying between an electrode and the
malls of the steel lank. As the water rises
and reaches the predetermined level, it comes
in contact with another electrode and unbalances the bridge. At this moment an electric
bell connected in the bridge circuit rings.
Patent No. 1,520,004 Issued to F. G. Bloch,
Boblingen, Germany.

Automatic Marine Signal

Insect Trap

This device, of questionable utility, was de-

signed to attract insects by
sou ree and then to scorch
proaching the same. A large
vided for the collection of
sects.

a

brilliant light

them when apreceptacle is prothe maimed in-

Patent No. 1.521,323 issued to
Spokane. Wash.

J.

W. Reeder,

Vacuum Tube Amplifier

Certain cheuaical reactions nre accelerated
under the Influence of actinic rays, especially
reactions between hydrocarbons and halogens
yielding liquid products. To this end the gases
are introduced into the glass dome through o
porous cup 41), and under the influence of rays
front lamp (2), they are agitated by a fan
(3), and cooled by water circulating in the
tube (4). The liquid products are removed
through tube (5).
Patent No. 1.823.593 issued to Walter O.
Snelly, Allentown, Pa.

-v

ty means of the amplifying circuit shown,
the ratio of amplification can be varied without nary ing the impedance presented by the
amplifier as a whole to the impulses which
are to be amplified. This is accomplished by
the use of a variable impedance shunted across
the terminals of the secondary of the transformer used between two stages of amplifi-

Secret Radio Receiver

The marine signal bell mounted on this buoy
with power from the battery coansisling of the steel buoy and a copper network
as electrodes with the sea water as electrolyte.
Tire two electrodes are separated from each
other by a layer of canvas.
Patent No. 1.522.121 Issued to J. K. M. Harrison, Ogontz, Pa.
is supplied

Simple Grid Condenser

cation.
Patent No. 1,5'0994 issued to H. D. Arnold.
Maplewood. N. J.

Photoradio-Receiver
FILTER FUMING

BtLOu 7000^
VARIABLE

LOCAL

OSCILLATOR

The output of the last tube in this receiver
supplies energy to a small incandescent lamp,
the rays from which are directed to a photographic film on which the varying intensities
of illumination are received. Tire film is then
developed and used in connection with a selenium cell to transform its record into sound.
Potent No. 1,522,305 bawled to M. Latour,
Paris, France.

A common practice in secret radio transmission is the inversion of the speech frequency band at the sending station and its reinversion at the receiving station. In view of
the usual form the receiving comprises at
least two dial inct steps; first. the detection
of the carrier waves to receive the inverted
speech bawl. and secondly, re -inversion by
modulation to restore the signal., to intelligible
form. Tire present invention effects detection
and re -inversion by the use of a heterodyne
receiver in which the local oscillator is tuned
to the frequency difference between the carrier frequency and the local oscillation frequency of the transmitter.
Patent No. 1,522.044 issued to R. Bonn, East
Orange, N. J.

In this attachment to a vacuum tube the
capacity between a metal (nand clumped around
the base of the tube and the metal parts in aide is employed as grid capacity. In thin
way the necessity for making special connections to the grid condenser is eliminated.
Patent No. 1,823,893 issued to Robert C.

Pilart, Jackson, Miss.
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by everyone, and that
layman the dangers of the electrical current in a manner that can be understood
THE idea of this department is to present tó the
then send us your own parfor the best idea on "short-circuits." Look at the illustration aand
will be instructive too. There is a monthly prize of $3.00
such an idea will
thing,
regular
be possible or probable. If it shows something that occurs as
ticular "Short -Circuit." It is understood that the idea must make
sketch, or to write the verses. We will attend to that. Now, let's see what
elaborate
an
to
is
not
necessary
It
prize.
the
win
to
a
good
chance
have
you can do!

t

Child Bites' Cord
of Electric Tongs

66,000 VOLTS .KILL CAT
Animal Climbs Pole 'Near Vase
and 'It Electrocuted.
VAL1:,Or., Feb. '13-A full-grown

Cnnadlon Presa Service
Toronto, Fob. .21.-A victim

of a pccuNac,acddent, Jackie
son of
Grlffen, two years old. Grtffen,
Mr. and Mrs. Jr W.
lies in a serious condition at the
hoepltal for sick children. The
child bit the cord of an electric
curling tongs, sustaining severe
Ile reburns to his mouth.
received a heavy shock, and it the
quired two minutes to pull
month.
child's
the
cord from
A sister turned the electriF light
switch off.
transfusions
Several blood
have been. given in an effort' to
save his life, and tt is now
thought he will recover:

This is the grave
Of little Baby Peter.
He bit a cord which carried
High voltage from the meter.
-R. P. Peters.

bobcat' was
66;000 -volt

This is the grave
Of Lionel Spencer.
For aerial he used mains.
But forgot the condenser.
-Harrold N. Dawson.

Here lies the body
Of Thomas, the cat.
High tension circuits
Ran where he sat.
-Jeremiah L. Backwater.

Tr en
reins given da,.y.

Id'

Pigeon Short -Circuits
Car and Light Wires
,c,-, wl

Sew York

electrocuted on the
line of Vale Electric

company, between here and Nyasa.
Ted Knowles foun4 the animal as
.be wa.a patrolling the lino and said
while getting the bounty that the
huge cat cllrtibed the 60 -foot pole
and got Ité.face against the top wire
white its legs were around the
groped wire which runs the length
of -the pole.
The animal had taken the entire
load through Ito body, blowing the
ruse on' the line.

Nue'd 'rr.bun,

WASHINGTON, Pa., June 11.,

-ln

some manner a pigeon
d
formed a contact .between two.
d high-tension wires of the Pitts-'
burgh Railways Company near
Monongahela City, this county,
a to -day, causing the wires to explode and fall across the linea of
the West Penn Power Company
and short-circuiting both trolley.
'
and power lines.
Fdr five hours a district of seve
eral square miles was without
electric light and all streetcar
traffic was halted. The charred
body of 'the pigeon was found
suspended from One of the hightension lines.

1

Shock From Electric
Hail: Dryer Kills Woman

L-

r,I:S SIOIN r.5. la.. April
AD,
Tics. Grace Zucker. wife of a Des
Moines business man. was electrn
outed by a hair dryer immediately

after she Came out of the'bathing
¡pool at the Jewish community here,

This is the tomb of
Mary McAllison Dore.

She put her finger in the plug
She'll put it there no more.
-Roger E. Bender.

Her hair was wet from the plunge

;and caused an abnormal shock from

the dryer. which usually carries
a small voltage.

only
i

-

Beneath this earth
Lies John McLoosed.
The barber chair was grounded
When the clippers were used.
-William F. Eckert.
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department is conducted
THIS
of all, but necessarily can only

for the benefit of everyone interested in electricity in all its phases. We are glad to answer questions for the benefit
publish such matter as interests the majority of readers.
Not more than three questions can be answered for each correspondent.
2. Write on only one side of the paper; all matter should be typewritten, or else written in ink. No attention can be paid to penciled letters.
4. This department does not answer questions by mail free of charge.
The Editor will, however, be glad to answer special questions at the rate of
25 cents for each. On questions entailing research work, intricate calculations, patent research work. etc., a special charge will be made. Correspondents
will be informed as to such charge.
Kindly oblige us by making your letter as short as possible.
1.

Davy Safety Lamp

Dielectrics

(513) John \Vorznik. Pittsburgh, Pa.,
inquires:
Q.-What is the principle of the Davy
miner's lamp?
A.-The Davy lamp is essentially an oil
lamp surrounded by a fine wire gauze instead of the usual chimney. Such a lamp
taken into a chamber filled with explosive
gases will not cause explosion because the
gas entering the lamp will burn inside, but
no flame will reach the gas without, the
wire gauze acting as a cooling medium between the flames and the gas outside the
lamp.

The principle on which the safety lamp
depends can be shown by a simple experiment. Light a Bunsen burner and lower
over the flame a wire gauze. You will note
that the flame does not extend above the
gauze, but spreads out below. Turn off the
burner and place the wire gauze about two
inches above it, then turning the gas on again
apply a match above the gauze. The usual
Bunsen flame will be formed above the gauze
but no flame will be observed below it.
The construction has been much modified and glass is sometimes used to surround the flame while the air supply and
the escaping products of combustion have
to pass through wire gauze. The idea is
that even an explosive mixture will not be
ignited by a flame shielded by wire gauze.

Calculation of Capacity
(514) Jack R. Lambert, Hot Springs,
Ark., inquires:
Q. 1.-Is there any value of condenser
capacity that can be connected to a variable condenser of 43 plates to give a capacity
of the same value as a 23 -plate condenser?
A. 1.-The 23 -plate condenser has a capacity exactly half that of a 43 -plate condenser.
By connecting two 43 -plate condensers in
series, the capacity of the two together will
be equivalent to that of a 23 -plate condenser.
Q. 2.-Can you give me a simple way to
calculate the capacity of a fixed condenser?
A. 2.-The capacity of a condenser is expressed by the equationnA
C
,000,000,088 X
k mfd.

,

Where (k)

-X
1

dielectric constant of the
medium between the plates of the condenser,
(A) is the area of one plate in cms., (n)
is one less than the number of plates and (1)
is the distance between each pair in cms.
The constant (k) is 1 for air, and about 3
for mica; for glass it rang.s from 5.5 to 10,
and for dry paper from 1.' to 2.6.
Thus the capacity of a condenser having
43 plates each having an area of 54 sq. cm.
and separated by spaces of 0.2 cm. is
42 x 54
X 1 = .001 mfd.
C = .000,000,088 X
is the

-

.2

approximately.
The same condenser using mica for dielectric will have a capacity .003 mfd. and
one using glass having a dielectric constant
of 6 will be .006 mfd.

(515)
writes :

Juan Lopez, Vera Cruz, Mexico,

Q. 1.-In reading through various articles
in TILE EXPERIMENTER and the Radio News
I found frequent references to condensers

of various sorts, such as oil, mica, glass.
paper, etc. I am familiar only with air condensers, such as those used in radio apparatus and would, therefore, appreciate some
information on the other types.
A. 1.-Condensers are made with three
different classes of dielectrics: gases, liquids
and solids. The first two of these are used
in the so-called variable condensers, while
the last is employed in condensers of the

EXPERIMENTERS

and amateurs, we want your ideas. Tell
us about that new electrical stunt you
have meant to write up right along, 1i
but never got to. Perhaps you have
a new idea, perhaps you have seen
some ,,ew electrically arranged "do funny"--we want these ideas, all of
them. For all such contributed artiIles that are accepted we will pay one 1
cent a word upon publication. The
l shorter the article, and the better the
illustration-whether it is a sketch or
photograph-the better we like it. 1
Why not get busy at once? Write !
legibly, in ink, and on one side of the
paper only.
EDITOR.

fixed or adjustable type. We may also
mention condensers using vacuum between
plates, but the characteristics of this type
are almost exactly the same as those of a
condenser using dry air for dielectric.
Among liquid dielectrics oil has found
most extensive application. Oil will stand
much higher voltages than air before it will
allow a spark to pass between the plates of
the condenser. Oil also has much larger
capacities than air. For these reasons the
oil condensers, are employed in transmitting

stations where large quantities of energy
are radiated at high potentials. Many air
condensers are built in glass cases and can
be converted into one of the oil type by
filling the glass case with oil. This will
increase the capacities of the condensers
two or three times the value of the capacity
which it has an air condenser. It should
be noted, however, that oil condensers give
rise to greater energy losses than those of
the gaseous type.
For solidly built condensers of high capacity the prevalent practice is to employ solid
dielectrics. For the same capacity they are
very much smaller than air condensers and
require no attention'and no special care in
handling. Of course, while in air condensers a discharge between plates leaves
the condenser intact, a breakdown of the
dielectric in "solid" condensers will badly
damage, if not totally ruin, the condenser.
Often the spark forms a carbon path be-

tween the plates, and carbon being ...a conductor of electricity, will prevent the accumulation of the charge on the plates. Further, solid dielectrics arc apt to give rise to
small but apprecaible leakage currents, which
will cause energy losses in the condenser.
Liquid condensers also share the quality
of air condensers in being what may be
called "self -repairing."

Potential
(516)

inquires:

Allen Croman, Fort Worth, Texas,

Are potential and energy the same?
There is a considerable chance for
misapprehension here. If a weight of ten
pounds occupies a position 55 feet above a
plane so that it is free to fall that distance,
it possesses a potential energy of 550 footpounds, which is the energy of one horsepower -second. The potential in this case
can be taken as 55 feet, so that it represents
or is the measure of one -tenth of the potential energy of the weight in that position.
But if we had a unit quantity instead of
the ten pounds, the potential or the height
would be the measure of the energy potentially present in the weight or mass occupying so advantageous a position. Thus, if we
take the unit of mass or weight as one pound,
then one pound at a given height would represent foot-pounds of energy numerically
equal to its height or the distance through
which it is free to fall in units of feet. In
other words, if our ten pounds" were replaced
by one pound, the energy would be equal
to 55 foot-pounds, so that the height would
give the numerical value of the energy. But
the fact that potential may be equal to energy
when acting on unit quantity does not make
it the same thing.
There is another element of confusion in
the terms mass and weight. Thus the energy
of a mass in motion is equal to % mv'.
Sometimes in applying this formula, to determine, for instance, the kinetic energy of
a moving projectile, mass and weight are
taken as synonymous, and the foot-pounds
thus calculated will he about 32 times too
large. This is because mass is equal to
weight divided by the acceleration of gravity.
Mass is inherent in matter; weight as referred to our sphere is an accident in the
sense, that it varies on different parts of the
earth. A pound weighs less at the poles
titan at the equator. owing to difference in
centrifugal force, and even to a slight extent to the different contour of the earth at
those two points. Therefore, the weight of
a body at different parts of the earth is affected by variations in gravitation and also
by centrifugal force as it is usually called.
Our present unit of mass is the quantity
of matter present in the gram; this is invariable, but the weight of the gram will
vary at different latitudes. If one could buy
a commodity at the equator, weighing it
there, and could sell it for the same price
per pound at one of the poles of the earth,
he could get more for it.
Very absurd errors have been made by
using the expression % Inv' and treating
Q.
A.

1.
1

mass and weight as the same.
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Physical units (including electric units)

are based on the standard units of mass (as
above) of length (the centimeter) and the
second, in other words, on standard units of
mass, lineal space and time.
From these
three units what are called electrical units
are derived, which in their practical form
are termed the ohm, the volt, the henry, the

Each one of these can appear
in these three units, and can' be expressed in terms of them, so that some can
be expressed as centimeters, such as the unit
of electrostatic capacity or the unit of electromagnetic self-inductance, and these units
are used quite frequently, especially by foreign waters. Thus the unit of resistance re -

farad, etc.

duces to length divided by time which

as based

velocity.
In many foreign books the centimeter is
used as the unit of inductance, and at one
time it was often met with here. The unit
of electrostatic capacity is often to be found
expressed as the centimeter by German au-

is

thors.

High Voltage Experiments
Liy

Lester Reukema

(Continued from page 474)

natural frequency of the circuit formed by
the coil (L,) ar,d the capacity (C.) which is
1

equals that

f,
2x3.1416 V L,

of the pri-

C

:nary circuit (f,), then large oscillations of
current will be set up in the secondary circuit, and these oscillations passing through
the high inductance of coil (L,) generate
enormously high voltages. These high voltages, being impressed on the ball or other
capacity (C,), break down the surrounding
air, causing the discharges of flame seen in
the pictures. As soon as the energy of the
primary circuit (L, C,) has been handed
over to the secondary circuit (L, C,) the arc
across the gap (S.G.) goes out, allowing the
condenser (C,) to again build up to the
maximum voltage, when the cycle repeats
itself.
\Vhat has taken several minutes to say occurs in less than a ten -thousandth of a sec-

ond, since the natural frequency of each
circuit is about 60,000 cycles per second.
About five cycles are necessary to pass the

energy from primary to secondary circuit.
The frequencies f, and f, must be equal.
which means that L, X C, must equal
L, X C,. Since the inductance L, is fixed,
being determined by the dimensions and the
number of turns of the large coil, and C, is

fixed, being determined by the size of the
ball or man used as a capacity and by its
distance from surrounding objects, the frequencies are equalized by varying either
L, or C1. C, is varied by varying the number of milk bottles used, 144 bottles giving
L, is varied by varying
us best results.
the number of turns used. \Vhen the frequencies aré equal, the system is in resonance.
The particular value of L, to use
with any value of C, is easily determined
by trial, merely shifting the movable connection on coil L, until a maximum discharge is obtained from the ball C,.
According to the safety commission of
California, one-tenth of an ampere of current passed through a man's body at ordinary frequencies will cause death. Yet, in
our experiments, we pass enough current
over and through the body from feet to
hands to brilliantly light up several incandesSince each
cent lights held in the hands.
wave train of energy lasts only about one
five -thousandth of a second, to be followed
by an interval of about one one -hundredth
of a second before the next wave train
comes along, at the beginning of each wave
train about 200 amperes of current must be
passing through the body, 2.000 times the
amount which might kill at lower frequencies. Moreover, at commercial frequencies.
anything over 1.000 volts is dangerous, and

even voltages as low as 110 volts have killed
persons many times. Yet we are impressing
a million volts and more on a man's body
without any danger. What causes the dif-

ference?
The higher the frequency, the less chance
the ,current has to penetrate the conductor,
whether that conductor be a copper wire or a
human body. At 60,000 cycles, the frequency
used in our experiments, practically all of
the current passing through a half -inch wire
is carried along the surface, only a negligible amount penetrating the wire more than
one one -hundredth of an inch. This is the
so-called "skin effect" of high frequency.
In the same way the human body carries the
current on the surface, the high frequency
preventing any penetration farther in than
the outer layers of the skin.
Certain precautions must be observed.
Keep the. body insulated, and far enough
away from direct grounds to prevent power
arcs to ground, which, though not dangerous, are unpleasant. Also remember that the
circuit between the power transformer and
the condenser (C,) is carrying power at 60
cycles and at high voltage, so must not be
touched; it is well not to touch any part
of the primary circuit when the power is
However, the energy in the secondary
on.
circuit is perfectly harmless.

Laboratory Reproduction of the Solvaii Process
By Earle R. Caley, A. Sc.
(Continued front page 468)

Large clear crystals of sodium carbonate.
which contain ten molecules of water of
crystallization, are formed. These are removed from the disk and spread upon filter
or blotting paper to dry. As soon as they
are dry, which is shown by the edges turning white, they are placed in a tightly-stopper:d dry bottle.
Experiment 1/1
Preparation of Sodium Hydroxide or
Caustic Soda
Sodium hydroxide or caustic soda is a
powerful alkali used for a great variety of

purposes in industrial chemistry. Common
household lye is a form of caustic soda.
This substance may be prepared from the
sodium carbonate obtained in the last experiment.
A large beaker, provided with a stirring
rod and mounted upon a stand over a Bunsen burner, as shown in Fig. IV, is all the
In addition a small
apparatus needed.
amount of freshly-slaked lime is required.
200 grams of sodium carbonate are dissolved
together in 200 c.c. of water in a beaker
The
and 150 grams of slaked -lime added.
mixture is then boiled vigorously for sevFrom time to time a small
eral hours.

quantity of the solution is removed and
tested with a little dilute hydrochloric acid.
Evolution of gas shows that some undecomposed carbonate still remains in solution.
As soon as a test shows that all the carbonate has been -converted, the solution is
filtered through the filtering arrangement
shown in Fig. II. Solid calcium carbonate,
which is formed and precipitated in the reaction, is left behind on the filter paper, while
the solution containing the caustic soda runs
through. This solution is then evaporated
down (Fig. III) until the caustic alkali is
obtained as a white solid cake. This may
then be broken up and bottled.

Electric Property of Plants
131]

Q. Kainz

(Continued front page 473)
leaves an excess of negative charge for the
This can be proved on the small
earth.
scale by experiment.
\Ve can, therefore, believe that the nega-

tive electricity of the earth or by far its
greater part depends on the world of plant life. and is due to atmospheric precipitation
of rain. Hitherto the radio -active emanations from the surface of the earth were assumed to be necessary for explaining or
accounting for the regeneration of the nega-

tive potential of the earth, but were found
by most investigations in this line to be insufficient for the requirements of the case.
Elster and Geitel, the most distinguished investigators, try to explain by the process of
ion -absorption the negative charge, which,
however, only can answer for a small part
of the requirements. Linss regards the air
as a conductor and believes that the negative charge is constantly departing from it.
so that it would be completely discharged in

two hours if there were not a continual addition of new charge thereto.
The peculiarity of many plants noted
above stands in close relationship with electric cultivation, which will excite a much
greater interest in Germany than before. I
am firmly convinced that by this means our
yield of crops can supply food quite independent of foreign sources, and the welfare
of our people can be greatly increased thereby.
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How to Finish Furniture
-New and Old

JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE
(Penetrating)

If you have a hobby for making chests,
cabinets, furniture, porch swings, radio
boxes, etc., you will find our book on
Wood Finishing invaluable. For, naturally, you want to give your handiwork a beautiful finish.
Our Book gives complete instructions
for finishing new and refinishing old
wood-soft or hard. It tells how to stain
wood artistically-how to remove old
paint and varnish-how to secure a
beautiful enamel finish.

Johnson's Wood Dye is for the artistic
coloring of all wood. It is very easy to
apply-dries in four hours and will not
rub off or smudge-penetrates deeply,
bringing out the beauty of the grain.
Made in 17 beautiful shades, among the
most popular of which are:
123-Dark Oak
131-Walnut
129-Dark Mahogany
126-Light Oak
127-Brown Mahogany 124-Golden Oak
Order Johnson's Wood Dye from your
dealer by name and number.

-FREE-25c BOOK ON WOOD FINISHING------

012111

FREE copy of the Johnson Book at stores displaying the sign shown at right. These stores carry Johnson's
Artistic Wood Finishes and will be glad to show you wood panels-and answer questions on how to properly finish
wood. If no store in your locality can supply the Johnson Book-mail this coupon for a copy Free and Postpaid.
YOUR DEALER'S NAME
Your Name
Your Address
City and State

;

Ask for a

nhe

"PROPER
TREATMEN

FOR FLOORS

WOODWORK
FURNITURE

SdC

JOH NsSON G

11 -ta
LIMN

Mail to:

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. EX5, RACINE, WIS.

---/-----------------t"The

Wood Finishing

Authorities"

~la ^

JONNSOps
ARTISTIC

WOOD,

-_
r
/---------/-N/--1----/----1

(Canadian Factory: Brantfo.+d)

ell /Um

SERVICE
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Vegetation
Chemical
(Continued front
part, and the inner fluid of the seed is shot
outward. But as soon as the inner fluid
comes in contact with the outer solution a
new membrane is precipitated about the protruded solution. This is repeated again and
again, and this interesting process may be
observed by carefully watching the upward
growth of the plant through a reading glass.
Then it will he seen that the growth is not

Men Needed in

Electricity
NO PROFESSION offers greater opportunity
to -day than Electricity. Salaries of $12 to
$30 a day are not uncommon and the opportunity
for advancement is unlimited.
As Forrest Crissey said recently in The Saturday Evening Post-"The demand for electrical
work is increasing immensely and electrical contractors assert that the supply of electrical workers
cannot overtake the demand for several years."
Now is the time to prepare for a good position
in this profitable, interesting profession. You can
study right at home in spare time through the
International Correspondence Schools-just as so
many other men have done. The I. C. S. Electrical Courses have been endorsed by Thomas A.
Edison and Charles P. Steinmetz-the late electrical wizard of the General Electric Co.
Just mark and mail the coupon printed below
and full information about Electrical Engineering,
Electric Lighting, Electric Wiring, Electric Railways, Radio or any other work of your choice will
come to you by return mail.

-

for Free Booklet
Mail the Coupon
_TEAR OUT HERS
.`
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 8888-C. Sc anton. Penna.
Explain. without obligating me. how I can qualify for
the position, or In the sub2ect, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Electrician

I] Electric Wiring

Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
I eavy Electric Traction
Draftsman

Eleetrio MachineDesigner

Telegraph Expert
Practical Telee phony
Practll
['MECHANICAL ENGINEER
!Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Ma to
g
Mining Engineer

ARCHITECT

Arehlteetnral Drnitan.An

Architects' Blue Prints

iiPLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

Pharmacy
SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN8
Window Trimmer
Show Card and Sign Patera
RAILROADPOSITIONS
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER

RUSIN SS MANAGEMENT

Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer
Col.
and

Cert. Pub. Accountantt
Traffic Management

Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Later (Batteries of the 19th Century
(Continued front page 456)
a sort of a couple or multitude of couples
all over its surface interfering with the bat-

tery action. Stnee's battery got rid of this
in a great measure by the use of finely
divided platinum oil the electrode from
whose "points" the hydrogen escaped. This
was the second development. The third development was the chemical attack upon
polarization when Grove employed nitric
acid to oxidize the hydrogen. The objection
to this was the nitric oxide gas given off,
which took up oxygen from the air and gave
most disagreeable fumes. The fourth development was the substitution of chromic
acid or of one of its salts to replace nitric

CIVILSERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sept.
AGRICULTURE
PonitryRAldne Q Spanish
Automobiles IRADIO

Name
Present
Occupation

regular and steady.
By slightly changing tite entire procedure
different growths will be obtained. A nutritive solution is prepared by making concentrated solutions of ordinary table salt in
water and potassium ferrocyanide in water.
Then make a 10 per cent. solution of gelatin
in water. To each 10 ounces of pure water
add one ounce of the 10 per cent. gelatine
solution, one ounce of the saturated potassium ferrocyanide solution and one ounce of
the saturated salt solution. Stir the mixture
and warm slightly in hot water. When it
is cold, add a seed made from one part of
sugar and one part of copper sulphate, both
these latter substances being powdered and
mixed together. The seed is formed by adding a drop of water, stirring and kneading
the resulting stiff paste in the fingers and
forming a small ball half the size of a pea.
Be sure to heat the solution after it has stood
for a day, so that the gelatine will set. Therefore the seed must be dropped into this nutritive solution after the heated liquid has cooled.
When seeds are used, made of sugar and
cupric chloride in the' same proportions,

Business
Address

4-30-24

Street

and No
CItY

State

Canadians may tend this coupon to

International Correspondence Sehoots Canadian, Limited, Montreal, Canada

t),

ON ONE TUBE

RIO FREE BOOKLET tells the story. California users
of CROSS COUNTRY CIRCUIT hear Atlantic Coast,
Canada. Cuba. Mexico and Hawaii. Atlantic Coast users
hear England to California. Our new plan makes this
One hour puts In
set easiest anI cheapest to build.
Any
No soldering.
operation. One tuning control.
novice ran do It. BIG BOOKLET FREE. or complete
Instructions for 25c stamps or coin.
Calif
Fr
n.-117.
Oetlan.I.
VESCO RADIO CO.. Box.

page 479)
columnar growth will result which consists
of innumerable tiny fine tubes closely
grouped together; a distinct difference from
those flat thalus plants produced by cupric
chloride alone in a dilute solution of potassium ferro cyanide. In the same way characteristic growths are obtained if other salts
are added to the nutritive solution such as
potassium nitrate, ammonium nitrate, potassium iodide, etc.
A dilute solution of water glass in water
also produces such chemical plants. Many
salts can be used such as cobalt nitrate,
nickel nitrate, ferric chloride, etc. When ferrous chloride is used as a seed and placed
in a solution of water glass and water made
by mixing these in equal proportions, a
growth is obtained which resembles a combination of plants produced by nickel nitrate,
cobalt nitrate and ferric chloride. Then,
too, the ferrous chloride will produce peculiar microscopic organisms which resemble
ciliated animals quite closely. They are produced almost instantaneously by first lightly
sprinkling a little ferrous chloride dust upon
a slide and covering the dust with a drop
of the dilute water glass.
When the drop of water glass reaches the
slide and the dust it contains, the ferrous
chloride swells up into a tiny ball, larger
dust particles elongating into snake -like
tubes. This process is very rapid. Then the
balls or elongations produce their cilia, and
their growth is also rapid and, if closely
observed, they can be seen to shoot out.

mans-on the qui

acid.. The chromic acid, anhydride, was
reduced to the sesquioxide which dissolved in
the sulphuric acid usually employed in this
type of battery, so that absolutely no gas
could be evolved:
Another development was the substitution
of carbon for the platinum or silver electrode.
This early exhaustion of the battery at
an early period was also overcome by the
purely mechanical system of removing the
plates from the battery when not in use, and
depolarization was effected by keeping the
plates in constant motion, or by blowing air
through the battery.

The Ark
of I he Covenant
(Continued fr

vive. If London this week, why
nor Paris or Berlin the next?"
"Why not?" Lord Almeric agreed.
The Government Seems inactive in the Face
of the Robberies
"Br -r -r! And this damned government to move
into action! Pahl Think of it, Pluscardcnl The
solemn idiots sitting all night through to this very
morning debating a reduction of the Air Estimates
-while this is happening, practically at the other
end of the street? I wish to heaven the raiders
had given then: a whiff of the gas-the prosy,
pusillanimous, pompous, pinheaded-"
It is hard to say how far Sir Thomas world
have got with his alliteration if the telephone hell
had not rung just then. Smiling at his friend.
in spite of the gravity of the situation; Lord
Almeric picked up the receiver.
"Yes," he said into the microphone, "Sir Thomas
tis here. Scotland Yard for you, Basildon."
"Ah, good!" said Sir Thomas. "We may have
some news."

onl page 451)
[lent-the Angle \merican Oil Company-reports a

IiI

deficiency of 6,000 litres of petrol, and the whole
establishment put to sleep. The Army and Navy
Stores in Victoria Street have heeit forced open,
and a large quantity of foodstuffs taken away,
stoney being left. Now, Ferguson-"
He turned to the mouthpiece again, and almost
immediately an incredulous look passed over his
face.
No!" he shouted. "Don't pull your chief's leg,
Ferguson-it isn't done! Tell me again. With their
faces blackened? Well, I'm damned!"
He burst into a roar of laughter, shaking, shale
iug, until Lord Almeric and I sprang up in alarm.
Soldiers have given way to hysterics in the midst
of a great nervous strain before, and I thought
the general had an attack. I don't know what
Lord Almeric thought. but he evidently considered
the laughter a little ill-timed.
"No, not I'm all right, really-I'm not unstrung!" gasped Sir Thomas. "The raiders did
gas the Commons this morning-and every man
jack on the Treasury Bench woke up with his face
blackened!
Blackened, by Georgel-with burnt

More Gasoline, or Petrol in the "English"
Vocabulary, Has Been Taken. The Feces
of Members in the Mouse of Commons
are Bluelcened
Sir Thomas Basildon took the receiver from
Lord Almeric, and sat on the desk to talk into
the instrument.
"Yes, Ferguson-Basildon speaking," he said.
"Eh? Alt! Yes, well, I half expected that. Army
and Navy Stores? Aha-that, too. Eh? Just
a minute. Ferguson." He turned to us.
"The thing's complete. A petrol sation at Purr

What?" cried Lord Almeric. "You aren't serious, Basildon?"
"Serious as cholera," said Sir Thomas. "Ferguson has just told me-and he's too solemn to join;
out any subject."
There was no help for it. Lord Almeric tried
hard to keep his face straight, hut he couldn'tand presently he and the general were lying back
helpless in chairs, laughing till tears streamed
down their faces. I thought it funny enough, but
their laughter got me more than the joke.
"Confound it, Basildon," said Lord llmcric,

cork!"
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TROPADYNE SUPERADLO OUTFIT
THIS Superadio 6 Tube Set brings in
Station KFKX (Hastings, Nebraska), 1200 miles, in New York
City, clearly on a loud speaker, using
only the small loop which comes with the

É

$

outfit.

50

The outfit advertised here is complete,
as listed below, everything needed is included, down to the last screw. The
charts, blueprints, directions and photos
furnished are so complete and explicit
that anyone can build this set and have
it working within a few hours. There is
nothing additional to buy except the
necessary batteries and tubes. Price includes mahoganite cabinet and folding
loop aerial.
You can pay $150 or more for an outfit, or $200 or more for a set, but you cannot possibly buy a better set than this

SEND NO
MONEY

=

_.
,_____..._

.

E

one.

Utmost sharpness-Cuts thru
READ locals
bringing in long distant

THIS stations

'

-

TROPADYts18

as if they were locals.

Ease of Tuning-Only two dials.
Tuned Intermediate Transformers; the
only real BALANCED set of its kind
made. Once transformers are tuned they
need not be touched again.

'I

Your Money Refunded if this set does not satisfy
you in all respects-if after 5 days' fair trial you do
not proclaim the TROPADYNE the best radio set

No. Y4477

you ever listened to.
°

n
º

A GREAT ADVANCE IN RADIO SET BUILDING

By using our new NO -SOD -ER connectors, any one, by means of n screw driver and a pair of pliers, can
put this se: together. No bus bar, no heat, no flame,
no solder, no soldering iron (only an expert can solder right), no fuss, no trouble. By menns of our insulated, doutle
eyeletted, flexible connectors, perfect
connections are made, not only mechanically, but electrically as well. Short circuits impossible. Read all aboLt this
new advance on page 2038, hlay
issue of RADIO NEWS.

Note These Important Features:

REAR VIEW OF TROPADYNE

DISTANCE, VOLUME AND TONE QUALITY equal to any
S tube set sold at.vwhere at any price.
LOOP RECEPTION-Outside aerial not required with this set
-the complete loop is included in outfit.
PERMANENT LOGGING OF STATIONS-Follow chart furnished; there are only two tuning controls and you will always find
the same station at the same spots on the dials. Our log chart
shows you at what point to find any station.
MICROMETER VERNIER DIALS giving you the full advantage of the exceptionally sharp tuning.
OUTFIT IS ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE-Drilled panel, Mahoganite Cabinet and everything else needed, except tubes and
batteries.
ECONOMY and SIMPLICITY-This is not a reflex, yet six
tubes do the work for which other sets require eight to ten.

Fr

Set

uses

201A or UV -199 Tubes.

The Editor of Radio News

Complete List of Parts.

In the August

1924 issue, said this about the Tropadyne: "Here Is a remarkable receiver which we warmly recommend to our readers.
It has several
no, and unusual features In the first place only 6 tubes ere used cueing as
much volume as the average 8 tubo heterodyne The selectivity of this set is
unusual. Unequeitties of the. Intermediate transformers have noun been dono
corny with by tuning each transformer.
Alter the transformer has been
tuned. It can be left this svay, no further tuning being necessary.
"This system makes for maximum sharpness and maximum volume. Another outstanding point of superiority of the Tropadyne circuit is that It
practically does not radiate, thereby not Interfering with other nearby retching stations. A saving of tuo tubes as well as an Increase of selectivity
is obtained with this new circuit.'

4

ell values having been given, leaning out noth-

ing to puzzle you.
Just to name a few of the Vacuum Tube elrcults: The V.T. as a detector and one-step
amplifier: ono -step radio frequency amplifier
and detector; three stage audio frequency amplifier; short wave regenerative circuits; Sateen radio frequency amplifiers; radio and

audio frequency amplifier; Inductively coupled

amplifier: all Reflex Circuits.
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A POSTAL

`

CARD
BRINGS IT

2

Certified Low

Baseboard; Supply of "No-Sod-er" Connectors;
Folding Loop
1 Grid Leak and Mounting; Binding Posts; Flexible Wire;
1
Bakelite Binding Post Strip; 4 doz. Screws; Full Directions.
1

We ship in 24 hours

98S PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
Exp.

FREE

Standard Variocoupler;

Aerial;

NZ.

CONTAINS 75 VACUUM TUBE HOOK-UPS.
300 ILLUSTRATIONS. 500 ARTICLES,
NOW 100 PAGES
All Armstrong Circuits are explained clearly,

1

Loss 23 -plate Condensers; 1 Calibrated Transformer; 2 Jacks; 3
Fixed Condensers; 6 Bakelite Sockets; 2 Vernier Dials; 1 Rheostat;
1
Potentiometer; 1 7x24 Panel; 1 7x24 :lfahoganite Cabinet and

RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY,
New "Rasco" Catalog

RICO Tropaformers;

SEE OUR
2 -PAGE

AD ON
PAGES
2038 and
2039

RADIO
NEWS

5

SEND

NO_

MONEY

Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please send at once one complete Tropadyne Superadio Outfit
I will pay postman or
as advertised in May "Radio News."
expressman $60.50 upon arrival.

RADIO SPECIALTY CO..

98S

NAME
STREET or R.F.A.

CITY

STATE

=

=
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PATENTS
DESIGNS
TRADE MARKS
FOREIGN PATENTS
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PATENT ATTORNEYS
Anuiwled

Scientific American

with the

since 1845

WOOL WORTH BUILDING
New York City
526 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN BLDG.
607

Washington, D.

415

EDITED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS
ON this page every month we will give our readers the benefit of our experience on
patents and questions pertaining to patent law. Years of our treatment of the subject
of patented, patentable (and many unpatentable) devices has proved satisfactory to
hundreds of thousands of experimenters. The writer, who has handled the Patent Advice
columns of SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE for the past seven years, will
answer questions pertaining to the experimental side of Patents in this publication. If you
have an idea, the solution of which is puzzling you, send it to this department for advice.
Questions should be limited to Electrical, Radio and Chemical subjects. Another of our
publications, SCIENCE AND INVENTION, handles patent advice in other branches. Address
"Experimenter's Patent Service." c/o The Experimenter. 53 Park Place, New York City.

C.

TOWER BUILDING

Chicago, Ill.
368 HOBART BUILDING
San Francisco, Cal.
223 VAN NUYS BUILDING
Los Angeles. Cal.

Boots

and Information
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by Request.
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RADIO

]Z

Volts

Storage "B" Battery
Indefinitely-Pays

for Itself
2a Celts Lasts
Economy and performance unheard of before. Recharged
at a negligible cost. Approved and listed as Standard by
leading Radio Authorities
chiding Pop. Rod' Laboratorles, Pop,
Sri. Inst. Standards, Radio Ness Lab.. Letax Inc. and other important Inntltatlone. E ufpped with Solid Rnkbrr Ceee an in,urheavy glans jars. Heavy
anccoaJoiniee acÓ d ndyleis áóá.,yExtra
dust state number of batteries
SEND
order op received. Extra Otter: A bote elenin aerie,:95 tnoted. $131.
after
es. t: Der cent discount for
Pa
h:irb. ordain fteil xamerdérnatt

NO MONEY

<

Crystal Detector

1

j

j

J. Clement, Orange, N. J., asks for advice
on a crystal detector having a number of
points touching the crystal.
A.-This crystal detector idea is very old
and we doubt very much if you could secure
a basic patent upon the same. As a matter of fact, if you will make a search of the
Patent Office records you will find that a
great many of these ideas have been covered,
one as recently as September 16, 1924.

Portable Loop
Clyde D. Pace, Detroit, Mich., submits a
drawing of a large portable loop with col-

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY

Dept. 85,
Chicago. Ill.
1219 So. Wabash Ave..
Makers e$ the Famous World Radio "A' Storage Bet rip
t}iaea: 6.nott. 100 Amy. eí'.60' 1E0 Amp. 014.60: 140 Amp. $15.00.
AU rguipped

o

11FIBER CLAMP.FOR

il!. Solid Rubber Bose.

World

\

FOR

RADIO
STORAGE BATTERIES
INONA-WEAF-W§NrWJS-NM./ 1(60sj

YFRE En. IV

OR IET

CC

1rYV17~I
FO

I

Is new and useful it 1s patentable. send
me your sketch. Inventions developed, patented. Trade
marks and copyrights obtained in the Lt. S. and Foreign
countries.
70 Wall St.. New York
Z. H. POLACHEIC
Reg. Patent Attorney
Engineer
Professional

If your invention

rZ et BECOME A LIGHTNING
`%e ^ J' TRICK CARTOONIST"
tL

,%11.'5111\

/

`<

11
TUBES

Send Y1.00 for Laugh Producing Program of
23 Trick Drawings with Instructions. or
write for Free Lists of Chalk 'Callo 8uppiiee.
Balda Art Service. Dept.34. Oshkosh. Wis.

J. Bellingham, Philadelphia, Pa., asks
whether we advise hiln to patent the idea
of a soldering iron having removable tips
for work on radio sets.

CATIH

HOLDSTOP

RING TO
CLAMP IN POSITION
WHEN LOOP 15
OPEN

/OT

Removable Tips for Soldering
Irons

WIRE

SPRINGY/
tr

7

FOR

ARMS
BRASS -FIBER
OR ALUMINUM

tr

SLIDE

TUBING

INSIDE EACH

OTHER WHEN CLOSED

BASE OPEN

L

BASE CLOSED

TRADEMARKS
AN
'

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write
for our blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION". This should be
signed and witnessed and returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention for INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS FREE. Electrical cases a specialty.
Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
Prompt Attention
Reasonable Terms
sent Free on request'.
Highest References

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys
Chicago Offices:
1114 Tacoma Bldg.

Name

Philadelphia Offices:
Pittsburgh Offices:
518-519 Liberty Bldg.
514 Empire Bldg.
New York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg.

DIAIN1OFFICES: 930 NINTH, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Address
.

lapsible telescoping tube frame and asks our
opinion of the device.
A.-Although the folding loop aerial
which you have designed presents some pleasant features, it is not of very great value.
At the present time loops about 12 inches
in diameter are being employed with great
success at receiving stations. where the sets
have one, two or three tubes, and use the
reflex circuits. Big loops are not suitable
for home use, and there seems to be no reason to use the collapsible type except for
portable installations. Where large loops
are required, they are generally rigidly constructed.
\Ve do not believe that any firm would
be interested in manufacturing your device.

San Francisco Offices:
1010 Hobart Bldg.

9

A.-We certainly would not suggest that
you patent a removable tip soldering iron,
because you will find it difficult to secure
a worthwhile patent upon the idea. At the
present time there are several soldering irons
with removable tips selling for as little
as $3.25, which price includes the iron and
complete set of tips, cord and attachment
plug. It is doubtful whether a patent, even
if obtainable, upon an idea of this nature
would protect the idea which you think is
original with you.
Nevertheless, there is nothing to prevent
you from placing an iron of this type on
the market.
There is a great advantage in having
different shaped tips for soldering irons,
some crooked and some straight, especially
for use on radio sets, and a certain demand might be looked for.
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1TRaDE MARKS-COPYRIGHrs

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS

FREE

ANY NEW article, machine, design or improvement thereof, oany combination of parts or improvements in any known article
which increases its efficiency or usefulness, may be patented, if it
involves invention.

IF YOU HAVE ANY NEW IDEAS
which you feel are useful, practical and novel, take prompt action to
'protect your rights. If you have invented any new machine or new
combination of parts or improvement, or any new design or process,
SEND DRAWING, MODEL OR DESCRIPTION of it for
information as to procedure to secure protection.

'
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Drafting and Specification

Room of Clarence A. O'Brien, Registered Patent Lawyer, Washington, D. C.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS are

held in strict confidence. My personal, careful
and thorough attention is given to each case. I offer you efficient, reliable and prompt
service-based upon practical experience. Highest references. NO CHARGE FOR

ABOVE INFORMATION.
These books free
WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKS, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT" and "INVENTION
AND INDUSTRY" and blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION."
These books will give you valuable information, and they may save you much time and effort. Send for them,
NOW. My practice is devoted exclusively to United States and Foreign Patents and Trade Marks. Write me
freely, frankly and with full confidence; it is very probable that I can help you.
USE THE COUPON attached, and immediately upon its receipt I shall send you the form Record of Invention
to be returned to me Is ith drawing, description or model of your idea ; promptly upon receiving your idea I shall
write you as to procedure and costs.

A. O'BRIEN
CLARENCE
REGISTERED PATENT
LAWYER

Member of COURT OF APPEALS, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS;
Bar of
SUPREME COURT OF UNITED STATES, SUPREME COURT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Practice Confined to Patents, Trade Marks and Copyright:

FREE COUPON

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN, Registered Patent Lawyer
237E

Security Savings and Commercial Bank Building Directly Across Street from Patent Offiee
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Please send me your free books, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT" and "INVENTION AND INDUSTRY" and blank form,
"RECORD OF INVENTION," without any obligation on my part.
Name
Address
IMPORTANT-WRITE OR PRINT NAME CLEARLY.
I

1
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"The thing's farcical.
stopping his eyes.
couldn't have beets the raiders-surely not!"
radium
Boxes
of
"Must have been, Pluscardett.
were left beside the mace, addressed to some of
our research institutions. The thing's conclusive!"
"It might have been one of the Opposition who
woke up first and snatched the opportunity to
It is
stake the front bench look ridiculous.
enough to wreck the government."
"Might have been that," Sir Thomas chuckled,
"and 1 hope it does wreck the government. We
may get the Die-Hards back again, thank God."
"Let us hope so, Basildon. Well, there is little
use in remaining here. We can do nothing until
the clerks turn up, when we can go through the
books. Heavens, what a mess!" said Lord Almeric.
"I think a ride home and a bath, then early break-
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fast, is the idea. Let us go, Jimmy."
"Just let Mr. Boon show me those splashes of
powdered glass, Pluscarden," Sir Thomas said,
"and I'm with you. Could you drop me ,at Scotland Yard, if I send my car on? I want to talk
to you on the way."
"Surely." said his lordship. "I'll pick you up

.

An Easy Way to Learn

PHARMACY
AT HOME

Graduate pharmacists are always in
demand. The work is interesting and
pleasant and salaries are good. Many
young men open drug stores of their own
and become independent.
'There's an easy way to learn pharmacy
right in your own home in spare time,
without losing a day or a dollar from
your present work.
The International Correspondence
Schools course in Pharmacy supplies the
knowledge which it will be necessary for
you to have in order that you may pass
your State Board Examination.
Just mark and mail the coupon printed
below to the International Correspondence Schools, Box 8884-D, Scranton, Pa.,
and full particulars about the Pharmacy
Course or any other work of your choice
will come speeding to you by return mail.
TEAR OUT HERE

-

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 8884-D, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me

full particulars about the subject before which I
marked an X In the list below:-

have

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Civil Engineer
['PIRARMACY

Surve}Ing

Chemistry

aryl Mapping
Mine Foreman or Engineer

Q Automobile Work

Agriculture

Steam Engineering
and Poultry
[Mathematics
Oita Engine Operating
['Electrical Engineering ['Airplane Engines
Radio

Electrician
Architect
kfeclamlcal Engineer
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Draftsman O Architectural Draftsman
ltfaciune Shop Practice Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Ballroad Positions
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanship
OBusiness Management
Industrial Management
Advertising
Personnel Organization
Better Letters
Trasto Management
Foreign Trade
OStenography anti Typing Business Law
0Itanking and Banking Law
Businesss English
01 Accountancy (Including C.P.A.)
Civil Service
Ul Nicholson Cost Accounting
f]Rallway Mail Clerk
School SubiectaBookkeeping
1,.,jPtM1pte Sgeretary
School Subjects

Common

h
igh
Illustrating

Spanish

French

Name
Street Address
State

City

..

Occupation
Persona residing in Canada should rend this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

WANTED -MEN
TO -DARN;RADIO
$75 to $200

a Week
J Right now, everywhere, big.
easy money is being made in
Radio. Field unlimited.You can
master radio quickly at borne
insparetime. Nopreviousexperience necessaary. Now is the time
.

toenter this new, uncrowded

field.

1,000 Mile Receiving Set- FREE

Our new home -study met hods makeeverythin g about radio
amazingly simple No other course like it. Makes you expert on radio operation, repairs and installations of all
kinds. Send for literature telling all about opportunities
and how we give 1,000 mile receiving set FREE. Don't
.toils this big offer-ACT. Write now for big free book.

Radio Association of America Chicago

4513 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept.185
Insure your copy reaching you each month.
Subscribe to The Experimenter-52.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place,
N. Y. C.

outside."
There

ovas

no great crowd in the

streets yet,

was barely six .o'clock, but Sir Thomas no
sooner appeared than he seas.surrounded by news-

for it

paper men. who wanted a statement.
I can't give you any statement yet," Sir
Thomas protested. "Yes-yes, you can say I believe it to be the work of the Parnas.tic gang.
That must be obvious. I shall issue a general
statement when I get back to Scotland Yard. I
must treat you all alike."
They fell away from hint, but watched him
from á distance, and when we had finished looking
at the smears of glass and had gone on. I saw
them gather round the spot and examine the
powder closely.
"Glass bombs, I agree-probably containing the
"1 wongas in liquid form' said Sir Thomas.
der what it is?"
The newspaper Wren were still hanging around
the smears when the three of us drove aova_r in
Lore! Alnteric's automobile.
"I must have those policemen sent away," said
Sir Thomas, when we had passed through the
cordon which was holding a small crowd back
"It is
from the area which had been gassed.
nothing but a waste -of tinte."

Recollections of Wortinies and OW Memories
He and Lord Almeric talked earnestly enough

our way to the West End, but though
they did not exclude me from the conversation, it
ovas of stuff that osas Greek to me, and I was
more interested in the wakening streets. I should
like to have seen how Fleet Street was taking the
event, but we. went down a street which brought
us out on the Embankment by Blackfriar's Bridge,
passing the building that, during the war, was
known as Adastral House, where I had tried to
get into the British Flying Corps by swearing I
They wouldn't have me
was a British citizen.
because of my age. I ovas only a kid, then. The
building now seemed to be the offices of some
commercial firm. I remembered my chagrin at
being turned down by the British authorities.
though they were extraordinarily kind to me, and
looking back at that time, I got a -tingle all over
to think that I was taking a lively part in an affair
pretty nigh as exciting as the war I had wanted
so mach to get into.
It made me smile to think of the intense awe
I should have had for the general in those days.
or even for Lord Almeric, kind as lie was. A
mighty queer set of happenings. thought I. that
brought me. to be sitting in a limousine with the
chief of the British C. I. D. and the deputy governor of the Bank of England!
We dropped Sir Thomas Basildon at New Scotland Yard, passing through the courtyard into
Whitehall.
"You must permit me to worry you a trifle
more, Mr. Boon." said Sir Thomas, as he stepped
from the automobile. "I want you to recount your
experiences to sonic of my men. May I ring you
up at Lord Almeric's?-or. no-let us fix the 'ime
And perhaps I may be
at twelve -thirty today.
able to snatch a minute or two to see your new
plane-what d'ye call it?-the Mcrlirtl-if I may
be allowed."
"Delighted. sir." said I. "Twelve -thirty, then.
as we made

Here?"
"Here." he replied. "Ask for
They'll bring you straight up."

me at this door.

As ore turned into Whitehall, I caught a glimpse
of crowds in Parliament Square.
"Surely the Senate-the Parliament isn't still
sitting?" I asked Lord Almeric.

"No." lie smiled. "I expect they've gone home
by now. But you know what crowds are. They
will hang around Parliament Square for hours in
the vain hope that they will see somebody who
has had his face blackened, and they will give
a circumstantial account of how nearly they accomplished it, years after."
IV
At Lord Alineric's House in Knightsbridge,

Year Peter Pan's Ilattnts
We reached Lord Almeric's house in Knightsbridge about half -past six. Milliken was nowhere
to be seen. I looked about for a servant, and found
the one who had opened the door. yawning on
the landing.

I

"Do you know where Mr. Milliken

has gone?"

asked.

"No, sir. He must

early, before the 'ouse was properly astir, sir-if he has
gone," said the man with an air of suspicion.
ha -:e slipped out

"Very well," said I.

I

guessed that my mechanic had gone down to
begin work on the Merlin, so I had a bath, and
presently joined Lord Almeric at breakfast.
"What plans have you for today, Jimmy?" asked
his lordship.
"First, I shall cable my father, and get him to
begirt the campaign against the raiders so that a
cordon of scouts can be drawn around the coast
tonight. Then I will have to attend to the Merlin.
I propose starting for America at ten tomorrow,
so as to arrive before dark."
"Bless mel Hone on earth can you do that?"
"I leave at ten from here, and take thirteen
hours to make Long Island, nominally eleven
o'clock at night-but as a matter of fact it will
I
be six o'clock, American tinte. when I arrive.
get back the five hours we lost coming here."
"I had forgotten that." said Lord Almeric with
"One of these days you young men
a smile.
will be beating time itself."
"Alt," said I. "We've got to fly at fourteen
hundred and fifty kilometers per hour to beat
tinte across the Atlantic from cast to west."

Thirteen Hours From England to America
"Good God!" he cried. "You don't mean to say
you've reckoned it out?"
"Why not?" I grinned at hint. "When I started
flying, ninety miles an hour was thought good
going-that's a hundred and forty-four kilometers.

My Merlin does three and a half times that speed,
five hundred odd-which is more than a third of
sun speed."
Jimmy," said his lordship, "I give you up.
Yo u are too much for mte. Tell Sir Thomas Basildon that when you see hint today, will you."

"All right, sir."

He made for the door, where he turned.
"Good morning. Jimmy," said he. Then, "Do
you think it will ever be done?"
"\Vhy not? Shells do it. \Ve might find a new
principle of flight."
He went out, shaking Isis head.
I finished breakfast and went down to Battersea, where I found Milliken with half a dozen
mechanics busy over the Merlin.
"Hullo, Milliken!" I said. "Where did you get
to this morning?"
"Here." said he. "Knew- that the sootier I got
on the job, the better seeing that we'll be going
back tomorrow. She's in fine trim, though-and
as sound as a bell."
"Good. Did you have any breakfast?"
"There's a quick -breakfast counter and hot-dog
cabin in the street on the other side of the bridge,"
said Milliken, "but they don't sell any fruit."
"'E means a cawr fee stall, sir," one of the
mechanics explained.

"I

get

that."

"We're goin' to take 'im round the corner presE'll
ently wen ove knocks off, to a chop-'ouse.
But 'e won't get no
get a real breakfis' there.
dog or fruit-'cept the sossidges might be dog
and a banana."
When the mechanics had gone, taking Milliken
with them to the "chop-'ouse." I got off my coat
As Milliken
and jacket and went over the bus.
I worked
had said, she was as sound as a bell.
with the men until midday, when 1 walked to
Scotland Yard.
I told all I knew to a half dozen detectives, and
stood the lire of questions they shot at me. until
at last they all got up and trooped out, solemnly
shaking hands with me. each one of them. Then
Sir Thomas caste along and inspected the Merlin.
He expressed a high opinion of it and offered to
use his influence if I wanted to dispose of it to
I told him that would
the British Air Board.
depend on what the American authorities thought
of it. and if they'd approve of Britain having it,
my own country naturally coming first with me.
lie patted me on the shoulder at that, and said
I was quite right. Then we had lunch together
at his club, and after that I collected Milliken
and pulled him around the town.
Crowds were collected here and there about the
streets, and you'd come on small knots of people,
laughing like mad over the papers. It did seem
as if nobody cared a red cent about the raid on
the banks, but that everybody thought a great
deal of the joke played on the British ministers.
I knew that many a minister and public servant
had been sent into retirement through ridicule in
France, and that the trait ovas peculiar to the
French, but if the Cabinet of the British government could stand the guffaws that went up that
afternoon, they were gummed to their seats with
Hercules cement. I collected a few of the journals for future reference, and took Milliken to
a picture theatre.

-

It

was late again

when we got back to Load

Almeric's, and ove found his lordship waiting for
us, with the whiskey decanter all ready. When
at last we did go up to bed. he came into our
rooms and pushed a tissue -wrapped package into
my hand. and another into Milliken's. Then he
went away before either of us could say anything.
I !lust say that Lord Almeric had speed in
Milliken's package contained a
doing kindnesses.

(Continued
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for the Finest and BEST Radio Tools
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RADIO
TOOLSET
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HANDITOOL

This is the handiest

set of tools ever made

for Radio
Use

makers

famous

Work by
of

Benda Bus

wire

Ibols. It contains the
Rachet
I' tolimving: 1
Screw -driver. 6'.4 in.
long holding all attachments; 1 Blade, 5% x 3-16; 1
Blade. 3% a %; 1 Blade 2% x r/: 1 Countersink; 2 Socket Wrenches for all assail nuts; 1 Reamer to enlarge holes
1n panel from
x 'fs; 1 Wrench, ono end 5-16" square
or hex. for jack, other ',4" hex., etc.
$3.00
PRICE per set-No. 701

'/

consists of 4 in.
e, to which Is attached wire bending
device, with nickeled ferrule and 3 in. long two sided
reamer.
PRICE-No. 702
50e

black japanned band

TOOL CHEST

HAND DRILL
A

---

The Simplest Practical
Radio Set Made

including Radiogem. Phone
and Aerial
The Complete Outfit Consists
of Three Parts

-

..k.' :-

'!

e.l

s-

The

hardwood
handle Is hollow
to store drills.
Iran, frame, nick-

ball
eleoF parts,
bearing three jawed chuck holding and centering accurately round shank drills front 0 to 3-16.
Length of

drill. 12 Inches.
PRICE-No. 303

$2.25

-,
,

$2.50
A Complete Radio Receiver

e

-I

malting

eyes,

PRICE-No.

Bar

Made of

41.00

CIRCLE CUTTER

The- RADIOGEM

material and equipped with the
highest grade high steel cutting
bits. It does three things at once.
It drills Its own pilot, cuts out
plug and puts bead or scroll

Constructor.

The GEMPHONE

(Three)

Made of the

finest

around the hole In ono operation.
;j to 4 in. in dlam.

Casts holes

PRICE-No.

PRICE-No,

hind!'

GefCtao-+O-e-n-F

Especially designed for the Radio

An adjustable, 1,000 -ohm phone complete with 3 -ft. cord-the first inexpensive
adjustable receiver made. The Gemphone
is of standard type and made of the very
best grade of materials throughout. The
case is made of turned wood. an exclusive
feature with the "GEMPHONE." This
is responsible for its exceptionally rich.
and mellow tone. Like RADIOGEM. the
GEMPHONE is sold unassembled. Our
Instruction pamphlet shows how to assemble it in two minutes, using only a
screw driver.

Bolds any ogress by its slot
with a firm grip, makes it easy
to place and start screws in difficult places.
Just the tool for the Radio Constructor. All
parts heavily nickeled and polished.

loops.

(One)

(Two)

SCREW STARTER
and DRIVER

on Bus
wire. With this device
Radio Constructor can
his set to comparo favEasier to use and moro

203

The simplest radio outfit made-yet as
practical as the most expensive. A crystal
receiving set that you can operate and
enjoy even though you know absolutely
nothing about radio. You receive the
RADIOGEM unassembled, together with
a clearly written instruction book, which
shows you how to quickly and easily construct the set, using only your hands and
a scissors. The outfit comprises all the
necessary wire, contact points, detector
mineral, tube on which to wind the coil,
etc., etc. The instruction book explains
simply and completely the principles of
radio and its graphic illustrations make
the assembling of the RADIOGEM real
fun.

long, black Itubberold finish with steel chuck, nickel
plated, burred and with the following 9 tools: Saw, bradawl, large screwdriver. file. scratch awl, gimlet, reamer.
chisel, small screwdriver. Earls tool of One steel, drop
forged tempered. hardened, and nicely finished. Set comes
in Icatherold box with tray.
PRICE-No. 703
$1.85

bends, and offsets

any
Y
wire
orably svlth any factory made set.
accurate than pliers. Full directions In box.
henry steel, blued and finished.

Set consists of "LOCKmaster handle. 5"

..

WIREBENDING
TOOL
Por

402

$3.00

401

$2.00

Bar or

strips and
scrapes is I r e
bores and reams
Tool
holes, etc.

Use

"YANKEE"

304

$1.00

RADIO

DRILL SET

Composed of 10 straight shank
twist drills, fitting all hand
and breast drills. The selection of these drills has been
esperially made for Rad o Constrictors and consists of
t se following sixes: 1-16,
-64, 3-32, 7-04. %, 0-G4.
5-32. 11-64. 3-16, 17-64. Drills are mounted on white
Holland Llncn cilia sizes clearly marked.
PRICE-No. 305
$1.25

VVVIITITT

401.
Same tool but smaller and
not fitted with bead or scroll in

one operation.

PRICE-No.

a4

I>

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON
RacIlo Work. Operates either on 110 volt A.C. or D.C. The hest element Is of Nichrome,
which prevents overheating and assures the desired even
temperature.
Size of Iron, in'4 In. long. A 4 -ft Cord
and plug is furnished.
A perfect foal for

PRICE-No.

800

32.00

Especially designed for Radio Work by the makars of the
famous 'Yankee" Tools.
A beautiful balanced, small.
Powerful drill with 4 to 1 ratio of gears for speed. Special chuck 9-32" capacity, to take largest drill, mostly
furnished with drill or tool sets. Length over all, 9% In.
Weight 1'4 lbs.

PRICE-No.

302

52.75

t---1.:
Three -in -One Nut Wrench. Consists of handle with hollow glens 6 Inches in length and three interchangeable
sockets fitting popular sizes of nuts. The hexagon sockets
grin the nut solidly.
PRICE per set-No. 301
65e

Combination PI er Wire Cutter, Wire Former and Wrench.
Drop forged. slender but exceptionally strong. 6 In. long.

PRICE-No.

202

75c

The AERIAL OUTFIT
Consisting of 100 ft. of standard copper aerial wire and two porcelain insulators.

Complete Radiogem
Outfits - $2.50
The Radiogem, only - 1.00
The Gemphone, only - 1.00
Aerial Outfit, only .50

\The RADIOGEM

sari;
Side Cutting Nipper. Lap Joint For cutting all kinds of
wire.
Jaws hardened and oil tempered.
Natural steel
finish with polished jaws. Length 6 Inches.

PRICE-No.

201

75e

Sharp Nose, Side Cutting Pliers. Just the pliers
for the radio constructor. Bends and cuts all kinds of
soft wire.
Nose 1% inches long, black body. polished
jaws. Length 5% inches.
Long

PRICE-No.

200

75o

Order all tools by order number.

All goods are shipped free of transportation charges to all parts of
the United States and possessions the same day as the order is received.

If

MONEY REFUND GUARANTEE
you are not satisfied money will be refunded on return of goods.

CORP., 66-E W. Broadway, New

York/

.
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Radio's Greatest Magazine
25

More live news of radio, more hookups and more
radio articles than any other radio Magazine

'NÉWS,
Uhl. by

Radio News has been the greatest radio magazine since the first year
of publication, more than six years ago. It is read by more than twice
as many people as any other radio magazine which is adequate proof
that it's Radio's Greatest.
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Radio News contains the most up-to-the-minute news of the Radio
World, the most hookups and diagrams. It is profusely illustrated with
pictures of important radio events, new radio parts and equipment and
complete radio transmitting and receiving stations. When you want
to know anything about radio or the activity of the radio industry
buy RADIO NEWS.

SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
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25c the Copy

Science "in Pictures"
"Gold Covered"
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Magazine of Scientific
and Inventive Happenings

There are over 200 pictorially explained articles in every issue of

SCIENCE AND INVENTION

T11F.

on every conceivable phase of the
most fascinating field of Inventive Science. The idea in back of
SCIENCE AND IN\ ENTION is to tell clearly by many pictures
and every -day language the marvelous developments of Science in
which everybody is interested.
Every page is a revelation of the great and vital things that are
constantly around us in every-day life and of which we are usually
entirely unaware. SCIENCE AND INVENTION delves into
the great laboratories of the men of Science and of the great body
of inventors who are constantly designing and creating new things
and places them before you in an interesting way that keeps you
marveling at the greatness of Science.

SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS

25c the

Motor Touring in America!
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extent.\

is a magazine solely for these
Each month it gis es new routes, maps and various guides to
successful trips throughout the country. It contains many interesting
detailed stories of pleasant motor trips that have been taken together
with instructive hints on the best way to enjoy a motor trip to its full-
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people.

2) CENTS

MOTOR

Motor Camper & Tourist is devoted to the greatest
of America's Out -door Recreations
More than ten million people in the United States make use of cars
for motoring and camping. They enjoy the great, healthy out -door
life of America.
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tobacco box of silver inside whose lid was engraved:
To W. M.
In remembrance of an enjoyable Atlantic flight with
"As proper a man as ever trod neat's leather,"
from A. P.
Mine was a gold cigarette -case, and in it was
inscribed:
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To J. V. B.
in remembrance of an Atlantic flight at
One-third of the sun's speed,

from A. P.

"Basildon was right." he said. "He has just
told tie that the raiders visited both Berlin and
Paris this morni-rg."
"In one night!" I exclaimed. "Then it looks
as if they have more than one airship in Europe,
Lord Altneric. From Berlin to i'aris is well over
seven hundred
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ILLUSTRATIONS
No wireman is ever
186

out of

a

job.

Thousands of young men have become expert wiremen through the simple rules and
tables given in STANDARD WIRING.
It contains The National Electrical Code explained
illustrated. New illustrated chapters on Outside Wiring and Inside Wiring for all systems for
and

both direct and alternating currents: House and
Residence Wiring. Garage W iring, Theatre and
Moving Picture House Wiring. Marine Wiring.

Electric Sign Wiring. Radio Wiring.
How to install, operate and care for Generators.
Motors, Storage Batteries, Meters. Electric Ranges
and every kind of wlring device for light, heat end
sower.

Leather Cover Gilt Edges. Pocket Size.
Sent Pest Pn id on receipt of Price

$3.00
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H. C. CUSHING, Jr.
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Prices Smashed!

' t
Quality Not Sacrificed
SONS.
Here is real battery
quality, guaranteed to you, at
prices that will astound the enV
tire battery -buying public. Order
direct from factory. Put the Dealer's
Profit in your own pocket. You actually save
much more than half, and so that you can be
convinced of true quality and performance, we
give a Written
I

Two -Year Guarantee

Herefayour protection! Noneedtotakeachance.
Our battery is right-and the price is the lowest
ever made. Convince yourself. Read the Priced
Special 2 -Volt Radio Storage Battery, $3.75
Special 4 -Volt Radio Storage Battery,
6.00
6 -Volt, 60 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 7.00
6 -Volt, 80 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 8.00
6 -Volt, 100 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 9.50
6 -Volt, 120 Amp. Radio Storage Battery,11.50
6 -Volt, 140 Amp. Radio Storage Battery,13.00
We ask for no deposit. Simply send name
and address and style wanted. Battery will
be shipped the day we receive your order
Express C. O. D., subject to your
examination on arrival. Our
'114
.,

guarantee accompanies
each battery. Weallow 5%
discount for cash in full
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with order. You cannot
lose! Act quick. Send your
order today-NOW.

Arrow Battery Co.
1215 South Wabash Ave.
Dept. 14
Chicago, ill,
Course for men of ambition
and limited time. Over 4000
in e n trained.
Condensed

Electrical
Engineering+

coarte in Theoretical and Practical Electrical

including
the closeIY related

subjects of 5fautematics and Mechanical Drawing taught
by experts.
Students construct motors, install wlring.
test electrical machinery. Course complete
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kilometers, and the voyage would
take the average airship more than Íour hours.
Did he say at what time the raids took place?"
"No. He is on his way here now to say goodbye to you. Jimmy, and he will have breakfast
with us. We shall have full details then." He
turned to the butler. "Sir Thomas Basildon will
have breakfast, Bunter."
"Very good, niy lord."
"We are beginning to find the amazing measure
of our mysterious enemy," Lord Alntertc went on.
"It must be a huge organization. Think of the
quantities of ore which must have been reduced
to result in all :hat radium-arid the expense of
the operation!
Why, the amount left in New
York, Louisville and London here represents as
much money as has been taken in the various
raids.
That alone is a staggering fact.
The
preparations for these raids must have occupied

One Year

Established In 1893. Presare for your
profession in the Post interesting city
In the world. Free catalog.
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
275 Takoma Aye., Washington, D. C.

number of years."
"I'm with you there,

Lord Almeric" said I,
"and the secret has been astonishingly well kept.
It beats me to know how the airships could have
been built and their docking sheds erected with
out the connivance, or at least the hoodwinking,
of the government in whichever country the bases
of the raiders are situated.
I said bases-because the thing gets bigger every bit of news.
How can we be certain that there aren't a number
of bases both in Europe and in America? I'm
beginning to get fogged, Lord Almeric. \Vlien the
thing first started, I thought we were up against
an ordinary gang of crooks using new methods,
and that one encounter with then[ in the Merlin,
once she was carrying her armament, would settle
the business. I'm not so sure now. I don't know
where I'm going to begin."
"The problem is not at all a simple one," Lord
Almeric agreed. "But you are taking the only
stay in which you personally can deal with the
situation, Jimmy. If you can persuade your government to he ful.y prepared for further raids, you
will do a great service. And you rever know
hut that you will have the luck to encounter one
or other of the airships in your seaplane. It will
be an interesting tight if it ever occurs.'
"There's the devil of it," I said. "My bus
would have a better chance of whacking them than
any other in existence-I may sound a bit chesty
when I say that, hut you know linos good site

Is-"
''I think

I dn." he smiled, "and I don't think
you the least 'chesty.' "
"Well, then. I sell illy design to the government, and so give a number of good fellows a
chance to pull off the tight I want to have myself.
I'd like to be selfish and hog the whole
tiring for lames V. Boon."
"Nonsense, Jimmy," said his lordship with a
twinkle. "You'll play the game and give your
side full benefit of your knowledge.
You realize
as well as anyone that only good Leant -work will
scotch this menace."
"No. flogging won't tlo." I agreed. "I'll have
to put the ,1!erlir into the pool."
In an incredibly short time we were joined by
the chief of the C. I. D.. who nutst have done
violence to all the speed law's of the city.
"What do you think of it, Pluscarden?" be
demanded. "Didn't I say Paris and Berlin, eh?"

Paris and Berlin Roth Raided on the Same
Morning. Details from Paris
"Yes, you were right, Basildon."

"\n astonishing thing about it to me is both
cities being attacked on the same morning," said
Sir Thomas, already busy at the breakfast-table.
"The raid on Berlin seems to have started at half past twelve this morning. The district round the
Reiehsbank was subjected to gas at that time,
while the Berliners were still on their pleasures.
It was seen that something queer was happening.
Folk venturing over a certain fairly definite line
simply fell staggering to the ground, while others
outside the line could watch it happen. The police
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The Raiding of Berlin and Paris
On the Sunday morning, Milliken went oil early
to the Merlin, taking his own luggage and mine.
Lord Slmeric and myself were having breakfast
together, and had barely started when a servant
came in with word that Sir Thomas Basildon
wished to speak to his lordship on the phone.
Lord \Imeric came back with ever so slight a
ruffle of excitement on his habitual calm.
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FREE
with this pay -raising setone of the greatest armature
winding books ever written-

BUT
YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE

NOW !
To every matt who subscribes to the Library
of Electrical Maintenance and Repair NOW the
will give a copy of Croft's Alternating Current
Armature Winding, the latest and most practical book on armature winding and rewinding.
No charge for
comes to you FREE with
this helpful maintenance and repair library.
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Electrical Maintenance
and Repair
5

volumes-1736 pages -1810 pictures

Every man concerned with the care and repair
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tried to get into the district, but met with the
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same fate.
"It did not dawn on anyone," he went on,
"anyone in authority, for some time, that the
city was going through a similar experience as
that of New York and London-even though I
had warned the police yesterday morning-but at
last gas -masks were sent for. They were no good
against the anaesthetic. The police wearing then'
fell just the same.
\Voidd you oblige me with
the mustard, Mr. Boon?"
"Did they try to get above the district in the
air?" I asked, passing him the pot.
"Thanks," he said. "I'm coming to that. While
they were still fiddling about with the masks and
making bull -foolish rushes into the gassed area,
nobody hail thought of calling out the air scouts.
They found the air clear on the tops of the buildings, and tried to approach that way, but of course
came to openings that were impassable. It was
over an hour before the first air scout carte wheeling over the district the damned fools-and by
that time there was nothing to be seen above or
below. About two o'clock it was possible to get
into the area, though here and there the police
were overcome by the gas even then.
Pockets,
I
suppose, where the fumes-or whatever it
had-not dispersed. Only the Reichsbank had been
forced. There was no gold to take, but not only
had securities been destroyed, hut the hulk of the
ledgers had been absolutely obliterated by the use
of acid. This is amazingly good ham, Pluscardenyour own breeding?"
"Good God!" said Lord Almeric. "Yes-the
leant is front the farm."
"I've seldom tasted better," said Sir Thomas
calmly. "Ves," lie went on. "A pretty rotten
trick! The usual boxes of radium had been left,
this time in the bank itself. By one-thirty every

is-

available aeroplane was in the air, but though
they may still he searching, up to now there has
been neither sight nor sound of the raiders reported. That's Berlin. Now, here's a fact that
will make you pause and consider. Mr. Boon.
Within three hours, Paris was visited."
"One moment. Sir Thomas," I interrupted.
"Three hours' actual flight-or clock time?"
"I mean three hours' actual flight," lie replied.
"I'm remembering the hour difference between
Berlin and Paris clocks. Shortly after three,
Paris time, the raiders had descended on that city.
Here some considerable time passed before it was
discovered that anything uncommon was in progress. The raid was concentrated on the Banque
de France, and. if you remember your Paris,
there's not much doing just there, even though
the Avenue de 1'Opéra close by may he swarming with night -birds. As soon as the alarm was
given-pretty much from the saute circumstances
as had become apparent in Berlin-soldiers and
gendarmerie were pushed along to surround the
Banque, but they could not venture closer than
the north side of the Place des Victoires on the
north and on a line front the Palais Royal on
the south. The police brought gas -masks, with
the saute result as in Berlin. They even brought
up a wagonful of oxygen tithes, which they drove
slowly up Rue des Bons Enfants, releasing the
gas as they went. But the driver of the carrion
was overcome and switched off his engines before
they were half -way up the street, anti the crew
was so affected that nothing could he seen of what
was happening round the Banque. Meantime, there
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had been no delay in bringing up the air police,
except for the time that had elapsed before the
alarm was given. The airship was seen-"
"Ah!" cried Lord Almeric, and I felt a thrill
run up my spine.
"It was seen," said Sir Thomas again. "It was
snugged down on top of Rue Bailliff, hugging close
to the buildings. The unfortunate thing is that
both the scouts who saw it developed engine trouble
and had to come clown. One almost crashed in
the Palais Royal Gardens-he hit a plane treebut the other made a good landing in the Place
du Carrousel. By the time the others came up,
the airship was gone, and although the French
and we have been scouring the air, searchlights
and everything, not a single trace of the airship
has been discovered."
"What an unlucky thing that the engines of
both machines conked," I said.
"If both pilots hadn't been Wren of proved daring and pluck," said Sir Thomas, "the inclination
would he to say they funked, for when the engines were examined, not a thing wrong could be
found. ft's a mysterious affair. I can't make it

out."
"Could the airship have dote anything to them?"
I asked.
"I don't see how she could," lie replied. "They

were flying high enough to clear the buildings in
landing-and surely out of range of anything the
raiders could do. What makes me mad is the
selfishness, the pig-headedness of the German
police. My people didn't get the news front Berlin until after the Paris call, and apparently the
French only heard front Berlin while the raid on
Paris was actually happening. If the Germans
had been anything alive, and had sent warning
to the French in time, the chances are that the
airship would have been intercepted on approaching Paris. There's a rotten thing, if you like!
The whole chance of getting at the raiders gone
-and all because Gerry was too busy getting excited over his own affairs to think of anybody

else!"

Your realize, of course, Sir Thomas," I said,
"that if the same airship raided both Paris and
Berlin, it must be tip to doing close on three
hundred kilometers an hour?"
"I hadn't lost sight of that, Mr. Boon," he replied, "and 1 don't know what to think. If it
wasn't the same airship, we're left to the conclusion of at least two in Europe, which leads to
the possibility that there may lie one or two in

America-and these raids are given the significance of a real war. What's the greatest airship
speed made hitherto-can you remember?"
"Propert with his America did nearly two -twenty

kilometers in an hour's spurt off Sandy Hook in
1926." I reminded him, "but a puff of wind
buckled his machine. It was too light in con-

struction."

"I remember. Phew! Three hundred is amazing speed for a dirigible-but-the brain that can
discover a gas capable of putting cities to sleep
-will you deny it the ability to invent a machine
to do a mere three hundred kilometers the hour?"
Mystery of the Great Quantities of Radium
"Not me," said I. "It seems to me we're up
against one of the cleverest minds of the century.
Where did they-the raiders-get all that radium,
for example? Lord Almeric was asking the question just before you arrived."
"Blessed if I know," said Sir Thomas, very
much the bewildered soldier for a moment. "That
radium would he enough to float a company in
the city with millions of capital-eh. Pluscarden?"
"Yes. I should think so." said Lord Almeric.
"But, Basildon-you haven't mentioned the damage
that was done to the Banque de France-"
"Bless nie." said Sir Thomas, helping himself
to marmalade. "Didn't I tell you what happened
there? They left radium as usual-and also gold
ingots valued at twenty-five millions of
"What!" Lord Almeric jumped to his feet.
"They left gold valued at twenty-five million

francs-"

francs," Sir Thomas repeated quietly.
"What madness is this?"
"It is fantastic! Incredible!" cried his lordship.
"I'm giving you the information that was passed
to me, Pluscarden," Sir Thomas said distinctly.
"My dear fellow-I did not refer to you, but
to this action of the raiders," Lord Almeric explained. "Tell toe, did you learn if these ingots
were stamped with any government mark?"
"I asked particularly about that. They bore
no marks by which they could be identified."
"It is astonishing. I can find no real motive
for any of the raids-but this-this-what do
you make of it, Basildon?"
"I can make nothing of it-especially as the
ledgers of the Banque de France suffered the same
treatment as those of the Reichsbank-utterly ob-

literated."
"The thing seems to me so wanton-so useless," said Lord Almeric. "The trouble that must
ensue-no record of transactions-how can all the
complications that must result be sorted out? It
is monstrous!"
"It's pretty damnable," Sir Thomas agreed, rising as he spoke. "If the idea of the raiders is
to bring business to a standstill, they are going
the right way about it. Well, we must do our
best to run them to earth. Sitting still won't do
any good. You'll do your best when, youget back
to America, Mr. Boon, to make those in authority
realize the position? Your father will help you

there."

i
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"I shall cable Mr. Boon myself," said Lord
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Almeric, "and Jinnuy here will supplement my
efforts."
"That lacing so," said I, "the best thing I can
do is to get back to America as quickly as I
can. I can do nothing further on this side, Sir
Thomas?"
"You have done us great service in bringing
Lord \Interic hack so speedily, and in telling us
about the American raids," said he. "Your work
is on the other side of the Atlantic.
But 1 shall
keep you posted. If any new development occurs
of which the news might help you in your investigations. I shall inform you as quickly as I
shall the police over there-depend on that. Now.
I'll say good-bye-and wish you every possible good
luck. I hope we shall meet again, Mr. Boon."

Here's a Good
Book for You

"I hope so. sir," I said. "Good-bye, and good
luck to you, sir."
"Thanks.
Good-bye.
I shall
see you later.

Pluscarden?"
"1'es. I intend to see Jimmy off-then I shall
be fully available, Basildon."
"Good."
Sir Thomas marched off. and p-esently Lord
.\Interic and I were driving down to Battersea
and the dlerliu.
\Ve wasted no time in getting away.
Lord
Ahneric bade Milliken and me hearty farewells,
and to a cheer for my mechanic front his English confreres-with whom he had apparently

established himself a favorite-we took off just
before ten o'clock. clue west and headed for our
own country. \Vith our luck holding, we reckoned to be at Gardiner Bay by half -past five Amer-
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Compiled under the direction of
WILLIAM S. LOWNDES, Ph.B'.
Member American Institute of Architects

ican time.
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last is a practical book on
"House Wiring and Bell Work." So
simply written and clearly illustrated that
you can readily understand it even if you
have only a limited knowledge of electricity.
Just off the press. Contains definitions and

1

Gardiner's Bay, L. I.
We were flying high by the time we got above
the Bristol Channel, and every nose and then we
would pass a plane, one of Sir Thomas Basildon's
scouts. Ile must have sent out w. rd of our departure, for we were not challenged. When we
passed near enough. we invariably got a signal

wishing us grod luck, and once or twice a voice
came over the radio phone. which was in open
circuit, with a "Cheerio, Merlin-keep your eyes
skinned going over!'
Once above the open sea. I gave the pilot scat
to Milliken. and turned to read the English jour
uals I had brought with me. They were full, of
course, of the raid on the Bank of England, and
for the most part the story was told without
much flourish or waste of words. In the leading
columns of some the fact was glossed over that
the government had been caught napping with a
policy of reducing the air service. and space was
taken up with the useless condemnation of the
"criminals" behind the raid. Those particular
journals, it was easy to see, were government
organs.
The papers of the opposite Dirty vigorously
rubbed in all the damaging facts. and were bright
ly humorous over the blackened faces of the Cabi
net. One journal spoke ponderously of the affair
in the house of CO111111011s as if it had been a sort
of nigger -minstrel show:

HERE at

descriptions of electricity, currents, conductors,
cells, electrical units, circuits, generators, motors,
etc Special chapters on fundamental systems of
distribution, commercial and feeder -and-main
systems, wire cables, insulation, cut-outs attd
switches, exposed wiring, wire -carrying devices,
cotnluits, fittings, lamp sockets, receptacles, panel
boards, transformers, switchboards, call bells,
annunciators, burglar and fire alarms, electric
clorks. Diagrams of a dwelling and a portion
of a large hotel arc also shown with all the
indications of wiring and outlets.
Just mark and mail the coupon with $2.00
and we'll send you this new book on "House
Wiring and Bell Work" by return mail. Note
the other good books listed in the coupon and
the lots prices.

Money back if not satisfied
International Correspondence Schools

Box 8885-D, Scranton, Pa.
not enclosing $........ for Mitch please send me
the books
have checked below
O house Wiring and Bell Work - - - - $2.00
Electricity Handbook, 414 pages - - - 1.00
Radio Handbook, 511 pages - 1.00
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THE WESTMINSTER TROUPE OF
MINSTRELS
There has long been a suspicion of a familiar
flavor about the nightly entertainment at St.
Stephen's Ball. Time and again some chord of
memory has been struck, and we have endeavored
in vain to trace where we had heard that note

before, but the bright idea conceited by the leading comedian at our famous house of amusement
-nothing core subtle than the use of a little
burnt cork-revealed in a Clash whence cante the
old familiar flavor.
The Nigger Minstrels, of
course!
"Brudder Bones, cane you tail me the simularrity
between an orphan boy, the Prince of \Vales, a
bald-headed man. and a monkey's mother?"
"No. Brut'.der Jawnsun, alt cane tiot tail you the
simularrity between-etc., etc."
The surprise sprung upon us was an elaborate
one. It was known that great efforts were being
made on the part of the management to provide
a full-dress, bumper entertainment.
None of the
leading lights of the Front Bench were to he missing; from corner -non to cornerutan, and from
the front rote to the back bench of the chorus,
the full complement of the company was to lie
turned out for this occasion only. We were to
witness the screaming absurdity entitled, "Too
Much in the \ir."
It must be confessed that the entertainment
dragged a little at the start, due to the inclusion
of too mane stump speeches i:1 the program.
The speakers, moreover, all were ton conscientiously impersonating the old-time Members of
Parliament. and it is a well -established axiom in
the art of entertaining that close imitation of
familiar tyres need not necessarily be funny. The
broad touch of burlesque was needed. It is painful to report, so tedious did the show become, that
not only the audience fell asleep, but the entertainers themselves were lulled into peaceful slumber
Even the bright particular stars of the Front Bench
were affected, and fell victims to their own platitudes, sleeping a round couple of hours.

I
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Books and "Record of invention Blank" before
disclosing inventions.
Send model or sketch of
your invention for our Examination and Instructions Free. Electrical cases a specialty. Terms
reasonable. Victor J. Evans & Co., 913 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.
Patent -Sense -As one of the oldest patent firms
in America we give inventors at lowest Consistent
charge, a service noted for results, evidenced by
many well-known patents of extraordinary value.
Book, Patent -Sense, free. Lacey & Lacey, 631
F St., Washington, D. C. Estab. 1869.

to wearer. No capital or experience required.
Madison
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus.
Mfrs., 511 Broadway, New York.

Start Mail Order BusiWatch Yourself Grow. Costs 5c. Sells
by Mail for $1. Information free. Write Quick!
Desk C, Surety Service Company, 561 Harvard
St., Rochester, N. V.
A Rare Opportunity.

Educational

ness.

Sells Like Blazes. New Instant Stain and Rust
For clothing, table linen, etc. Fine
Remover.
Big Quick Profits. Free
premium every sale.
Outfit. Write today. Christy, 508 Union. Newark,
New York.

Big Money and fast sales every owner buys gold
initials for his auto. You charge $1.50 make $1.44
profit. 10 orders daily easy. Samples and inforWorld Monogram Co., Dept. 34,
mation free.
Newark, N. J.

Big Money and fast sales. Every owner buys
Gold Initials for his auto. You charge $1.50;
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for
particulars and free samples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 226, East Orange, N. J.
Free Book. Start your own little Mail Order
business.
Pier. 911 Cortland St.. New York.
Razor Blades 35c dozen. Gillette type. Agents
Shultz Quality Co., Box
wanted, samples 10c.
Rockford, Ill.
Profit Daily selling Self Threading Needles,
Needlebooks. Cost 3c -5c. Sell 25c. Three Samples 25c. Catalogue Free. Needlebook Specialty
Co., Dept. 5, 661 Broadway, New York.
Sell Ford Owners most efficient timer on mar
Agents everywhere coining money-$50 to
ket.
Won$75 weekly. Haines sold forty first week.
Write Dept. 32, Auto Sun
derful side line.
Products Co., 855 \\ est Sixth St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
1038,
$20

American Made Toys
We Need Manufacturers or ambitious men in
this territory for manufacturing of Metal Toys and
\Ve buy complete output and place
Novelties.
contract orders for three years. Casting forms
allowing speedy production, furnished at cost
price. We guarantee perfect work .without pre
We buy goods, plain castings,
vious experience.
one color dipped and decorated offering highest
prices. Cash paid on deliveries. Write only if
you mean business. Our book. "American Metal
Toys and Novelties Industry," and information
mailed free. Metal Cast Products Company, 1696
Boston Road. New York.

Business Opportunities
Read Surety Service Com"Agents \Wanted" Classification.
Foreign Bonds Bought and Sold. $5.00 will
huy a 5,000 Marks German Government Bond.
$2.00 will buy a 1,000,000 Marks German Government Treasury Note. Cash with order. Highest
price paid for German Bonds. T. C. Dougherty
& Co., 50 Broad St., New York.

"This Means You"
pany's Proposition!!!

Chemistry
Learn Chemistry at Home-Dr.

T. O'Conor
Sloane. noted educator and scientific authority,
will teach you. Our home study correspondence
course is a real short cut. You can learn in half
the usual time. Gives you the same education as
you would get at a college or university. See our
ad on page 438 of this issue for special 30.day
offer. Chemical Institute of New York. 66 W.
Broadway. New York City.
How to Make and Use a Small Chemical Laboratory. By Raymond Yates. The most popular
handbook ever published. Over 100 pages, illustrated. Describes construction of laboratory fur -

Be a Laboratory

Expert. Earn $300 to $500
monthly. Study Microbiology, Sanitation. Day,
Evening Classes. Diplomas, Granted. Free 71 Piece Outfit to Students. Write for Free Prospectus Today.
International College of Microbiology. 2128 Lincoln \ve., Chicago, Ill.

Electric Motors
Motors $2.98. Good, Practical, twentieth horsepower, 115 volt alternating direct current. Order
Now. Pay Postman.
Perry Trading Co., Dept.
ES, 815 Lake, Racine. \\'is.

He/p Wanted
Work home or travel. ExperiParticulars free. \Vrite, George
Wagner, former Government Detective,
1968
Broadway, New York.
Start Profitable Business. ResiLering mirrors.
Auto -parts, tableware. stoves.
Outfits.
flans
Free. Sprinkle, Plater 87, Marion, Ind.
Be a Detective.
ence unnecessary.

Languages
World-Romic System, Master Key to All Lan-

guages.
Primers, $1.94: Chinese, French, Spanish. Languages, 8 West 40th St., New York.
M1l

iscellereous

Double Entry Bookkeeping mastered in 60 hours
with 8 keys; guaranteed; diplomas. International
Bookkeeping Institute, Dept. 27. Springfield, Missouri.
Your favorite beverages, extracts and other
formulas. Free valuable information. The Formula
Co., Dept. E, 122 West Howe St., Seattle, Wash.
Beautiful Registered Bull Pups Cheap. Bulldogs, 501 Rockwood. Dallas. Texas.
Model making, special machinery, machine, tool
and die work. Light manufacturing, metal work
of all kinds. No amount too small nor too large.
Berkshire Machine, Tool and Die Works, 82
Lyman St.. Pittsfield, Mass.

Polmet-The Wonderful Polishing Cloth that

cleans all metals without liquid, paste or powder-.
Approved by "Good Housekeeping" and "Modern
Priscilla"-sells fast at 25c. Sample free. F. C.
(;ale ('o.. 117 Edinboro St., Boston. Mass.
Formulas.
New Ones, Different.
Free lists.
Meriden Co.. Box E1151, Tacoma, Wash.
Blueprint your photo or circuit on post card
with sensitizer.
Bottle 50 cents.
No stamps.
W. Guichard, Beechhurst, Long Island, N. Y.

Models and Model Supplies
The Modelmaker.
For those interested in making working models.
Address
Send 10 cents.
P. E., 120 Liberty St., New York.

Musical Instruments
(Patent Pending.) Wonder dollar instrument,
anybody play, everybody surprised. Imitate orchestra, become professional entertainer; other val
liable informations. Multitone, 448.1 West 38:h,
New York.

Old Money Wanted
$2

to $500 each paid for hundreds of Old or

Odd Coins. Keep all old money, it may be very
valuable.
Send 1Oc for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed prices. Get posted.
We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14 Street,
LeRoy. N. Y.

Penmanship
Your signature (12 styles), finest you have ever
seen. Send quarter, Meub, Expert Penman, 2365
Mar Vista, Pasadena, Calif.

Personal

Lonely-Join Our Club.

where. Particulars free.
Box 26, Oakland, Calif.

Make friends every-

Write Mrs. Matthews,

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your own cards, stationery, circulars,
paper, etc. Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses
Print for others, big
$12, $35; Rotary $150.
profit. All easy, rules sent. Write for catalog
presses, type, paper, etc. Press Company, A -I a,
Meriden, Conn.

Radio
with one tube. Any Novice
understands our Simplified instructions. Big free
booklet tells the story. Vesco Radio Co., Box
117EX, Oakland, Calif.
Radio booklet free.
Dollars saved clubbing
Radio Magazine Subscriptions. Spencerman Agen
cies. West Los Angeles, Calif.
Motors Rewound and Repaired. 1/6 and 1/4 h.p.
Motors $7.00. For other sizes send copy of name
plate.
New G. E. Motors $15.00.
Five Amp.
Battery chargers, without bulb $7.00. 2 Amp.
Battery
charger
coils
$1.90.
All \York
$6.00.
Guaranteed.
K. C. Electric Co., 2145 Alumni
Pl., Dubuque, la.
Make Your Own Transformers. Very best 28 gauge silicon steel strips, 1, %, 174 and 2. incites
wide by 28 inches long. Price 3 to 6 cents per
strip.
Instructions for making transformers 25
cents. Kempthorn Specialty Co., P. O. Box 752
C. S. Toledo, Ohio.
10 to 20% discount on all radio sets and parts.
Write for price list. Hanifan Radio Shop, Waterville, Ohio.
For Sale-One Peerless Loud Speaker, $8.
Hanifan Radio Shop, Waterville, Ohio.
Lightning Strange Battery Compound. Charges
discharged batteries instantly.
Eliminates old
method entirely. Gallon free to agents.
Lightning Co., St. Paul, Minn.
2650 Miles Distance

1

Songwriters
Songwriters-We pay

$250 advance royalty on
songs found suitable for publication. Submit your

compositions now or write for Free Booklet.
Equitable Music Corporation, 1654-L Broadway,
New York.
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Also a complete
supplement of
S. Gernsback's
Radio
Encyclopedia
No Advertisements

Reg US.PatOff

'

Regular Magazine
Size, 9x12 Inches

e

r
.á.

Complete Installment S. Gernsback's Radio Encyclopedia in Every Issue

A Digest of the best Circuits the World Over
The only magazine of its kind in existence. Contains circuits of
every description gathered from all over the world. Articles are
of constructional nature and are fully illustrated with pictures,
diagrams, etc. Each circuit is described in detail.
This great magazine contains no advertising. This means one

hundred full pages of information. It is of the large magazine size,
9 by 12 inches, and printed in a handsome 3 -color cover.
In each issue is a supplement of S. Gernsback's Radio Encyclo.
pedia ín a convenient loose leaf form. This is not merely a
dictionry of radio terms, but is the most up-to-date and complete
of radio terms ever published explaining every word fully. reference

SOLD EVERYWHERE-AT ALL RADIO AND NEWSDEALERS
If you cannot obtain a copy in your

The Consrad Company, Inc.,

townwrite direct to us, enclosing 35c.

233

Fulton Street, New York, N.Y.
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES

=500 PAGES

$1 A VOLUME
$1 A MONTH

4700 PICTURES

Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hankins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetism-Induction-Experiments Dynamos Electric Machinery-Motors-Arnatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Principles of Alternating
Diagrams Sign Flashers Storage Batteries
Currents and Alternators Alternating Current Motors -Transformers
Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems Circuit Breakers
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-Installing
-Telephone-Telegraph-WIreless-Bells-Lighting-Railways. Also many
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IN

NOLIM

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
THEO. AUDEL & CO.,
72 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.
Name
Occupation

Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.

Employed by

Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unless
you are satisfied.
Sead Coupon now-today-and get this great help
library and see if it Is n.t worth $100 to you-you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return It

Home Address

SHIPPED FREE

Reference
Exp.. MaSr

I

To Practical Men and Electrical Students:
Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name, has prepared
a pocket-size note book especially for the practical
man and those who are taking up thz study of
electricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of
electrical machinery and connections, over two
hundred formulas for calculations, and problems
worked out showing how the formulas are used.
This data is taken from his personal note book,
which was made while on iifferent kinds of work,
and it will be found of value to anyone engaged
in the electrical business.
The drawings of connections for electrical apparatus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes,
Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers,
Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controller, Connections for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo
Ru es and Rules. for Speed Regulation. Also,
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters,
De'.ta and Star Connections and Connections for
Au:o Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all
kinds of lighting circuits, including speck] controls
where Three and Four Way Switches are used.
The work on Calculations consists of Simple

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO.

Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical
Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances,
Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel
Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Information regarding Wire used for Electrical Purposes, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations,
Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations. Measuring
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and- Dynamo
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating Size of Pulleys.
Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding
Impedance; Reactance, Inductance, Frequency,
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors,
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line
Transformers.
The book, called the "Burgess Blue Book," is
published and sold by us for one dollar ($1.00)
per copy, postpaid. If you wish one of the books,
send us your order with a dollar bill, check or
money order. We know (he value of the book
and can guarantee its satisfaction to you by returning your money if you decide not to keep it after
having had it for five days.
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